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Waiting to use VXlbus 
because you think there 
aren't enough instruments? 
Currently available in VXlbus* 

Analog Comparator 
Arbitrary Serial Word 

Generator 
ARINC-429 Receiver 
ARINC-429 Transmitter 
ARINC-429/561 Converter 
BCD/Binary Input 
BCD/Binary Output 
Bit Error Rate Receiver 
Bit Error Rate Transmitter 
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Digital Input 
Digital Multimeter 
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CDS is VXlbus. 
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AND BEYOND. 

ti."'l'iNti. has a complete range of pattern 
!r: n""~nn:: and receivers that cover 1 MHz 

GHz and beyond, manual or full 
GPIB control. 

Virtually any type of pattern can 
be generated including pseudorandom, 
variable mark ratios and programmable 
patterns up to 16 kps. Pattern and clock 

~~·~:',OOIiDUt kWeIs. as well as offset voltage. can 
be user controlled. In addition, delay can 
be set on all the units to permit flexible 
interfaces. 

Anritsu helps you every step of the 
way whatever your test requirement. 
From high speed digital les to high speed 
optical devices ... from electrical to optical 
transmission systems. 

So take the first step and contact Anritsu 
today at 1-800-255-7234 or in NJ 
201-337-1111. Anritsu America, Inc. 
15 Thornton Rd., Oakland, NJ 07436, 
Fax 201-337-1033. 
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For nearly 
three decades, 

• companies 
have drawn 
on Houston 
Instrument. 

Now it's 
your turn. 

HousliJn Instrumen~ PRIORITY RESPONSE. and 
SCAN- CAD are trademarks of AMETEK, Inc. 

Select a Houston Instrument'" 
plotter, and you're not only opting 
for the best price/performance on 
the market-you're choosing an 
industry leader with a proven track 
record. For nearly 30 years, 
companies have relied on m for 
quality products, reliable service, 
and attractive prices. 

Take HI's sleek new DMP-60 
Series plotters-they're designed to 
impress even the most demanding 
CAD professional. Industry experts 
agree: 

"Houston Instrument's DMP-61 
delivers a remarkable combination of 
high speed, gorgeous plots, and 
very competitive I 
price" Editor's Choice 

l Dec 22, 1987 

HI's commitment to solid, 
innovative products is underlined 
by designed-in versatility. The 
SCAN-CAD'" option lets a 
DMP-60 Series plotter double as 
a scanner. The Multi-Pen accessory 
speeds colorful, complex drawings. 
And m's one megabyte buffer board 
lets the DMP-60 Series plot several 
originals-without tying up your 
computer. 

Proven performance, proven 
value-that's m plotters. Flexible. 
Fast. Accurate. Software compatible. 
Reliable. And backed by m's 
PRIORITY RESPONSE'" customer 
support programs which include 
overnight product-replacement 
service, leasing, and warranty 
coverage. 

All this from an industry leader 
that companies have drawn on for 
nearly three decades-Houston 
Instrument. 

Now it's your tum. Begin by 
calling 1·800·444·3425 or 
512·835·0900 or writing Houston 
Instrument, 8500 Cameron Road, 
Austin, Texas 78753. 
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The computer is making its way into the aircraft cockpit of 
the future. Along with other electronic advances, it Is making 
possible a complete rethinking of what a cockpit should look 
like, how it should work, and how automation will assist 
tomorrow's pilots. See page 12. 
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Before he pushes the e~e, 
mM tal(es you beyond it. 

From miles away and thousands of feet below, you know exactly what he's feeling. 
Using an mM 3090 with supercomputer power, you've pushed your design through 

relentless iterations of finite element modeling and fluid dynamics analysis. You've 
defined the edge. 

The mM 3090 with Vector Facility, for its part, has redefined supercomputer 
performance, combining up to six vector processors with one of the industry's fastest 
scalar processors and most efficient memory management systems, parallel processing 
capabilities, and full mM System 1370 compatibility. 

The result is balanced supercomputer performance that can improve your job 
turnaround by eliminating data bottlenecks, and save the added expense of a separate 



front-end processor. Plus, the mM Vector Facility's modular design lets you start with just 
the computer power you need today, and make economical in-field upgrades as your 
needs grow. And that gives the mM 3090VF a big edge over more expensive and less 
flexible vector processors. 

mM's integrated system approach combines the power of the mM 3090VF with the 
advantages of a single operating environment, low entry cost, low software and 
maintenance costs, a wide variety of application programs, and mM support to create a 
winner in total cost-of-computing. 

To find out more, or to arrange to have your mM Marketing Representative contact 
you, simply call1-800-mM-2468, ext 20. =:=-:-:.==. == ---- -. ---- -- --------
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Computer advances are enabling a complete rethinking of 
what a cockpit should look like, how it should work, 
and how automation will assist pilots in the future. 

T he computer revolution has 
reached the aircraft cockpit. In 
coming years, pilots will use 

powerful expert systerns and color· 
coded graphic displays to monltor a 
wide range of data, including flight 
path and speed, wind and weather con
ditions, traff ic problems, and 
obstacles. The result, experts predict, 
will be smoother rides, fewer ac
cidents, and improved on-time 
performance. 

"On board computers can greatly aid 
the pilot in decision making," said 
George Sexton, a research engineer 
with the Lockheed-Georgia Company. 
" Properly applied, new control and 
display technology will provide pre· 
cisely the information the pi:0t needs 
at the time it is needed." 

To develop and test computer in
novations for future flight, NASA and 
Lockheed·Georgia have built a cockpit 
simulator that represents a hypo
thetical1995 transport aircraft. Called 
the Advanced Concepts Simulator 
(ACS), the highly modular cockpit has 
been incorporated into flight simula
tion facilities at NASA's Langley 

12 

Research Center, Hampton, VA; Ames 
Research Center, Mountain View, CA; 
and Lockheed-Georgia, Marietta, GA. 

The ACS provides full-mission 
simulation by placing pilots in a 
realistic environment, where they in
terface with the outside world, air traf
fic control, and all functional aircraft 
systems while performing typical (or 
atypical) flights. Its software architec
ture offers the flexibility to rapidly 
change the simulated aircraft sys
tems, display formats, and flight con
ditions. "This makes the simulator a 
valuable tool for investigating a variety 
of issues within a short time period," 
stated Sexton. 

Until recently, explained Samuel 
Morello of Langley's Flight Manage
ment Division, flight station designs 
have evolved through the introduction 
of improved or modernized instru
ments for individual systems. " New 
displays and controls have simply 
replaced outmoded units," he said. 
Now, however, computer advances 
offer new concepts in cockpit design, 
enabling safer and more efficient air
craft operations through an orderly 

(Photo courtesy the Lockheed-Georgia Company) 

flow of information controlled by the 
flight crew. 

"Our objective," Morello said, " is to 
heighten the pilot's situation aware
ness by improving the availability of in
formation and ease of interpretation, 
which can reduce the possibility of 
missed signals or misread data." 
A Sleek New Design 

The simulator's unique desktop de
sign resembles an office or laboratory 
workstation. A row of five cathode ray 
tubes, aligned left-to-right at the rear of 
a nearly flat control surface, are pro
grammable so that flight data carJ be 
displayed in a logical, easy-to-see for
mat. The outside screens provide navi
gation and flight information, while the 
center three screens show engine and 
systems status, weather conditions, 
surrounding air traffic, and functional 
systems such as fuel-all controlled 
by touch panel overlays. Lockheed 's 
simulator also features two holo
graphic head-up displays which pre
sent primary flight data, allowing the 
crew to simultaneously see the sym
bology and look outside the aircraft. 
This could improve safety on low 
visibility approaches by enabling the 
pilot to focus on the runway more 
quickly than with a transition from 
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head-down to head-up flying. 
Fly-by-wire/light flight and thrust 

control systems permit traditional 
columns and wheels to be replaced 
by less bulky side-stick controllers. 
Essentially a joystick connected to the 
simulator's VAX 8800 host computer, 
the side-stick controller creates a 
roomier cockpit and increases the 
flight crew's field of vision. 

Experimenters use realistic com
munications, including voice dis
guisers, to provide air traffic control 
(ATC) to the test plane and other 
pseudo aircraft operating in the same 
"airspace." Designed for NASA by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, the ATC simulator features two 
independent controller stations that 
can be reconfigured from one geo
graphical area to another in less than 
a minute, allowing the control position 
to "leapfrog" in order to follow the 
plane's progress. Lockheed-Georgia 
plans to modify the ATC simulator to 
include military command and control 
systems, such as the Joint Tactical In
formation Distribution System, when 
the advanced cockpit is used to test 

This close-up look at one of the ACS 
displays rellea/s a logical, easy-to-use 
format. The top portion prollides In· 
formation about airplane attitude, 
flight path, airspeed, and altitude, 
while the bottom part shows the pilot 
his nalligational position re/atille to 
ground-based radio aids and natural 
landmarks. (Photo courtesy NASA) 

01 The ulure 
future military crew systems. 

Computer-generated color scenes 
appear outside the cockpit windows, 
adding to the illusion of flight. Created 
by Link-Miles' Image II visual system, 
the scenes depict specific airports and 
their surroundings as viewed at night. 
Special effects include adjustable 
cloud heights, ground fog, runway 
markings, and ground and airborne 
traffic. 

Many system-monitoring functions 
are performed automatically in the 
ACS. A prime example is the Advisory, 
Caution, and Warning System, which 
aids the flight crew in fault detection 
and analysis. Other unique design 
features are : automatic loading of 
navigation data into the computer 
system; a four-dimensional navigation 
system; tailored logic for operations 
based on artificial intelligence; and 
data-linking of traffic and weather in
formation from " ground-based" com
puters to the cockpit. 
Through Rain, Sleet, or Snow 

Langley researchers plan to use the 
ACS to study the application of ad
vanced controls and displays for all
weather flying. Explained George 
Steinmetz, Head of Langley's Vehicle 
Operations Research Branch: "The 
pilot of the future may be enroute, with 
a nice preprogrammed route already 
stored in the computer, when a 
NASA Tech Briefs, May 1989 

thunderstorm drifts across the flight 
path. We want it to be very convenient 
for the pilot to change the airplane's 
course, skirt the storm, and get back 
on schedule. 

"One possibility is to have the pilot 
touch his map display (on one of the 
video screens) and say, ' I want a new 
way point there and there,' and have 
the computer do most of the work. It 
would find the new course and com
pute the new bearings, and would even 
increase the plane's speed just the 
right amount to compensate for travel
ing the extra distance, so the flight 
could stay on schedule." 

In Steinmetz's example, the pilot 
used a voice recognition system
another new invention the ACS will 
test-to communicate with the com
puter. Voice systems can extend the 
flight crew's control through speech 
when their hands are busy with other 
tasks. 

One of the first experiments con
ducted in the Langley simulator was a 
comparison between voice input and 
manually keying entries on a tele
phone-like pad for radio communica
tions. Researchers believe that voice 
input, to be efficient, must take on 
an advanced, " intelligent" form. "The 
one-for-one replacement of spoken 
words for finger actions is not a good 
use of voice input," said Steinmetz. 

"But if a pilot could select radio fre
quencies, for example, by simply say
ing 'Denver tower' and the system is 
smart enough to understand those 
words and perform the rest of the task, 
then that's a different ball game." 

Intelligent Tools 
At NASA Ames, reseachers are 

employing the ACS to examine a vari
ety of intelligent crew systems, in
cluding "Smart Checklists" that ap
pear on the desktop display during 
each phase of flight to assure the pilot 
has completed required tasks. The 
pilot checks off items by touching the 
appropriate line on the video screen. 
A "checklist incomplete" message 
reminds the pilot of skipped items, and 
also serves as a touch panel switch to 
recall a missed step. When an item 
associated with a functional system 
reaches the top line of the checklist, a 
schematic of that system automatical
ly appears so that its controls can be 
operated through the touch panel. 

Another Ames effort will evaluate a 
Traffic and Collision Avoidance 
System that could be installed on 
transport ai rcraft as early as 1991. 
Transponders gauge the position of 
other aircraft and feed that data into 
the onboard computer, which applies 
a complex algorithm to determine 
whether another plane is too close for 
comfort. If the computer detects a po
tential collision, alarms sound and the 
pilot is instructed-via computerized 
voice synthesis-to climb, dive, or per
form other maneuvers to escape the 
danger. 

The Human Factor 
Both NASA simulators support 

extensive human factors research, ex
ploring the human side of the people
machine relationship. For example, 
scientists want to know if, after long 
hours in what is essentially a video 
cockpit, the crew will experience more 
or less fatigue compared with a stan
dard flight station. This work involves 
taking brainwave measurements dur
ing simulated flights to determine the 
pilot's interest level. 

" We have to be careful not to 
overautomate the cockpit," said John 
Garren, Chief of Langley's Flight Man
agement Division. "It's important we 
maintain the proper level of cockpit 
workload, keeping the pilot involved 
and alert to avoid complacency." 

The ultimate goal of NASA's 
simulator research is to transfer the 
existing technology to American in
dustry and have it incorporated in the 
next generation of commercial aircraft. 

"We foresee the computer becom
ing an electronic crew member on 
future flights," Garren said. " If there's 
a time-critical problem, the pilot will 
have an expert at his fingert ips who 
can instantly come up with a solution." 
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NASA's Transport Systems Research Vehicle features an 
all-electronlc flight deck. 

The Flying Laboratory 

T he idea of totally redesigning the transport flight sta
tion is largely an outgrowth of another NASA research 

project that introduced electronic cathode ray tubes to the 
cockpit of a specially instrumented Boeing-737 jetliner. 
This flying laboratory, dubbed the Transport Systems 
Research Vehicle (TSRV), is operated by the Langley 
Center as part of a cooperative effort with the Federal Avia
tion Administration to explore technology for safer and 
more efficient air travel. 

The TSRV features two flight decks: aconventional for
ward deck and a fully operational research flight deck, 

located in the main cabin aft of the standard pilot's com
partment. From the windowless aft cockpit , research 
crews fly the airplane using computer-driven systems and 
color displays, while pilots on the standard deck monitor 
the flight. 

In addition to navigation and flight displays in front of 
both pilot and copilot, center panel video screens provide 
the capability to monitor engine and systems status and 
to manage aircraft systems operation, which should result 
in reduced crew workload . The center screens allow ex
perimenters to examine how additional data can be 
displayed to improve air traffic control (ATC) communica
tions, flight management options, and traffic awareness. 

Langley recently.used the TSRV to test a breakthrough 
invention called the Takeoff Performance Monitor System. 
Onboard computers predict when and at what speed the 
airplane will take off. If takeoff performance is less than 
satisfactory, a warning is sounded to the pilot. This system 
is designed to prevent the type of accident that occurred 
in Washington , DC in 1982 when acommercial jet did not 
have enough power to take off and crashed in the Potomac 
River. 

Next year, the TSRV will be fitted with a ring around its 
fuselage-a small airfoil standing several inches from the 
surface-that reduces turbulent drag. Th is basic 
aerodynamic concept for improving fuel economy will be 
tested in flight for the first time on the modified 
Boeing-737. 

Other scheduled experiments include the study of 
various onboard sensors for the detection of wind shear 
and the evaluation of aircraft-ATC technology integration 
for improved traffic flow near airports_ Furthermore, NASA 
and McDonnell Douglas plan to test a helmet-mounted 
display that could be used by pilots in windowless aircraft 
or other applications where the pilot cannot see outside 
the cockpit. D 
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" IT'S 
SLIPPERIER 

THAN . 
TEFLON" WHY BUY A NEW CAR 

WHEN YOU DON7 HAVE TO? 

You've seen the price of new cars ... they 
go up every year! Cars get flimsier ... 
prices get higher ... it never seems to end. 
There are lots of reasons to keep that nice 
car of yours on the road as long as pos
sible. 

Now it's easy to make your engine run 
better, last longer. Just add TUFOIL to 
the crankcase. You don't have to shake 
the container or add an engine flush. Just 
pour it in and drive away. 

Your throttle will get silky smooth .. . ac
celeration will impra.le. One customer 
said his car ' takes off like a scared rabbit!' 

TUFOIL works wonders for all known en
gine oils. It's actually slipperier than 
Teflon®. (according to a famous US 
goverment laboratory.) 

You'll get astonishingly fast starts on 
cold mornings with both diesels and gas 
engines. The Canadian government 
tested TUFOIL at it's cold regions lab. 
They showed faster cranking and sig
nificant fuel savings with TUFOIL. 

I keep getting telephone calls from 
owners of very expensive German 
diesels wanting to buy stock in our com
pany. They say their diesels are ac
celerating like nothing they've ever seen 
before. One said he doesn't have to down 
shift any more on an annoying hill in his 
area. 

Your car can have more power like 
that too. 

USE Toi/® 
AND YOUR ENGINE 
WILL LAST .. , AND 

LAST ... AND LAST! 

TRY ONE 8 OZ BOTTLE OF TUFOIL 
FOR 30 DAYS OR 1000 MILES 

If you don't notice quieter-smoother 
operation,quicker starting ,snappy ac
celeration.Just send us proof of purchase 
with a note describing the year and make 
of your carWe'li refund your money im
mediately-

Send for TUFOIL today and prove to 
yourself the amazing increase in your 
car's performance. Fil in the coupon 
today or call TOLL-FREE any time, 24 
hours a day. 

St4f Uf, t««e I4Itd ~ eaM 
Engines last longer with TUFOIL. . Our 

1976- 476T-Bird is now at 190,000 miles 
and purring. 

A bunch of customers' cars have now 
passed 250,000 miles. 

Several months ago, a nice man I'd 
never seen before walked into my office, 
big smile on his face, sat down and said, 
Would you believe 340,000 miles on a 
Tufoil engine?" He went on to rave about 
how well his engine has been running all 
these years. I couldn't get a word in 
edgewise. 

It made me very proud. 
Recently, a truck driver called in with 

over 1,000,000 miles on a diesel using 
TUFOIL - Wowl 

A customer from Vermont added 10% 
TUFOIL to his sticky mechanical trans
mission, called in and said he couldn't 
believe it... 'Shifting is like slicing butter 
now!' , he said. 

5MB owners are writing letters praising 
TUFOIL in their 'NINES' magazine. They 
report spectacular improvements in their 
engines and transmissions! 

Don't forget I TUFOIL is the result of 
over 15 years of research and develop
ment. The U.S. government has 
awarded us 6 patents so far ... so have 
Germany, England, France and Canada. 

No other Iybricant even comes close. 
One customer put it nicely when he said, 

'You can hear it...you can feel itl' 

PS--Our loyal customers wrote this ad 
for us. Its full of their comments I 

What about additives that claim to be 
one time treatments that will last the life of 
an engine? Well, I've been following the 
scientific literature on lubrication for a very 
long time. As far as I know, there isn't a 
shred of scientific evidence for such a 
claim. So don't believe it! 

1-800-922-0075. ~ "1/ _.L. I 
(in New Jersey, call201-825-8110.) ~ If141Ui&4-

FREE.~~;;'ci;"~;d;;;' TuFOILie7h~I;gy':'Ct:'Ck 1. -----------IIj-------------
one with each order of 2 bottles or a quart. Check 2 for each I Fluoramlcs, Inc, NTB·59 
gallon order. Values range from $3.98 to $9.95. rush my TUFOIL order: 103 Pleasant Avenue 
o TUFOIL Gun·Coat - Super rust inhibited. smooth action I, 0 ON$~: ~~. t~ttle$3·~~ea~one car for Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458 
o TUFOIL Compu -Lube - Low viscosity for computer . . pus . SIPPing and My check or money order for $ __ is enclosed. 

mechanisms I handling). See money back Charge my credit card: 
o TUFOIL Lightning Grease - Easily sheared grease for I guarantee. 0 Am.Express 0 MasterCard 0 Visa 

instruments 0 TWO 8 oz. bottles ... treat two cars 
o TU~OIL Lubit-8 - General purpose, household use I for $25.00 (plus $4.00 Shipping 

lubricant I and handling) SAVE $6.00 
FREE brochures ... 
o 30 Questions/Answers about TUFOIL I 
o "Fun with Superconductors"-we're leading that field I 

too! I 
See NASA Tech Briefs for technical details, 
1986, 1987 and 1988. 
C>1987 Fluoramics, Inc. 

o ONE Quart bottle ... treat 4 cars 
for $34.95 (plus $4.00 shipping 
and handling) 

o ONE GALLON ... treat 16 cars for 
$125.00 (plus $6.00 shipping and 

Card No. ___________ _ 

Exp. Date __________ _ 

Signature __________ _ 

Name ___________ _ 

Address ___ -'-_~ _____ _ 

City 
flUON ( IS reg T M 01 lei AmerICaS Inc 
TEFLON' IS reg T M 01 DuPon,' 
lUFOILC' IS reg TM 01 FtuoramiCS 

handling.) State Zip _____ _ 
US Patent No 4.284 518 
US PatenlNo 4224173 
U S Patent No 3933 656 

I Other U 5 Paletll$ '$sued and pendIng 

.... ---------
. We ship within days! (N.J. residents please add 8% sales tax). Canadians: 

I 'over the Single boHle pnce BIG S V' GS Call lor the name 01 our Canadian distributor. 
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lew ProduClldeas 
New Product Ide .. are Just a 
few of the many Innovations 
deSCribed In this I...,. of NASA 
T~h SrI.,. and hllVlng promising 
commercial application .. Each Is 
discussed furth ... on the 
referenced page In the appro-

prlate ~Ion In this Issue. "you 
are Int ... ested In developing a 
product from th ... or oth ... NASA 
Innovations, you can receive fur· 
ther t~hnlcal Information by r. 
questing the TSP referenced at 
the end of the full· 

length article or by writing the 
T~hnology Utilization OffIce of 
the sponsoring NASA cent ... (see 
page 18). NASA's patent-llcenslng 
progrem to encourage comm ... • 
clal development Is described on 
page 18. 

Laser·Assisted Growth of 
AlGaAs Films 

sisted organometallic chemical-vapor de
position. The films are single-crystal and 
contain no detectable oxygen or carbon. 
(See page 83). 

Optical Addressing and 
Clocking of RAM's 

Rims of aluminum gallium arsenide can 
be grown on gallium arsenide by laser-as-

16 Circle Reader Action No. 358 

A proposed random-access-memory 
addressing system, in which the memory is 
linked optically to the readlwrite logic cir
cuits, would greatly increase computer 
operating speed. The system could be ap
plied to high-capacity digital systems, 
supercomputers, and complex microcir
cuits. (See page 32). 

Programmable Positioner 
for Spot Welding 

The present method of manufacture of 
large missile tanks has required tedious re
sistance welding of thousands of spot 
welds. Welds are rtCJN spaced and per
formed in sequence automatically by ec0-

nomical automated welding station that 
has produced significant improvements in 
productivity and in quality. (See page 82). 

Graphite Fluoride Fiber 
Composites for Heat Sinking 

Graphite fluoride fiber/polymer com
posite materials consist of graphite fluoride 
fibers in er:x>XY, polytetrafluoroethylene, or 
polyimide resin. They combine high elec
trical resistivity with high thermal conduc
tMty and thus may solve the heat-transfer 
problems of many electrical systems. (See 
page 54). 

Optical Tracker for 
Longwall Coal Shearer 

A tracking system records the lateral 
movements of a longwall coal-shearing ve
hicle. The system detects the lateral and 
vertical deviations of the path of the vehicle 
as it moves along a coal face, shearing 
coal as it goes. (See page 74). 

Plasma/Neutral· Beam 
Etching Apparatus 

An apparatus has been developed to 
produce intense beams of reactant atoms 
for simulating oxygen erosion, for studying 
beam'9as collisions, and for etching semi
conductor substrates. A plasma is ejected 
from a coaxial plasma gun tooard a neu
tralizing plate, where it is turned into a 
beam of atoms or molecules and aimed at 
a substrate to be etched. (See page 83). 
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Write 50,000 Lines Of Program Code 
Or Call One Toll-Free Number* 

For Signal Processing Software, your best call is IIS.® 
You can write DSP software until 

you're blue in the face, or try using 
competing software products. But 
it boils down to this: today, there's 
only one software package with the 
designed-in capability to integrate 
data acquisition with your signal 
processing requirements. That 
package is 11...5, the world standard. 

Additionally, lLS is supported 
on five popular workstations: VAX, 
Masscomp, Apollo, Sun and the 
PClPS-2 series (and compatibles). 

Network Consistency 
If you have a networked mix of 

systems, ILS presents a consistent 
file and user interface ... no relearn-

ing is required as users switch from 
one workstation to another, and they 
have a choice of a menu interface or 
a command-line interface. 

Unmatched DSP Functionality 
No other software package gives 

you so many signal processing 
options ... without you having to 
write a single line of code! These 
include waveform display and edit
ing, digital filtering, spectral analysis, 
pattern classification, data manipu
lation and speech processing. lLS 
Fortran source code is available for 
custom applications. 

For these reasons, ILS is in use 
at more than 2,000 sites in 40 coun-

VAX and VAX/VMS art. trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation Sun is a tmdt-mark of Sun Microsystems. Inc, 
Apollo is a trademark of Apollo Computer.;. Inc. PCIPS·2 is a trademark of IBM Corporation 

*Outside the USA, call B05-683-3771 or your closest ILS representative shown below. 

tries, working in such areas as speech 
processing, noise and vibration, bio
medical research, radar and sonar, 
communications and more. 

Remember too, that no software 
developer is more committed to cus
tomer support and satisfaction than 
Signal Technology. For details, or 
for a free, no-obligation ILS dem
onstration tape, call toll-free: 
800-235-5787. 

SIi SignaIlC!chnoiogy Inc 
5951 Encina Road , Goleta, CA 93117 

(805) 683-3771 (800) 235-5787 
Telex 650-280-1641 
FAX (805) 967-0871 

o AUStralia Measurement Technology Pry. Ltd Tel. (03) 580-8333 FAX (03) 580-965'\ 0 France sACASA Tel. 011 -33-1-6907 7802 FAX 011-33-1-69 28.71. 71 Telex 6036'19 0 Germany (FRG) 
Cit Austria Stemmer Elektronik GMBH Tel. 01l-'\9-B9-809020 FAX 011-'\9-89-8090216 Telex 5216'1~ 0 Hong Kong Rik .. Corporation H.K., Ltd_ lei. 5-865-5393 FAX 5-865-5376 Telex 
86256 o India Sapph"e Systems and Services Pvt ., Ltd Tel (022) 2310-10 FAX (022) 20'100 17 Telex 11 -5291 0 Israel MeKu CAD/CAM Systems, Ltd. Tel. (03) 540-3729 FAX (03) 540-3707 
o Italy Morra Ingegnen E ConsulentiTel. 011-39-1-72-122577 FAX 01l-39-1-7H3U43 Telex 215H5 oJapan Rikei Corporation Tel. (03) 3'\5-1411 FAX (03) 3'14-39'19 Telex 2'1208 
o Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg Multihous< T.S.l b.y. Tel. 01l-31-20-10'I9<l9 FAX 01l-31 -20-106940 Telex 57768 0 People's Republic of China Imag Industnes, Inc. Tel 868721 
exL 4017 Telex 20028 0 R~public of China (Taiwan) Hennes Epnek Corporation Tel. (02) 709-7606 FAX (02) 7oo-M8'\ Telex 2679<1 0 Republic of Korea (South Korea) Sam Hong 
Commerce Corporanon Tel. (02) 77'1-1397 FAX (02) 756-995'1 Telex 23231 0 Spain Instrumane Espanola, S.A. Tel. 01l-3-1-1-'I558112 FAX OIl-3,\-1-5971077 Telex '\6277 0 Sweden, 
Finland, Norway Acoutronic AB Tel. 01l-'\6-8-66'14080 FAX 011--16-8-1528'13 Telex 12H2 3K Systems AB Tel 01l-46-8-76'17240 FAX 011-'16-8-982588 Telex ~559 0 Switu:rland 
InstrUmatic AG Tel. 011-'11-1-7231'110 FAX 011-'11-1-7211268 Telex 826801 0 United Kingdom, Ireland logica Space Cit o..fence Systems, Ltd Tel . 01l-H-I-637-9111 ext 4073 
FAX 011-'1'1-932-6618'\ Telex 267'113 
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HOW YOU CAli BEIIEFIT h you 're a regular readerofTECH BRIEFS, then you 're already 
making use of one of the low· and no-cost services provided by 
NASA's Technology Utilizat ion (TU) Network. But a TECH 
BRIEFS subscription represents only a fraction of the technical 
Information and applications/engineering services offered by 
the TU Network as a whole. In fact, when all of the components 
of NASA's Technology Utilization Network are considered, 
TECH BRIEFS represents the proverbial tip of the iceberg. 

We've outl ined below NASA's TU Network-named the 
participants, described their services, and listed the individuals 
you can contact for more information relating to your specific 
needs. We encourage you to make use of the Informat ion, 
access, and applicat ions services offered by NASA's 
Technology Utilization Network . 

FROM IIASA '5 
TECHIIOLOGY 
UTlUZADOIi 
SERVICES 

----.. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ How You Can Utilize NASA's Industrial Applications Centers-A nationwide network offering a broad range 
of technical services, including computerized access to over 100 million documents worldwide. 

y ou can contact NASA's network of Industrial Applications Centers (lACs) for assistance in solving a specific technical problem or meeting your 
information needs. The "user friendly" lACs are staffed by technology transfer experts who provide computerized Information retrieval from one of 

the world 's largest banks of technical data. Nearly 500 computerized data bases, ranging from NASA's own data base to Chemical Abstracts and INSPEC, 
are accessible through the ten lACs located throughout the nation. The lACs also offer technical consultation services andlor linkage with other experts 
In the field. You can obtain more information about these services by calling or writing the nearest lAC. Userfees are charged for lAC information services. 
Aerospace Research Research Triangle Park, NC NASA/UK Technology NASA IndustrIal ApplicatIons 
ApplicatIons 27709 ApplicatIons Program Center (WESRAC) 
Center (ARAC) H. Lynn Reese, Director University of Kentucky University of Southern California 
Indianapolis Center for Advanced (919) 549.Q671 109 Kinkead Hall Research Annex 
Research NASA IndustrIal ApplicatIons Lexington, KY 40506'()()57 3716 South Hope Street, Room 
611 N. Capitol Avenue Ctr. 823 William Pitt Union WillIam R. Strong, Director 200 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 University of Pittsburgh (606) 257·6322 Los Angeles, CA 90007·4344 
Dr. F. Timothy Janis, Director Pittsburgh, PA 15260 NERAC, Inc. Radford G. King, Exec. Director 
(317) 262·5036 Dr. Paul A. McWilliams, One Technology Drive (213) 743·8988 
Rural EnterprIses, Inc. Exec. Director Tolland, CT 06084 (800) 642·2872 (CA only) 
Central IndustrIal ApplicatIons (412) 648·7000 Dr. Daniel U. Wilde, President (800) 872·7477 (toll·free US) 
Center/NASA (CIAC) NASA/Southern Technology (203) 872·7000 NASA/SU IndustrIal Applications 
P.O. Box 1335 Applications Center Technology ApplicatIon Center Center 
Durant, OK 74702 Box 24 (TAC) Southern University Department 
Steve R. Hardy, President Progress Ctr., One Progress Blvd. University of New Mexico of Computer Science 
(405) 924·5094 Alachua, FL 32615 Albuquerque, NM 87131 P.O. Box 9737 
North Carolina ScIence and J. Ronald Thornton, Director Dr. Stanley A. Morain, Director Baton Rouge, LA 70813·9737 
Technology Research Center (904) 462·3913 (505) 277·3622 Dr. John Hubbell, Director 
(NC/STRC) (800) 354·4832 (FL only) (504) 771-6272 
Post Office Box 12235 (800) 225·0308 (toll ·free US) 

If you represent a public sector organization with a particular need, you can contact NASA's Application Team for technology matching and problem solving 
assistance. Staffed by professional engineers from a variety of diSCiplines, the Application Team works with public sector organizations to identify and 
solve critical problems with existing NASA technology. Technology ApplicatIon Team, Research TrIangle InstItute, P.O. Box 12194, Research TrIangle 
Park, NC 27709. Doris Rouse, Director, (919) 541-6980 

How You Can Ae;cess Technology Transfer Services At NASA Field Centers: 
Technology Utilization Officers & Patent Counsels-Each NASA Field Center has a Technology Utilization 
Officer (TUO) and a Patent Counsel to facilitate technology transfer between NASA and the private sector. 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, request the Technical Support Package (TSP).1f a TSP is not available, 
you can contact the Technology Utilization Officer at the NASA Field Center that sponsored the research. He can arrange for assistance in applying the 
technology by putting you in touch with the people who developed it. If you want information about the patent status of a technology or are interested 
in licensing a NASA invention, contact the Patent Counsel at the NASA Field Center that sponsored the research. Refer to the NASA reference number 
at the end of the Tech Brief. 

Ames Research Ctr. 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Laurance Milov 
Mail Code 223·3 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
(415) 694·4044 
Patent Counsel: 
Darrell G. Brekke 
Mall Code 200·11 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
(415) 694·5104 
LewIs Research Center 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Daniel G. Soltis 
Mail Stop 7·3 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433·5567 
Patent Counsel: 
Gene E. Shook 
Mail Code 301 ·6 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433·5753 

John C. StennIs 
Space Center 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Robert M. 
Barlow 
Code HA-OO, Bldg.1103 
StenniS Space Center, 
MS 39529 
(601) 688·1929 
John F. Kennedy 
Space Center 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Thomas M. 
Hammond 
Mall Stop PT·PMO·A 
Kennedy Space 
Center, FL 32899 
(407) 867·3017 
Patent counsel: 
James O. Harrell 
Mail Code PT·PAT 
Kennedy Space 
Center, FL 32899 
(407) 867·2544 

Langley Research Ctr. 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: John Samos 
Mail Stop 139A 
Hampton, VA 23665 
(804) 864·2484 
Patent Counsel: 
George F. Helfrich 
Mall Code 279 
Hampton, VA 23665 
(804) 864·3523 
Goddard Space Flight 
Center 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Donald S. 
Friedman 
Mail Code 702.1 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
(301) 286-6242 
Patent Counsel: 
R. Dennis Marchant 
Mail Code 204 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
(301) 286·7351 

A Shortcut To Software: COSMIC<!l-For software developed with 
NASA funding, contact COSMIC, NASA's Computer Software Manage· 
ment and Information Center. New and updated programs are announc· 
ed in the Computer Programs section. COSMIC publishes an annual 
software catalog . For more Information call or write: COSMIC'l' 382 
East Broad Street, Athens, GA 30602 John A. Gibson, Dlr., (404) 
542·3265 
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Jet Propulsion Lab. 
NASA Resident Office 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Gordon S. 
Chapman 
Mall Stop 180·801 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354·4849 
Patent Counsel: 
Paul F. McCaul 
Mall Code 180·801 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354·2734 
Technology Utilization 
Mgr. for JPL: Dr. Nor· 
man L. Chalfin 
Mall Stop 156·211 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354·2240 

George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
Technology UtIIlzaiion 
Officer: Ismail Akbay 
Code AT01 
Marshall Space Flight 
Center, 
AL 35812 
(205) 544·2223 
Patent Counsel: 
Bill Sheehan 
Mall Code CC01 
Marshall Space Flight 
Center, 
AL 35812 
(205) 544'()()21 

Lyndon B. Johnson 
Space Center 
Techn%gy Utilization 
Officer: Dean C. Glenn 
Mall Code IC·4 
Houston, TX 77058 
(713) 483·3809 
Patent Counsel: 
Edward K. Fein 
Mail Code AL3 
Houston, TX 77058 
(713) 483·4871 
NASA Headquarters 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Leonard A. Aul! 
Code CU 
Washington, DC 20546 
(202) 453·2636 
Assistant General 
Counsel for Patent 
Matters: Robert F. 
Kempf, Code GP 
Washington, DC 20546 
(202) 453·2424 

If You Have a Quest ion ... NASA Scientific & Technlcallnfor· 
mat lon Facility can answer questions about NASA's Technology 
Utilization Network and its services and documents. The STI staff sup· 
plies documents and provides referrals. Call, write or use the feedback 
card in this Issue to contact: NASA Scientific and Technlcallnforma. 
tlon Facility, Technology Utilizatjon Office, P.O. Box 8757, Baltimore, 
MD 21240-0757. Walter M. Heiland, Manager, (301) 859·5300, Ext. 242, 
243 
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Thermoplastic Composites ... 
The Time Is Now. 
Savings from 
the Start 
TPC offers commingled yarns and 
thermoplastic powder prepregs 
specifically designed to reduce 
composite materials and fabrica
tion costs. Our prepregs offer cost 
advantages when compared with 
currently available thermoplastic 
matrix systems. Available in rov
ings, unidirectional tapes and fab
rics, TPC products can revolutionize 
the way you fabricate composite 
parts while delivering even greater 
performance. 

Prepregs, Yarns 
and Powders 
TPC thermoplastic prepregs are 
available in two distinct forms; com
ingled yarns and powder prepregs. 
Available forms include rovings, 
unidirectional tapes and fabrics. 

TPC coming led yarns are a precise 
mix of a structural fiber and filamen
tary polymer. This material form 
offers drape and precise control over 
fiber volume content. 

TPC's proprietary powder technol
ogy provides thermoplastic preforms 
which possess both drape and tack 
without the presence of solvents. 

Productivity 
Plus Performance 
Thermoplastic composite materials 
offer cost performance advantages 
over more conventional thermoset 
materials. The primary cost advan
tage is due to reduced processing 
costs. 

Thermoplastic composites: 
• Do not require cold storage 
• Require relatively short process 

cycles 
• Produce less scrap because of 
their ability to be reprocessed. 

Performance advantages, charac
terized by the finished product 
include: 
• Longer life cycle 
• Greater durability 
• Repairability 

Until now, thermoplastic composite 
materials have posed significant 

manufacturing challenges due 
to the nature of the available 

prepreg forms. Typically, 
these prepregs are either 

"stiff and boardy" 

or contain solvents which complicate 
the processibility of the materials. 
Our unique forms of thermoplastic 
composite prepregs offer drapability 
and tack (in the case of our powder 
prepregs) allowing complex con
toured shapes to be processed with 
greater ease. 

Processing 
Simplified 
Fabrication of complex parts utilizing 
TPC's flexible rovings, unidirectional 
tapes and fabrics is much simplier 
than stiff thermoplastic prep reg 
systems. 
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We are currently defining the proces
sing parameters for: 
• Compression molding 
• Diaphragm forming 
• Autoclave consolidation 
• Filament winding 
• Thermoforming 
• Pultrusion 

• Automated tape laying 

Our technical staff will assist you in 
process development for your 
specific applications. 

Act Now 
For an immediate response write 
or call : Steve Clemans 
Thermoplastic Composites 
13504-A South Point Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28217-9998 
(704) 588-7950 

BASF Structural Materials Inc. 
Thermoplastic Composites 

BASF 





Technology so 
advanced it will 
help answer some 
big questions. 

THORNEL® Advanced Composites 
Proprietary materials development. 

Our mesophase pitch fibers, based on 
unique technology patented worldwide, 
are now available in more forms than ever, 
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Composite Semiconductor Substrates 
Layered structures pave the way for monolithic imaging devices . 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

M epitaxial structure of three semicon
ductor materials - silicon, gallium arse
nide, and cadmium telluride - may make 
possible integrated monolithic focal-plane 
arrays of photodetectors. The silicon layer 
would contain charge-coupled devices, 
the gallium arsenide layer would contain 
other fast electronic circuitry, and the cad
mium telluride layer would serve as the 
base for an array of mercury cadmium tel
luride infrared sensors (see figure). 

Interconnection 

Currently, focal-plane arrays are made 
by hybrid technology. The various semi
conductor components are bonded to sub
strates and interconnected. For example, 
an HgCdT e array of photodiodes can be 
stacked on a silicon array of charge
coupled devices by joining the two arrays 
via indium contact bumps. A monolithic ar
ray would be more reliable and manufac
turable and could contain smaller, more 
closely spaced elements for higher resolu

A Multilayer Structure would include HgCdTe light sensors with Si readout devices and 
GaAs signal-processing circuits. A CdTe layer would provide a base for building up the 
HgCdTe layer. 

tion of the image. 
The present work describes how CdTe 

was grown on GaAs/Si substrates. Both 
the <100> and <111> orientations of the 
substrates were used. This new growth 
technique effectively combines two well
established techniques; namely, metalor
ganic chemical-vapor deposition (MOCVD) 
and molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE). CdTe 
is grown via MOCVD, which results in a 

highly-efficient throughput, low-cost pro
duction of this material. GaAs is initially 
grown on Si by MBE, a process featuring 
very precise nucleation for obtaining de
vice-quality GaAs on Si. 

M initial degreasing of the Si wafers is 
followed by a series of oxidation and oxide
removal steps. Oxide-covered Si wafers 
are then spin-etched to remove the oxide 
inside a nitrogen glove box and then trans
ferred by load-lock into the MBE-growth 
chamber. A slow growth of GaAs at the rate 
of 0.1 monolayerls at 400 °c is followed by 
faster growth at 1 IAfTl/h at 580 °C. 

In the MOCVD process, CdTe epilayers 

having very specular mirrorlike surfaces 
are grown on the above MBE-grown sam
ples of GaAslSi. Growth is conducted at at
mospheric pressure in a horizontal quartz 
reactor with an AF-heated graphite sus
ceptor. The metalorganics are transported 
into the reactor by palladium-purified hy
drogen, and preliminary runs are conduct
ed at 400 OC. 

This work was done by Akbar Nouhi, 
Gouri Radhakrishnan, Joseph Katz, and 
Kris Koliwad of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Circle 45 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17342 

Computing Resonances of Waveguide-to-Microstrip Transitions 
Trial-and-er ror design procedures are no longer necessary. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

A simplified mathematical model can be 
used to predict the resonant frequencies of 
antipodal-finline waveguide-to-microstrip 
transitions. There is an increasing need for 
such transitions and the mathematical 
tools to design them because the trend in 
microwave integrated circuits is to use mi
crostrip connections, but lOW-loss trans
mission lines and test equipment for milli
meter wavelengths require rectangular 

22 

waveguides. 
Previous design rules did not address di

rectly the resonant frequencies of transi
tions, which had to be found by trial and er
ror and which must be placed outside the 
frequency bands of the devices to which 
they are connected. The new model makes 
it possible to place the undesired reso
nances outside the desired frequency 
band during the design process; this will 

eliminate much of the iteration in the 
design process and thereby reduce both 
the time and the cost of desiQn. 

In region I of the transition (see Figure 1), 
the tapered antipodal finline concentrates 
the electric field and rotates it 90° from the 
incident TE10 waveguide mode to the qua
si-microstrip mode. The high impedance of 
the TE10 waveguide mode is transformed 
to a lower impedance - usually about 50 . 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1989 
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Electric 

Figure 1. An Antipodal.Anline Wavegulde·to·Mlcrostrip Transition transforms the incoming 
high·impedance TE,o waveguide electromagnetic mode to the low·impedance outgoing 
stripline mode. 
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Figure 2. This Lumped·E1ement Model gives good approximations for the resonances of the 
waveguide·to-microstrip transition. 

Q - typical of microstrip transmission 
lines. In region II the transformation con
tinues from the finline to the stripline mode. 
The waveguide-to-finline interface and the 
discontinuities of the finline create evanes
cent modes in region II that give rise to the 
resonances. 

The model is based on diagrams of the 
electromagnetic field and on experimen· 
tally derived parameters. A tapered trans· 
mission line is considered to be in series 
with an infinite set of coupled resonant cir
cuits (see Figure 2). Each resonant circuit 
is treated as a resonance of a microwave 
resonant cavity, of which the resonant fre
quencies can be determined easily. 

The success of the model depends on 
the choice of a model cavity and an effec
tive permittivity that makes the resonances 
of the cavity coincide with the experimen
tal values. In many practical cases, the 
need is met by a model of a cylindrical cavi
ty filled with a material, the permittivity of 
which depends on the length of region II 
but is nearly independent of the frequency. 

This work was done by George E. 
Ponchak and Alan N. Downey of Lewis 
Research Center. Further information 
may be found in NASA TM-88905 [N87-
169581NSP], "A New Model for Broadband 
Waveguide to Microstrip Transition De
sign." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
LEW-14637 

Barium-Dispenser Thermionic Cathode M ltfd /3 
Features include long operating life and high current density. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
An improved reservoir cathode serves 

as an intense source of electrons required 
for high-frequency and often high-output
power, linear-beam tubes, for which long 
operating lifetime is an important con· 
sideration. The continuing development of 
millimeter-wave tubes capable of powers 
of hundreds to thousands of watts for ap
plications in space communications and in 
high-resolution radar systems has created 
a large and growing demand for therm
ionic cathodes capable of fully-space
charge-l imited (FSCL) emission-current 
densities of 4 Ncm2 or more. 

These high current densities are need
ed for higher beam currents, smaller beam 
sizes, and better focusing of beams, and 
because of practical limitations on the con
vergence of beams in electron guns. Grid
ded gun structures demand the capability 

24 

for current densities that are even great
er - by as much as a factor of 2. Because 
of the very high costs of high-performance 
tubes and the systems in which they oper
ate, long-life operation and reliability of 
cathodes are obviously of great impor
tance. 

Sarium-dispenser thermionic cathodes, 
in particular the Sa-impregnated type, are 
most commonly used in tubes for space
communication and radar applications. 
Sarium is essential to reduce the work func· 
tions of the emitting surfaces sufficiently 
for useful levels of thermionic emission at 
temperatures of the order of 1,000 "C. Dur
ing the operation of a cathode, Sa is con
tinuously lost through evaporation and 
must be replenished to maintain high emis
sion. The lifetime of a cathode is thus criti
cally dependent upon the availability of Sa. 

The improved reservoir cathode, shown 
schematically in the figure, was initially 
developed for continuous operation at 
emission-current densities in the range of 4 
to 10 Ncm 2 for 100,000 hours or more. 
High emission-current densities are ob
tained through the use of an emitting sur
face of relatively-low effective work func
tion and narrow work-function distribution, 
consisting of a coat of W/Os deposited by 
sputtering. Lower operating temperatures 
and enhanced electron emission are con· 
sequently possible. 

In addition, a segregated-grain'size W 
powder is used for the porous Sa-vapor
diffuser plug to control the flow and allow 
adequate amounts of Sa to reach the sur
face with no need for cathode tempera
tures higher than required for the desired 
level of emission current. Long operating 
life is achieved by using a reservoir of BaO 
to store the Sa. The advantage of this ap
proach is a constant rate of supply of Sa 
until practically the_entire amount of Ba in 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1989 



THE CHALLENGE: 
"DEMONSTRATE HOW HIP ENHANCES THE 

PERFORMANCE AND IMPROVES THE FATIGUE 
STRENGTH OF ADVANCED COMPONENTS." 

This is a challenge our Whitehall 
HIP Department meets every day. 
Here we operate one of the larg
est toll Hot Isostatic Pressing 
facilities in the world . In partner
ship with our customers, we 
provide quality service to a broad 
range of industries, including 
aerospace. So when Textron 
Lycoming wanted to strengthen 
the AMS 4225 aluminum heads 
on their reciprocating aircraft 
engines, they came to Howmet. 
Together we were able to develop 
a HIP program that significantly 
improved the performance of 
their components. 
EXTENSIVE 
APPLICATIONS FOR HIP 
HIP subjects components to a 
high gas pressure and el~:ated 
temperature sufficient to reduce 
shrinkage porosity and close 
internal voids. Many engineers 
are learning that HIPed cast com
ponents deliver the consistency 
and mechanical properties 
expected of forgings. In addition 
to titanium and superalloys, per
formance improvements are also 
seen in steel, bronze, cast iron, 

ceramics and aluminum. We also 
HIP powder metal components. 

HIP lowers life cycle costs, 
and not just for the aerospace 
industry. HIP is used for high 
performance automotive pistons, 
rods, crankshafts and engine 
blocks. It also has applications for 
electronics, ceramic products, 
medical implants and pump and 
valve components for the oil , food 
and chemical industries. 
HIP PIONEERS. 
We began production HIPing in 
1975 and now have one of the 
largest capacities in the world, 
with capabilities from small 
developmental-size presses to 
57" in diameter and 80" in height, 
pressures to 45,000 psi and tem
peratures to 4000°F. 

This extensive range enables us 
to answer virtually any challenge. 

1.1 HOWMET CORPORATION 
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WHITEHALL HIP DEPARTMENT, WHITEHALL, MI 

THE IMPOSSIBLE MADE 
POSSIBLE. 
Another service that sets Howmet 
apart is our 80,000 square foot 
research, development and 
engineering center. Here metal
lurgical teams and laboratory 
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through solutions to seemingly 
impossible challenges. They are 
always available to you as a 
Howmet customer. 
WE INVITE 
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At Howmet, we will work as a 
partner with you, engineer to 
engineer, from concept through 
design to finished product. 
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cost-effective solution or state-of
the-art technology for complex 
applications, we can help. 
Impossible? Challenge us. 

For more information, write our 
Sales Department, Howmet Cor
poration, 475 Steamboat Road, 
Greenwich, CT 06836-1960. Or 
contact the manager of the White
hall HIP Department, 1600 South 
Warner Road, Whitehall, MI 
49461, telephone (616) 894-5686. 



the reservoir, which can be quite large, is 
exhausted. Also contributing to longer life 
is the stabilization of the W/Os composition 
of the emitting surface by means of a W/Os 
diffusion barrier formed in the underlying 
W matrix by an Os-chemical-infiltration 
technique. 

In emission tests of the improved reser
voir cathode, FSCL current densities of as 
much as 16 Ncm2 have been obtained. 
The W/Os alloy surface has been demon
strated to be capable of more than 50 
Ncm2. Although originally developed to 
span a smaller range, the effective range 
of current densities for the cathode is 1 to 
50 AJcm2 and possibly as high as 100 
Ncm2. It is possible to store enough Sa 
(about 0.5 g) in the reservoir to endure 
about 100,000 hours of operation at this 
current density or less time at greater cur
rent densities. 

Th is ""ork was done by Edwin G. 
Wintucky of lewis Research Center and 
M. Green and M. Feinleib of Varian Associ
ates, Inc. No further documentation is 
available. 
LEW-14685 
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The Improved Reservoir Cathode stores Sa in the form of SaO to replenish the Sa lost from 
the emitting surface. (The Sa lowers the electron work function to enhance thermionic emis
sion.) 

Metal Coat Increases Output Sensitivity Jf7lt1~ / L/ 
~~ Quantum efficiency, charge-collection efficiency, and low read noise are optimized. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A charge-coupled photodetector (see 

Figure 1) has been optimized for maximum 
quantum efficiency (QE), high charge-col
lection efficiency, and ultralow read noise. 
Called a "flash-coupled" photodetector, 

Vsub 

the sensor delivers high quantum-efficien
cy sensitivity in the spectral range extend
ing from the soft x ray to the near infrared (1 
to 11,000 A. 

The detector incorporates a "flash-
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gate," which is a sparse (less than a mono
layer) surface deposit of metal that has a 
high work function relative to the substrate 
of the sensor. The flashgate creates an 
electric field greater than 105 V/cm that 

MOSFET 
Amplifier 

Figure 1. The Flash-Coupled Photodetector combines high quantum efficiency, charge-collectlon efficiency, and ultralow read noise. 
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sweeps photogene rated electrons from 
the surface, where they would otherwise 
be lost to recombination. The collecting 
electrode (+c> shown in Figure 1 Is biased 
positively and forms a depletion region that 
extends completely to the surface, estab
lishing an electric field throughout the en
tire photosensitive volume of the detector. 
As a result of these two fields, the sensor 
exhibits 100 percent internal charge
collection efficiency and high overall quan
tum efficiency (see Figure 2). 

Once a packet of signal electrons is col
lected, it is transferred through a transfer 
gate (+t) to a sense node that is connected 
to a high-performance metal-oxide/semi
conductor field-effect -transistor (MOSFET) 
amplifier. The MOSFET is designed to de
liver maximum conversion sensitMty (I.e., 
high volts/electron) in conjunction with low 
11f and white-noise characteristics, where 
noise levels of less than 2 e- rms have 
been recently achieved. Low-noise per
formance in combination with high-collec
tion capacity of the collecting electrode 
(several millions of electrons) produces a 
sensor with ultrahigh dynamic range in ex
cess of 1,000,000. 

After signal charge is read out, the 
sense node is reset (+~ by a reset MOSFET 
shown in Figure 1, preparing the sense 
node for a new charge packet. The flash
coupled photodetector is configured so 
that either a readout of the signal charge 
can take place while charge is being col
lected or the detector can be sampled con
tinuously, depending on application. 
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Figure 2. The Quantum Efficiency of the flash-<Joupled photodetector In the visible and near
Infrared spectral region Is enhanced by the flashgate and Increased further by an antlreflec· 
tlon coat. 

This work was cbne by James R. Janesick 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Circle 
12 on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for Its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

Edward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mail Stop 301-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1201 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Refer to NPO-16963, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Improved Coplanar Waveguides 
Features include less attenuation and looser tolerances. 4 ff /upff 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Three new types of coplanar waveguide 

transmission lines have been proposed: 
suspended, striplinelike suspended, and in
verted. Numerical analyses of the propa
gation of the electromagnetic fields of the 
new and of the more-conventional plain 
and conductor-backed coplanar wave
guides showed that the new waveguides 
offered several advantages over the con
ventionalones. 

The ratios of the guide wavelengths to 
the free-space wavelengths in the new 
waveguides are closer to 1 so that the 
dimensions are larger and the tolerances 
correspondingly looser. The effective 
dielectric constants are lower, signifying 
that the electromagnetic-field energies are 
concentrated more in the air regions and 
less in the dielectrics; consequently, at
tenuation, which is due in part to losses in 
dielectrics, should be reduced. 

For specified identical characteristic'im
pedances and specified identical widths of 
strips, the new configurations have wider 
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Three New Coplanar Waveguide configurations promise lower attenuation and reduce the 
effects of manufacturing errors. 
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slots. Thus, low-impedance transmission 
lines can be realized with wider (therefore, 
easier-tCHTlake) slots. 

In an inverted coplanar waveguide, 
such active devices as Gunn and impact
avalanche-and-transit-time diodes can be 
mounted between the strip conductor and 
the metal trough. The metal trough also 
acts as an efficient heat sink. An electric
field-plane probe-type transition between a 
rectangular waveguide and a suspended 

coplanar waveguide can be constructed. 
This feature should have many uses in the 
testing of planar active devices and cir
cuits like Ga.Ps metal/semiconductor field
effect transistors and monolithic micro
wave integrated circuits operating at milli
meter wavelengths. 

This work was done by Rainee N. 
Simons of Lewis Research Center. Fur
ther information may be found in NASA 
TM-89839[N87-204691NSPl "Propagation 

Characteristics of Some Novel Coplanar 
Waveguide Transmission Unes on GaAs at 
MM-Wave Frequencies. " 

Copies may be purchased (prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 

by calling (BOO) 33tH 700. 
LEW-14642 

Microtronic Flow Transducer 
This device is much smaller and more sensitive than existing flowmeters. ~~ 

-------------------------------------~~ Lewis Research Center, 
Cleveland, Ohio 

As an outgrowth of work sponsored by 
the NASA Lewis Research Center on re
search on deep impurities in silicon, a 
novel microelectronic airflow and gas-flow 
transducer has been developed. Unlike 
other gas-flow meters and transducers, 
this device has no moving parts and can be 
constructed by use of a variation on the or
dinary technology for the processing of 
planar silicon microelectronics, where hun
dreds or indeed thousands of these identi
cal devices can be concurrently produced 
on a single chip as easily as can one. 

This device is fundamentally a Wheat
stone-bridge semiconductor version of a 
hot-wire anemometer. The four legs of the 
Wheatstone bridge are identical silicon re
sistors, etched out of a solid single-crystal 
wafer (see Figures 1 and 2). Regardless of 
the ambient temperature, the bridge re-

Etched Out 
Region for 
Thermal 
Isolation 

Gold·Doped 
Bridge Leg 

Aluminum 
Metalization 

Layer for 
Electrodes (Typical) 

Figure 1. The Gas-Flow Transducer is based 
upon an Integrated Wheatstone bridge in a 
silicon chip. The legs are doped with gold and 
isolated thermally by etching away the sur
rounding material (except the comers). 
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mains in balance, and its output voltage is 
zero unless air or gas flovvs across it. In the 
latter event, the flow cools the legs perpen
dicular to the flow more strongly than it 
cools the legs parallel to the flow. 

Although the size of the device is in the 
range of 40 to 80 mils (1 to 2 mm) [because 
it is etched through a conventional 10-mil 
(O.2S-mm) positively-doped metal-oxidel 
semiconductor waferl in an epitaxial con
figuration the size can be reduced to the 
range of the thickness of the epitaxial layer. 
Techniques have been developed to etch 
away the substrate under the epitaxial 
layer and stop the anisotropic etching 
process at the interface between the epi
taxial layer and the substrate. 

This miniature electronic device, which 
provides a direct, sensitive voltage indica
tion of flow, can easily be connected to sim
ple digital or analog metering (often without 
supplementary electronics), or the signal 
can be used to activate other controls. 
However, because the device is fabricated 
on a conventional silicon wafer, auxiliary 
electronics and signal processing can be 
done on the circuit chip if desired. The sen
sitivity and range can be adjusted by ad
justing the power-supply voltage and, 
therefore, the heating of the bridge legs. 
The sensitivities to flow that have been 
measured in the laboratory, even with a 
crude version of the device, exceed the 

Figure 2. An Integrated Circuit contains a 
transducer like the one shown schematically 
In Figure 1. 

sensitivity of any known commercial flow
meter. 

The new microtronic mass-flow trans
ducer has many potential advantages over 
present hot-wire anemometers, which are 
mainly reserved for specialized laboratory 
studies because they are so fragile and 
easily affected by contamination. The new 
transducer has a calculated sensitivity at 
least 100 times as high and a size 100 
times as small. It can be passivated with 
either silicon dioxide, diamondlike films, or 
organic materials like parylene that form 
monolayers. Because of the high resistivity 
and sensitivity of the deep-impurity-doped 
silicon and the uniformity of single crystals, 
the new transducer is relatively insensitive 
to variations in temperature or pressure. It 
can be mounted in such a way as to make 
it reasonably rugged with regard to local-

ized flovvs. In production quantities, the 
transducers (without ancillary processing 
electronics) should cost less than $1 apiece. 

Because of the small size, sensitivity, 
and good directional capability of the new 
transducer, there are numerous potential 
applications in the measurement of vortex
es, flows in inlets to pipes, and other com
plicated flovvs. It might be possible to build 
such planar devices directly into turbine 
blades or into the surfaces of aircraft to 
measure both magnitudes and directions 
of airflow. 

The impetus for the device was the need 
for an electronic monitor to measure the 
postoperation breathing exercises of pa
tients and prevent pneumonia. Wrth ass0-

ciated electronics, the transducer could be 
used to provide information on lung func
tion, or on the total intake of oxygen during 
a specified interval, or to sound an alarm. 
The transducer may lend itself to the more 
accurate monitoring and control of anes
thetic gases during surgery. Another medi
cal application would be to monitor the 
breathing patterns and to control the rate 
of flow of oxygen for premature infants. 

This 'WOrk was done by Gale R. Sundberg 
of Lewis Research Center and H. T. 
Henderson and M. Walter. Hsieh of the 
University of Oncinnati. For further informa
tion, Qrc/e 110 on the TSP Request Card. 
LEW-14654 

THE SOLUTION TO CRT 
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FEATURES 
• 16 pin DIP (C300 Series) 
• 24 pin DIP (C400 Series) 
• Easily adjusts for 

yoke errors 
• Accuracy better than 

0.5% Max (C312) 

• Both geometry and 
focus available 

• MIL 883C available C300/400 Serle •... 
are monolithic devices that 
accurately correct for geometric or 
focus distortation in CRT displays. 

SPECIRCATIONS 
Bandwidth Settling Time To 1% 

APPLICATIONS 
• Military Displays 
• Simulators 
• Computer Output 

Microfilm displays 
• Computer driven 

graphic displays 

• Medical monitors 

• CAD displays 
• TV Cameras and 

projection systems 

Correction only 2MHZ Min. Correction only 300ns 
Resulting corrected signal 6MHZ Min. Resulting corrected signal 2p.S 

Slew Rate Delay Time SOns 
Correction only 15V/p.S Accuracy 
Resulting corrected signal 120v/ p.S Horizontal 2% F.S. 

Vertical 2% F.S. 

@ lntrooles 57 Chapel Street , Newton, MA 02158, (617) 964-4000, TWX 710-335-6835, TELEX 200095, FAX (617) 527-3310 
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WHEN COMPOSITE PARTS 
THROW YOU A CURVE 
THERE'S AN ULTRASONIC 
SYSTEM THAT CAN 
HANDLE IT: AUSS V. 
No other ultrasonic scanning system can offer 
you these features: 

Motion Control. 11ue contour following, 
manual and CAD/ CAM part surlace definition 
and storage, and part orientation correction. 

Data acquisition. Dynamic data range of 
96 dB, simultaneous acquisition of four data 
parameters, selection of three 3D·to-2D data 
mapping techniques and built-in data 
standardization. 

Data imaging. Near real-time display, 
8 to 256 shades of gray or color, selectable data 
display windows, half, full or zoom displays, 
rapid pan and scroll, alphanumeric annotation, 
length, depth and surlace area measurements, 
histograms and cross sections. 

System througl!fr!!l Simple operator 
interface, simultaneous data scanning, imaging 
and plotting, and Ethernet networking to off-line 
evaluation centers. 

To find out about AUSS V and how it can 
help improve your product quality while 
reducing costs, call or write: 

McDonnell Aircraft Company 
P.O. Box 516, Dept. 080 
St. Louis, MO 63166 (314) 233-0300 
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Optical Addressing and Clocking of RAM's 
~'j This approach could greatly increase computer operating speed. L2.?a J 7 
.. ~ n "",; {'(}4 I 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A proposed random-access-memory 
(RAM) addressing system, in which the 
memory is linked optically to the readlwrite 
logic circuits, would greatly increase com
puter operating speed. The system
which comprises addressing circuits that 
include numerous lasers as signal sourc
es, numerous optical gates that include 0p
tical detectors associated with the memo
ry cells, and a holographic element to 
direct the light signals to the desired mem
ory-cell locations - could be applied to 
high-capacity digital systems, supercom
puters, and complex microcircuits. 

A RAM is conventionally read or written 
via metal or polysilicon conductive strips 
connected from the edges of the memory 
chip to the multitude of memory cells, which 
are arranged in rows. Similar conductive 
strips are used to distribute the clock 
signals required by each cell to enable it 
both to retain and to pass on information. In 
a large RAM, the highly resistive and ca
pacitative loads of the conductive strips 
cause a large portion of the transmission 
delays associated with the address and 
data lines that perform cell selection. In ad-
dition, the requirement of the mutual elec
trical isolation of all these conductive paths 
where they cross introduces severe geo
metric constraints on circuit designs. 

To overcome these disadvantages, it is 
proposed to address the RAM and distri
bute clock signals by light signals trans
mitted through space outside the plane of 
the memory chip (see figure), thus reduc
ing geometric constraints and increasing 
operating speed. The readtwrite logic is sep
arated from the RAM proper, and individual 
diode laser sources are driven, each with 
one of the required access signals, thereby 
producing optical readlwrite signals. These 
light signals are directed to the required 
locations on the RAM by a holographic 0p
tical element. Special gate circuits, called 
optical input gates, each consisting of an 
optical detector (e.g., a photodiode) and an 
inverter, are used to transform the light 
signals to electronic-logic-level electrical 
signals usable by the RAM cells. 

The holographic optical element (an ex-
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Address·Decodlng 
Logic and 

Laser·Dlode 

Holographic 
Optical 

Element 
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• • • ~ \ Detectors 

~~~-----------------' Random-Access- ReadlWrlte 

Laser-Diode 
Array 

Memory Chip Detectors 

ADDRESSING CONCEPT INCLUDING OPTICAL FAN·OUT 

Array L---', ... 

Memory Cell or 
Group of Cells 

With Optical 
Gate or Gates 

Polysillcon Lines 
Removed and Replaced 
With Optical 
Connections 

BROADCASTING OF CLOCK SIGNALS AND SEGMENTATION 
OF MEMORY ROWS 

Addressing and Clock Signals from laser-diode light sources are transmitted optically to op
tical gates at selected locations on the memory chip. 
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If You Use One Of These: 

The Kontron 700 Recorder. 1-32 Channels. 1-50 MHz. 8, 10 
and 12-bit resolution. Up to 1 Mega sample memory per channel. 
All the muscle, depth, range and precision you need to meet 
the most difficult transient recording challenges. 

And with an integral MS-DOS 286/386 AT computer 
and 50 Mbyte hard disk, all your post-analysis (DADISP,* 
ASSYST,* and more) can be done right on board. Fast. And with 
a friendly "window" interface that makes it all seem easy. 

Finally, everything you need is in one place, Even complete 
Ethernet and TCP/IP network support, 

Independent time-bases for each channel let you record 
multiple events at different speeds, and see them all at once 
in an automatically time-correlated display. 

Triggering is very flexible. And software-selectable 4-pole 
Bessel anti-aliasing filters let you fine-tune for the truest 
possible signal. 

If you're using a DSO, light beam oscilloscope, storage scope, 
waveform or transient recorder, call today. (800) 227-8834. 
We need to talk about the In KONTRON 
Kontron 700. From $10,000. .-~, ELECTRONICS 

Un~ed States KONTRON ELECTRONICS INC., 630 Clyde Avenue, Mounloln VIeW, CA 94039-7230, Telephone (415) 965-7020 
Kontron Technical Centers Boston (508) 921·4700, BoHimore (301) 792·4987, Son Francisco (415) 965·7020 
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isting device) functions somewhat in the 
manner of a focusing lens or mirror by in
tercepting the light signals directed away 
from the plane of the memory and refocus
ing the light at the required points. How
ever, unlike a conventional lens or mirror, 
the holographic optical element can image 
one light source onto several detectors si
multaneously. For example, a holographic 
optical element with a fan-out of four can 
be used in conjunction with four optical 
gates along each row of memory cells to 
divide the polysilicon line into shorter seg
ments, thereby reducing signal-propaga
tion delays along the line by a factor of 4. If 
each segment of the line is driven from the 
center, an additional reduction of delay by 
a factor of 2 will be obtained. Higher fan<>ut 

ratios will permit the overall RAM access 
speed to approach the memory-cell speed 
asymptotically. 

111is approach is ideally suited to broad
casting clock signals. Because the same 
clock signal is typically used for all cells, 
optical broadcast clock distribution is an 
efficient method of providing timing for the 
chip. Using current silicon very-large-scale 
integration, a single laser source could 
broadcast a clock signal via an hologra
phic optical element to a two-dimensional 
array of silicon detectors, each placed at a 
memory cell. 

This work was done by Alan R. 
Johnston, Robert H. Nixon, Larry A. 
Bergman of Caltech and Sadik Esener of 
the University of California for NASA's Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Qrc/e 135 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use of this invention 
should be addressed to 

Edward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mall Stop 301-6 
1201 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Refer to NPO-16981, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Fast Correction for Doppler in M DPSK Signals Bfl1-ltf;l g 
~J Open-loop estimation of frequency and differential detection are combined. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A detector of multiple differential phase

shift-keyed (MDPSK) signals is being de
signed to effect a combination of open-loop 
estimation of frequency and differential de
tection of digital modulation. 111e improved 
design is expected to decrease the proba
bility of bit errors in situations in which the 
carrier frequency is uncertain and signals 
are transmitted in bursts that are too short 
to allow closed-loop tracking of the carrier 
frequency - for example, in the transmis
sion of digitally-coded voice signals in land
mobilelsatellite communications at ultra
high frequencies. 

111e design of the detector is based in 
part on the fact that whereas the change in 
phase of the received signal during a full 
symbol period contains the sum of the data 
phase and the Doppler-induced phase shift, 
the change in phase during half a symbol 
period within a given symbol interval con
tains only the Doppler-indUCed phase shift. 
111us, by a combination of full-symbol and 
half-symbol differential detection together 
with suitable processing (including postde
tection integration), the Doppler compo
nent can be estimated and removed. 

111e figure illustrates a baseband ver-

Not .. : 
1. k "" 1. 2,3. ... 
2. WACO" Denotes AcqulslUon Moc:M 
3, "TRK" Denot .. Tracking Mode 

L-_,fi+ &-~+~.",~l~De'.Y'~J..)(>-_____ -+ ___ .--J 
~ __ + __ -'-'~+ TS IL'<>' ______ ---' 

sion for the detection of 8DPSK Signals. 
111e Doppler shift is estimated in two modes: 
acquisition and tracking. In the tracking 
mode, the estimate is updated repeatedly 
in the presence of the input 8PSK data 
signal. Samples are taken at the 3 Ts/4 point 
in each symbol period Ts 111e samples re
flect multiplications of the in-phase (I) and 
quadrature (Q) values of signal plus noise 
at Ts/4 and 3Ts/4. In principle, the means of 
the 1 and Q samples are proportional to the 
cosine and sine, respectively, of the D0p
pler component of the phase shift during 
half a symbol period, and this would enable 

I 
+ co'~ ; llo",,,,, ,,-1 

E ti.-. To Oeclsk>n 
p- a,eult 
+ 

This 8DPSK Differential Detector operates in a tracking or an acquisition mode to correct for Doppler shifts. 
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the calculation of the Doppler component. 
The problem of estimation is compli

cated somewhat when the data pulses are 
not rectangular_ However, if the pulses are 
shaped by raised-root-cosine filtering at the 
transmitter and "brick-wall " low-pass filter
ing at the receiver, the sine and cosine con
ditions are still met at the Tsf4 and 3Ts/4 
points, enabling the estimate to be made. 
In addition, a normalizing gain of 1-a at 
the input to the sample accumulator and a 
gain of a in the feedback path cause the 
system to weigh the most recent samples 
most heavily and to give exponentially 
decaying weight to previous samples. 

To remove the Doppler component 
from the I and Q samples used to detect 
data, it is necessary to compute 

and 

cos [2 tan- 1 (B/A)] = A2_ & 
A2+& 

sin [2 tan-1 (B/A)] =~ 
A2+& 

Optical Firmware 

where A and B are the outputs of the sam
ple accumulators as indicated in the figure. 

Ordinarily, the I and Q samples used to 
detect data would be taken at the middle 
(Tsf2) of each symbol period. To recover a 
3<18 loss in the signaJ-to-noise ratio due to 
sampling at the Tsf4 and 3Tsf4 points and 
shaping of the pulse, the samples are 
weighted by a andb (see figure) and added 
in the data<letecting section before differ
ential detection. 

In the acquisition mode, a known se
quence of data symbols - for example, all 
zeros - is transmitted. Thus, the change 
in modulation phase is known (e.g., zero) 
during a symbol period, and one can use 
the data<letection samples to estimate the 
Doppler component of phase shift. Also, 
because these samples are proportional to 
the cosine and sine of the Doppler compo
nent of the phase shift during Ts (rather 
than T s/2), the outputs of the accumulators 
can be used directly to remove the Doppler 

component from the data<letection sam
ples. 

The processing of the outputs of the 
detector depends on whether the modula
tion contains uncoded or coded data. In 
the case of uncoded data, one simply 
makes decisions on the detector outputs in 
the same manner as in a conventional (not 
Doppler-<:orrected) MDPSK receiver. For 
coded transmission, the detector outputs 
are quantized to implement the soft-de
cision decoding metric. 

This work was done by M. K. Simon and 
D. Divsalar of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pr0-
pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion, Orcle 136 on the TSP Request Gard. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA's Resident Office.JPL [see 
page 18]. Refer to NPO-1698Z 

Central-processor instructions would be contained in a holographic optical element. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A conceptual data-processing system 

would exploit the high speeds inherent in 
optical elements. The sets of instructions 
for the central processor of the system 
would reside in a holographic optical ele
ment physically separated from the arith
metic and logic unit. Ught Signals embody
ing the instructions would be transmitted 
through the volume above the processor 
plane (see figure), thereby overcoming the 
constraints that are typically imposed on 
designs by planar computer-<:hip layouts. 

Attempts to increase computing speed 
have motivated the recent efforts to build 
reduced-instruct ion-set computers, which 
are compact and fast but which can be built 
to perform only limited sets of operations. 
The new computer concept extends the re
duced-instruction-set concept. Several re
duced-instruction-set patterns would be 
overlaid on a common very-Iarge-scale-in
tegration substrate containing the arith
metic and logic unit. Each pattern could 
contain the instructions for a different oper
ation; for example, a Boolean operation, 
convolution, or a control function. To acti
vate a particular subset of instructions, a 
specified subset of laser diodes would be 
turned on; the light from the diodes would 
be reflected by the holographic optical ele
ment onto a corresponding subset of pho
todiodes in the arithmetic and logic unit. 

Fixed instruction sets would be con
tained in a permanept hologram. If the ho
logram is electrically programmable, the 
instruction set could be changed - possi
bly as fast as the system clock rate. For the 
highest speed and the largest instruction 
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Holographic 
Optical 

Element 

Central Processing 
Unit 

Instruction Sets for Different Computer Operations reside on different external memory 
chips. Laser diodes activated for each operation generate light, which is reflected by the hol
ographic optical element to designated receptors in the arithmetic and logic unit. The pat
tern of light beams embodies the instruction set at a given instant. 

size, an optically programmable hologra
phic element might be developed using 
light-valve technology. 

It might be possible to modulate the 
hologram with an input image; for exam
ple, using changing images of a speaker's 
lips to produce different sounds or using 
images of text to generate control func
tions. With the potential ability to repro
gram itself in real time, the conceptual sys-

tem would be particularly applicable to 
task-driven programming or artificial intelli
gence. 

The concept might be applied to a data
security system in which an integrated cir
cuit would serve as a lock and a holograph
ic optical element as the key. A fingerprint 
might be mapped onto the holographic ele
ment to configure the system to a specified 
digital state or polynomial representing the 
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" locked" or "unlocked" condition. For re
peated calculations in intensive numerical 
analysis, the instructions for such frequent
ly used transcendental functions as the 
trigonometric and error functions could re
side on external memory chips and be 
used to activate sets of laser diodes. 

This work was done by Larry A. 
Bergman of Caltech for NASA's Jet ~ 

pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion, Orcle 132 on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquires concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

Edward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 

Mail Stop 301-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1201 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Refer to NPO-16984, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Alignment System for Docking Control 
~JThe direction and polarization of a light beam would provide att itude references. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
A concept for the alignment of a vehicle 

approaching a station is based on the gen
eration of a coherent, polarized light or 
microwave beam by the station and the 
measurement of the beam propagation 
and polarization axes by the vehicle. In
tended originally for use in the docking of a 
spacecraft with a space station, the con
cept may be useful for the refueling of air
craft in flight and in robotics. 

In a typical one of many versions of the 
conceptual system, the station searches 
for the vehicle optically until it senses a 
corner-cube or other retroreflectorthat lies 
in the middle of a conical reflector (see fig
ure). A laser in the station generates a line
arly polarized light beam, which then re
mains aimed at the moving retroreflector 
as the station tracks the moving vehicle. 

The conical reflector is placed on and 
oriented along the alignment axis of the 
vehicle. Three linear arrays of photodetec
tors, each much longer than the cone, are 
placed at a distance much greater than the 
length of the cone to catch reflected por
tions of the laser beam. When the laser 
beam and the axis of the cone are parallel 
(vehicle aligned), the laser beam is reflect
ed from the cone, spreading out in a disk 
perpendicular to the cone. In that case, the 
light is intercepted by the middle photode
tector or group of photodetectors in each 
array. 

If the light beam and the axis are not par
allel, the light can fall on a photodetector 
above or below the plane of the disk. In ei
ther case, the direction of the vehicle axis 
relative to that of the beam can be calculat
ed from the positions of the three photode
tectors receiving the light reflected from 
the cone. 

The angle of roll of the vehicle about the 
light beam is measured by reference to the 
polarization axis. The cancellation of light 
by a polarizing filter easily establishes the 
polarization axis, with an ambiguity of 
± 180 o. For roll-attitude control or for the 
measurement of the roll angle plus or 
minus the ambiguity, the incident light can 
be passed through two polarizing filters at 
90 ° to each other, each covering a sepa
rate photodetector. The outputs of the pho-
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Conical and Corner·Cube Reflectors on the vehicle disperse portions of the incident light 
beam to sensors on the vehicle and station, respectively. The station uses the return signal 
for ranging and tracking. The known mathematical relationship among the direction of the 
beam and the positions of reflected light on the photodetector arrays can be used to 
calculate the orientation of the vehicle. 

todetectors can be compared to deter
mine the roll angle. The photodetectors 
can be connected in a bridge circuit to gen
erate a null control signal to maintain a de
sired roll angle. 

The distance between the station and 
the vehicle can be measured with the 
tracking-and-orienting laser beam, using 
one of the well-known pulse-or frequency
modulation techniques. The laser signal 
could also be amplitude modulated or fre-

quency -modulated to send control signals 
to the vehicle, provided that the control 
modulation is of a type that does not in
terfere with the ranging function. 

This work was done by Richard S. 
Iwasaki ofAxiomatix for Johnson Space 
Center. For further information, Orc/e 83 
on the TSP Request Card. 
MSC-21156 
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Magnetic-Flux-Compression Cooling Using Superconductors 
~~ Leakage of heat would be reduced. &-/tf~:2J -

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A proposed magnetic-flux-compression 
refrigeration system would produce final
stage temperatures below 4.2 K. Like other 
magnetic refrigeration systems, this one 
promises to be more efficient than me
chanical and sorption refrigerators are at 
temperatures in this range. The proposed 
system should weigh less than do compar
able liquid-helium-cooled superconducting 
magnetic refrigeration systems that oper
ate below 4.2 K. 

In the proposed system, the magnetic 
field would be compressed in an elec
tromagnet made of one of the newly dis
covered superconductors that have transi
tion temperatures above "'90 K. The higher 
operating temperatures (compared to 
those of other systems based on super
conductivity) should reduce the size of, and 
demands upon, the refrigeration stages 
that cool the final stage. Because the heat 
would be lost from the magnet at a higher 
temperature, the low-temperature efficien
cy would be increased. 

The final refrigeration stage (see figure) 
would typically include a body made of a 
high-temperature superconductor. Two 
small holes in the body would be con
nected to a large hole by a gap of small 
cross-sectional area. The small holes 
would contain a paramagnetic salt. A soft
iron cylinder and a superconducting cylin
der would be placed in the large hole alter
nately during each refrigeration cycle. 

During normal operation, this stage 
would be cooled below the critical tem
perature for superconductivity. However, 
to charge the stage initially (or to recharge 
the stage after a number of cycles of oper
ation) with magnetic field, it would be tem
porarily heated above the critical tempera
ture by an embedded heating coil while an 
external coil applies the charging magnetic 
field. During charging or recharging, the 
large hole would be occupied by the soft
iron cylinder to intensify the magnetic flux 
within it. After charging, the heating coil 
would be turned off, thus "turning on" the 
superconductivity and trapping the mag
netic flux in the superconducting body. 

The cyclic operation of the refrigerator 
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The Magnetlc·Flux·Compresslon Refrigerator would be the final cooling stage in a refrigera
tion system that produces temperatures below 4.2 K. The stage would combine the advan
tages of some newly discovered superconductors with those of cooling by magnetization 
and demagnetization of paramagnetic salts. 

would then begin. During the first half cy
cle, the superconducting cylinder would be 
inserted in the large hole to compress the 
magnetic flux through the gaps into the 
small holes, the lower heat switch would be 
opened, and the upper heat switch would 
be closed. The heat generated by the mag
netization of the paramagnetic salt would 
be transferred through the upper heat 
switch into the 20 K heat sink. 

During the second half cycle, the super
conducting cylinder would be withdrawn 
and replaced by the soft-iron cylinder to 

draw the magnetic flux from the small holes 
back into the large hole. The upper heat 
switch would be opened and the lower 
heat switch closed so that the cooling of 
the paramagnetic salt due to demagnetiza
tion could be used to draw heat from the 
low-temperature heat sink or specimen to 
be cooled. 

Only a small amount of magnetic flux 
should have to be supplied initially, and, be
cause little magnetic flux is lost during 
each cycle, the need for recharging should 
be reduced. These features should reduce 
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Molecu Wire: Your innovative source 
for specialty wire and ribbon 

W , YOURAPPLICA

tion calls for "impossible" 
wire or ribbon, turn to 
Molecu Wire to insure your 
project's success. 

No matter how tough 
your process or product 
parameters-and no matter 
whether your field is aero
space or data processing ... 
medical devices or robotics 
.. . consumer electronics, 

telecommunications, 
appliances or virtually 
anything else-Molecu's 
accomplished team of 
experts can help make your 
application a reality. 

To guarantee the 
flawless wire or ribbon you 
need, Molecu's full-service 
capabilities include 
metallurgical and application 
R&D, product engineering, 
proto typing, c.omplete in
house tool and diemaking, 
full-scale production with 
rigorous quality controls 
including SPC, and some of 
the most sophisticated 
testing available anywhere. 

Established in 1958, 
Molecu is a recognized 
leader in custom precision 
wire and ribbon design, 
engineering and 
manufacturing. We work 
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with the world's foremost 
companies-from global 
giants to small, emerging 
firms-to pioneer 
tomorrow's products and 
technologies ... today. 

To learn more about 
how you can put Molecu's 
one-of-a-kind wire and 
ribbon technology to work 
for you, call us today at 
(201) 938-9473. Or write 
Molecu Wire, P.O. Box 
495, Farmingdale, New 
Jersey 07727. 
Fax: (201) 938-3189. 



the leakage of heat and increase the ener
gy efficiency of the system. 

This work was done by DooaJd M. Strayer. 
Uff £ Israelsson, and Daniel D. Elleman of 

Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Circle 25 
on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com-

mercia! use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 18]. Refer to 
NPO-17504 

Strain-Layer-Superlattice Light Modulator 
One light beam would control another. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadeng. California 

A conceptual device would combine 
resonant reflection and photovoltaic action 
to enable one light beam to impose spatial 
and temporal modulation on another light 
beam. Such a spatial light modulator, with 
its high speed and multiplicity of parallel 
signal channels, could be used in image 
processing or similar computation re
quiring high data-throughput rates. 

The device would be made of layers of 
n+ GaAs alternated with strain-Iayer-su
perlattice layers of InAslGaAs (see figure). 
Recent advances in molecular-ooam epi
taxy have made it possible to grow such 
semiconductor microstructures, with a lat
tice mismatch of more than 7 percent be
tween the InAs and GaAs layers. If the 
thickness of each InAs layer is made 5 nm 
or less, the strain due to the mismatch can 
be confined mostly to the InAs, giving rise 
to a strong tetragonal distortion without 
forming misfit dislocations. This strain 
strongly modifies the electronic-energy-
band structure and has been predicted to 
lead to enhanced electro-optical effects 
when grown on < 111> oriented substrates. 

The thickness of each n+ GaAs layer 
and each superlattice layer would be made 
a quarter of the wavelength of the light to 
be modulated (the "reading" signal). This 
wavelength would be chosen to corres
pond to a photon energy slightly less than 
the band gap of the strain-layer superlat
tice so that the change of index of refrac
tion (electro-optic effect) would be large 
and the absorption of the read signal would 
be low. Each pair of quarter-wave layers 
would contribute to the resonant reflection 
of the reading light, reinforced by the reso
nant reflection from the other pairs of 
layers. 

The device would also be illuminated by 

Reading Light Beam 
(To Be Modulated) 

Quarter 
Wavelengths 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

GaAs Substrate 

Writing (Modulating) 
Light Beam 

n+ GaAs 

InAs/GaAs 
Strain-Layer 
Superlattlce 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Microstructures of GaAs and InAs with multiple quantum wells and compositional superlat
tices would be grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. The enhanced electro-optical properties of 
this arrangement of alternating layers would enable the writing light beam to modulate the 
reading light beam. 

the modulating light beam (the "writing" 
signal). The photon energy of this beam 
would be chosen to be greater than the 
GaAs band gap so that these photons 
could generate photocurrents at the bound
aries of the quarter-wave layers. Changes 
in refraction induced by the photocarriers 
would change the index of refraction and 
thus the optical path lengths in the layers 
and would thereby modulate the resonant 
reflection of the reading signal. 

This work was done by Joseph Maserjian 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Circle 

105 on the TSP Request Card. 
In accordance with Public Law 9&517, 

the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

Edward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mail Stop 301-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1201 East California Boulevard 

Refer to NPO-16915, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Apparatus Makes Precisely Saturated Solutions 
~J Measurements of saturation conditions are accelerated. L1tf IC;1:?3 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
A simple laboratory apparatus estab

lishes equilibrium conditions of tempera
ture and concentration in solutions for use 
in precise measurements of the saturation 
conditions. With this equipment a typical 
measurement of the saturation concentra
tion of a protein in solution can be estab-
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lished and measured within about 24 hours, 
whereas prior techniques and equipment 
required about 8 weeks for such a meas
urement. Thus, the apparatus is particular
ly useful for such repetitive measurements 
as those necessary to establish multiple
constituent or temperature-versus-con-

centration phase diagrams. 
The apparatus (see figure) includes a reg

ulated-temperature bath that maintains a col
umn within 0.01 "C of the desired tempera
ture. The column is packed with a slurry 
consisting of the solution and fine particles 
of the solute. The lower end of the column 
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is plugged with fine glass wool to prevent 
particles of solute from falling out. The sol
vent or solution is fed from a reservoir into 
the upper end of the column, and the efflu
ent from the lower end of the column is col
lected. The concentration of the solute in 
the effluent solution is measured by the ap
plicable conventional technique. 

Provided that the flow of solvent is slow 
enough, the effluent should be a saturated 
solution. If it is suspected that the solute in 
question crystallizes or dissolves too slow
ly to come to equilibrium with the solvent 
before the solution has passed along the 
column, then the flow is interrupted for the 
time necessary to establish equilibrium -
usually 24 hours or less. Then the effluent 
is collected in several volume fractions, 
each about one-twentieth of the volume of 
the column, and the concentrations in 
these fractions are measured. The temper
ature can then be changed to the next 
value, while the flow remains stopped to 
establish the new equilibrium. 

The nearness to saturation in a simple 
column can be examined by use of two col
umns operating at the same temperature. 
The reservoir of one column is filled with a 
supersaturated solution, while that of the 
other column is slightly undersaturated. 
The concentrations of solute in the efflu
ents of the two columns then represent 
outer limits between which the saturation 
concentration must lie. If the two concen
trations differ by less than the limits of ac
curacy of the measurements, then it can 
be assumed that equilibrium is established 
in the column. If the two concentrations dif
fer, then the flow must be stopped for a 

Solvent or Solution 
In Reservoir 

A Precisely Saturated Solution is made by passing a solvent or solution slowly along a col
umn packed with the solute at a precisely controlled temperature. If necessary, the flow is 
stopped for an experimentally determined interval to allow equilibrium to be established in 
the column. 

longer time to assure equilibrium. 
This work was done by Marc L. Pusey of 

Marshall Space Flight Center. For fur
ther information, Circle 92 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 18]. Refer to 
MFS-28280. 

SynthetiC Estimation Filters for Determination of Position 
~~ The position and orientation of a target would be determined by optical correlation. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas t e synthetic-filter coefficient, using B = 
A-'D. The concept of the synthetic estimation 

filter (SEF) has been proposed to extend 
the concept of the matched filter from 
mere recognition of an object to recogni
tion of its position and orientation relative to 
the observing apparatus. Nt optical filter of 
this general type is correlated with an input 
image to obtain a signal indicative of the 
match between the input and filter images. 
The operation of the SEF depends on a 
prope~ that is a disadvantage in a matched 
filter designed solely for recognition: Such 
a filter works only when the input image is 
oriented, sized, and positioned identically 
to the filter image. The correlation signal 
falls rapidly when the object in the input im
age is rotated and/or made to approach or 
recede from the orientation and/or position 
represented in the matched filter. 

The following is the procedure for gener
ation of an SEF that can be used to esti
mate the position and/or orientation of an 
object with respect to one or more param-
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eter(s); e.g., distance, rotation about the 
line of sight, or rotation about a line in the 
plane of the image. 

1. Generate a set of matched filters Mk = 
[F{ I J]* from Fourier transforms F of input 
images 'k of the target taken at a suffi
ciently large number of positions k that 
cover the range of interest with the de
sired resolution. 

2. Convert each matched filter M k to a filter 
Mic of the type (e.g., a phase«lly filter) 
required by the optical correlator. 

3. Using the kth matched filter, determine 
the maximum response of the correlator 
to the ith input image. Repeat for all i and 
k to generate the matrix 

A ik = max [F-' {M~*FH}}] 
4. Invert the matrix Aik . 

5. Specify a vector D = {q}, which is the 
desired response of the correlator for the 
set of input images 'i' 

6. Calculate the vector B = {BJ , which is 

7. Form the SEF, which is a composite set of 
matched filters, from the sum 

SEF = 2.B~k 
k 

8. If required, convert the matched SEF to a 
filter SEF' of the type required by the 0p
tical correlator. For example, if a phase
only filter is required, then SEF' = 
SEF~SEFI · 
The set SEF' can be used to estimate 

the range and orientation of the target by 
looking at two views corresponding to posi
tions on each side of that of the input im
age. Using the expression for D, inter
polate the position and/or orientation from 
the distances to the two affected views in 
the SEF'. 

This work was done by Richard D. Juday 
of Johnson Space Center and Stanley E. 
Monroe, Jr., of LockheedIEMSCXJ. For fur
ther information, Circle 91 on the TSP Re
quest Card. MSC-21418 
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After centuries of practice, 
mankind perfects engineering 

calculations: MathCAD. 
Announcing MathCAD 2.5: 
The Dawn of a New Age. 

What the historians will call it, 
only time will tell. 

Perhaps the Century of Speed , or 
the Era of Ease. But whatever the 
name, this is the age of MathCAD 2.5, 
the only math package that looks 
and works the way you think. 

MathCA D 2.5 incltlfks 3-D plotting, HPGL skErch 
import, a,ui PostScript output. 

MathCAD is far and away the 
best-selling math package in the 
world. Because it lets you perform 
engineering and scientific calcula
tions in a way that's faster, more 
natural and less error-prone than 
the way you're doing them now
whether you're using a scratch pad, 
calculator, spreadsheet or program 
that you wrote yourself. 

And now we've made the best 
even better. MathCAD 2.5 is a dra
matically improved version that in
cludes three-dimensional plotting, 
enhanced numerical analysis, and 
the ability to import HPGL files 
from most popular CAD programs, 
including AutoCAD~ And now you 
can print on PostScript- compatible 
printers. 

And like before, MathCAD's live 
document interfuce'"lets you enter 

equations anywhere on the screen, 
add text to support your work, and 
graph the results. Then print your 
analysis in presentation-quality 
documents. 

It has over 120 commonly used 
functions built right in, for handling 
equations and formulas, as well as 
exponentials, differentials, cubic 
splines, FFTs and ~natrices. 

No matter what kind of math you 
do, MathCAD 2.5 has a solution 
for you. In fact, it's used by over 
50,000 engineers and scientists, 
including electrical, industrial, and 
mechanical engineers, physicists, 
biologists, and economists. ,----i 

But don't take our word ii· 
for it; just ask the experts. 
PC Magazine recently 
described MathCAD as EDITOR'S 
"everything you have ever 
dreamed ofin a mathemat
ical toolbox." 

And for Macintosh-

March 14, 
1989 issue. 

Bcstof'88 
Bcstof'87 

users, we present MathCAD 2.0, 
rewritten to take full advantage qf 
the Macintosh interface. Entering 
operators and Greek letters into 
equations is pure simplicity! 

Look for MathCAD 2.5 at your 
local software dealer, or give us a 
call. For more information, a free 
demo disk, or upgrade information~ 
diall-800-MATHCAD (in MA, 
617-577-1017) . 

*Ifyou purchased MathCAD 2. 0 betJveen 
5/1/89 and 6/16/89) you can get a FREE 
upgrade to version 2.5 (otherwise) the up
grade cost is $99. 00 tmtil June 30) 1989; 
aftmvards) the cost will be $149.00). 

Math CAD® 
MathSoft, Inc. One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139 
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TOp Gun: The Real Story the battle for the South Pacif ic dur
ing WWIL Explosions, machine-gun 
f ire, and torpedo launches. Color. 40 
minutes. ($19.95) 

Top Gun, America's best aviators, 
train for perilous air-to-air combat in 
this thrilling video, wh ich features 
actual dogfights, crashes, and MIG 
confrontations. Color. 35 minutes. 
($19.95) 

Skydiving-The Ultimate Thrill 
All aspects of skydiving-from 
preparation, jumping and free fall to 
stunts and landings-are covered, 
with close-up photography. Color. 
30 minutes. ($19.95) 

Striking Back 
Large radio-controlled models of air
craft, tanks, and ships recreate 

8-17: The Flying Fortress 
See actual footage of the plane 
used most often in the raids over 
Germany. Includes interviews 
with the men who flew over 
Europe. Color/BW. 30 minutes. 
($19.95) 

The History Of flight 
Produced by NASA, this exciting 
videotape examines man's quest 
to fly farther, faster, and higher. 
Includes footage of the Wright 
Bros., Charles Lindbergh, and 
other innovators. Color/BW. 30 
minutes. ($31 .95) 

Touch The Sky 
Christopher Reeve goes Inside 
the cockpit with the world's 
fastest and most spectacular 
stunt flying team, the Navy's 
Blue Angels. Color. 60 minutes. 
($35.95) 

Space Shuttle
Satellite Rescue 
You're a part of the action as the 
Space Shuttle Columbia's crew 
rescues and repairs an injured 
satellite. Color. 30 minutes. 
($19.95) 

-
Apollo XI ••• The Eagle Has 
Landed 
Clips of America's trium
phant lunar landing. Produc
ed by NASA, using actual 
commentary and footage by 
the astronauts. Color. 30 
minutes. ($19.95) 

lending On Mars 
Actual Martian landscape 
captured in close-up, ground
level photography from the 
Viking mission . Color. 30 
minutes. ($19.95) 

NASA: The 25th Year 
Traces the steps of the Ex
plorer I, Mercury, Gemini , 
Apollo, Viking, Voyager, 
Skylab, Space Shuttle, and 
Space Station programs. Col
or. 50 minutes. ($29.95) 

The Universe: A Journey 
Through Space And Time 
Journey to the Milky Way Galaxy 
and beyond. Investigate the 
origin of the universe, pulsars, 
black holes, and more. Narrated 
by William Shatner. Color. 30 
minutes. ($29.95) 

The Voyager Missions 
Travel a billion miles to Jupiter, 
Saturn, and Uranus, as seen 
through the eyes of the Voyagers 
1 and 2. Explore the planets, their 
rings and moons. Color. 28 
minutes. ($29.95) 

Rush me the following VHS videotapes: (indicate quantity) 

___ Top Gun ($19.95) _ _ _ Skydiving ($19.95) 

___ B-17: The Flying Fortress ($19.95) 

___ Space Shuttle Satellite Rescue ($19.95) 

___ NASA: The 25th Year ($29.95) 

___ Striking Back ($19.95) 

_ _ _ History of Flight ($31.95) 

-------'polio XI ($19.95) 

___ The Universe ($29.95) 

_ _ _ Touch the Sky ($35.95) 

___ Landing On Mars ($19.95) 

___ Tha Voyager Missions ($29.95) 

I have enclosed $, ____ __ plus $3.00 for postage and handling. Total enclosed: $ ______ (NY residents add sales tax) 

Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Company ________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___ 

City _____________________________________________________________ State _____ ..J...7ip ______ -----------------

Send check or money order to : NASA Tech Briefs, Dept. F, 41 East 42nd Street, New York, NY, 10017 



Choose From An 
Exciting Selection of 

NASA Bestsellers 

J'. '" 
"" .s . • .. ~ ". )Co· , 

Quest For Performance: 
The Evolution Of Modern Aircraft 

.9 
~ 

S 

Richly detailed history of the airplane's development, 
filled with color and bw photos of aircraft from the ear
ly years to modern times. Must reading for aviation en
thusiasts! 561 p . ($29.95) 

NASA 1958-83: Remembered Images 
From Project Mercury to the Space Shuttle, this stun
ning full-color book chronicles NASA's first 25 years in 
space. 136 p . ($24.95) 

Living And Working In Space: A History 
Of Skylab 
A comprehensive history of Sky lab, America's first 
space station . 
Includes astronauts' bibliographies. Color ill. 470 p. 
($23 .95) 

Apollo Expeditions To The Moon 
Dazzling color volume illustrates the entire 15-year 
Apollo program . Written by 18 key members of the 
Apollo team . Clothbound . 
313 p . ($21.95) 

Selections From The NASA Art Collection 
A portfolio of 12 color lithographs of artworks by well
known artists, suitable for framing . Subjects include 
Shuttle launches and landings, experimental aircraft, 
satellites, and deep-space probes. llx14 inches (each) 
Shipped flat. ($12 .95 for the complete set) 

The Space Handbook 
Excellent reference source on the physical laws and 
principles of the space environment and on space 
policy. III . 364 p . ($19.95) 

Leadership And America's Future In 
Space 
Astronaut Sally Ride's long-awaited report details the 
strategies needed to regain U.S . space leadership . 
Full-color ill . ($11 .95) 

Selling To NASA 
This colorful NASA pubkation gives potential contrac
tors tips on product marketing and government pro
curement. Includes postcards for bidder's mailing list 
application forms. 44 p. ($9.95) 

Going To Work In Space 
A set of three gorgeous color posters showing the 
Space Shuttle Columbia on the launching pad, streak
ing away from the Earth, and descending towards the 
landing strip. 36 by 24 inches each . Shipped in a tube . 
($10 .95 for the complete set) 

Space-Based Remote Sensing Of The 
Earth 
Reports new research in remote senSing of Earth's 
land, oceans, and atmosphere . Many color photos. 
151 p . ($12.95) 

New Electric Power TechnolOgies: Pro· 
blems and Prospects For The 1990s 
What does the future hold for photovoltaics, wind tur
bines, geothermal power, solar power plants, and 
other electric-power generation and storage 
technologies? This inSightful new book provides 
answers. ill . 339 p . ($18.50) 

U.S. Air Force Lithograph Set (#40) 
12 posters of aircraft and military subjects in brilliant 
color. These beautiful reproductions are ready for 
framing . 17 by 23 inches each . Shipped flat . ($13.50) 

-----------------------------------------------------
Rush me: (indicate quantity) 

__ Quest For Performance ($29 .95) 

_ _ NASA 1958-83 ($24.95) 

__ A History Of Skylab ($23.95) 

__ Apollo Expeditions ($21.95) 

_ _ Selections From NASA Art ($12.95) 

_ _ The Space Handbook ($19.95) 

__ Leadership And America's Future ($11 .95) 

_ _ Selling To NASA ($9.95) 

__ Going To Work In Space ($10.95) 

_ _ Space-Based Remote Sensing ($12.95) 

__ New Electric Power Technologies ($18.50) 

__ U.S. A ir Force Lithograph Set ($13.50) 

I have enclosed $, _____ plus $3.00 for postage and handling. Total Enclosed is $, _ ______ (New York residents add sales tax) 

Name ________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Address _ ________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

City State Zip ___________ _ 

Send check or money order to: NASA Tech Briefs, Fulfillment Dept. , 41 East 42nd St., New York, NY 10017 



Heated Rack for Weathering Tests 
~~ Aging of the tested material is accelerated, but under almost-natural conditions. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The outdoor photothermal aging reactor 

(OPTAR) is a simple device that exposes 
polymer specimens to both heat and natur
al sunlight. The device is intended to pro
vide accelerated aging data for the service 
life of polymers used in an outdoor environ
ment. In principle, the OPTAR accelerates 
(but does not initiate) the degradation of 
polymers that results from sunlight and 
other weathering effects (eg., rain, wind, 
ozone). 

The OPTAR offers an important advant
ages over accelerated-aging chambers 
equipped with artificial light sources: firstly, 
it uses natural sunlight, which is real and 
more consistent than artificial sources 
and, secondly, heat is the only accelerated 
stress and is easily regulated. The method 
also provides exposure to natural environ
mental conditions, including dark periods 
(during which some other chemical reac
tions occur). Data obtained from these 
tests can be used with confidence to pre
dict lifetimes under natural aging at am-

bient temperatures. 
The OPTAR is built around an aluminum 

plate 1 m square and 1.27 cm thick. Sili
cone heaters that have a power density of 
5 W/~n.)2 [0.8 W/(cmj2] are bonded to the 
underside of the plate by silicone adhesive. 
A sheet of stainless steel is bonded similar-
1y to the top side. A J-type thermocouple 
placed in a well drilled 20 cm deep in the 
side of the plate measures the tempera
ture and serves as part of a thermostatic 
control for the heaters. The assembly is 
mounted in a heavy, framed wooden en
closure so that only the stainless-steel face 
is exposed. The specimens are clamped 
flush on this surface, aged for specific in
tervals, then removed for determinations 
of their properties as a function of time and 
temperature. 

Many chemical reactions are based on 
'simple first-order kinetics, in which the log
arithm of a property of interest is found to 
change linearly with time. Polymers fre
quently depart from this type of behavior 

Error-Compensated Telescope 
~~ A small correcting mirror would be relatively inexpensive. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A proposed reflecting telescope would 

include a large, low-precision primary mir
ror stage and a small, precise correcting 
mirror. The correcting mirror would be ma
chined under computer control to com
pensate for the error in the primary mirror. 
Because the second stage would be small
er, it would cost less to machine precisely 
and would maintain its shape more readily. 
Because the primary mirror would no long
er have to be precise, it would no longer 
have to be made in one heavy piece to 
maintain its shape. Instead, it could be 
made of lightweight materials in deploy
able segments, without costly timEK:On
suming polishing to final shape. 

The correcting mirror would be machined 
by a diamond cutting tool. A computer 
would analyze interferometric measure
ments of the primary mirror to determine 
the shape of the surface of the correcting 
mirror needed to compensate for errors in 
the wave front reflected from the primary 
mirror and would command the position 
and movement of the cutting tool accord
ingly. 

brings the light to an approximate focus in 
the hole in mirror D. Mirror C forms an exit 
pupil at mirror D, which is the error-correct-

and exhibit an induction period, after which 
a given property changes suddenly (for ex
ample, elongation at break). Predictions of 
natural aging from accelerated data may 
be determined by plotting the logarithm of 
the induction period against the reciprocal 
of the absolute temperature, in accord
ance with the Arrhenius relationship. It has 
been found that these plots are linear and 
may be extrapolated to ambient tempera
tures to obtain the polymer lifetime under 
actual service conditions. 

This 'NOr/( was clone by Edward F. OJddihy 
and Paul B. Willis of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further in
formation, Circle 1 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA's Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 18]. Refer to NPO-17524. 

ing mirror. A tilt error at point a on mirror A 
can be corrected by a tilt at point d on mir
ror D so that the ray reflected from it ar-

In a four-mirror version (see figure), mir
ror A is the primary mirror, the optical er
rors of which are to be corrected. Mirror B 

Errors In the Wave Front Reflected From Mirror A would be corrected by compensating er
rors in the surface of mirror D. The corrections ensure that points in the image occupy the 
same relative positions in the image that they do in the fieid of view. 
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rives at the proper place in the image. Simi
larly, a piston error of a segment of mirror A 
can be compensated by a piston displace
ment of the corresponding part of mirror D. 

This vvork was done by Aden B. Meinel, 
Marjorie P. Meinel, and John E. Stacy of 

Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Orcle 26 
on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 

license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Offic€hJPL [see 
page 18]. Refer to NPO-16869. 

Photovoltaic-Driven Multiple-Quantum-Well Modulator::a~ /d;Je:;77 
The microstructure and composition are tailored for sensitivity to the modulating signal. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A proposed high-performance spatial 

light modulator would consist of a multiple
quantum-well, strain~ayer superlattice simi
lar to the one described in the accompany
ing f.rticle, "Strain-Layer-Superlattice Ught 
Modulator" (NPO-16915). However, this 
device differs from the other one in that it 
would operate in transmission rather than 
in resonant reflection and therefore would 
include only one stack of GaAsllnAs layers 
having a total thickness less than the pene
tration depth (1 to 2 J.dTl) of the optical mod
ulating signal. 

The alternating composition and selec
tive doping of the layers would produce mUl
tiple quantum wells separated by space
charge barriers formed by the depletion of 
the n-doped GaAs layers (see figure). The 
photocurrent generated in the GaAs layers 
by the modulating signal produces large 
changes of carrier density in the quantum 
wells. The carrier confinement and the low 
density of two-dimensional states in the 
quantum wells lead to large shifts in the 
absorption edge of the quantum wells (Eo). 
Therefore, light is modulated by selecting 
its photon energy in the range over which 
EO shifts. 

The integration and relaxation time is af
fected by tunneling through the space
charge barriers. The quantum tunneling 
characteristics would be adjusted in fabri
cation by control of the thicknesses and 
doping of the layers. For example, at a 
given n<loped GaAs layer thickness, the 
barrier-tunneling time can be increased (to 
achieve longer integration time) by con
centrating the dopant near the middle of 
each layer. 

Overall , the compositions and thick
nesses of the layers would be chosen to 
enhance the effect of the modulating light 
beam on the modulated light beam. Thus, it 
is expected that the sensitivity to modula
tion will be high, even though the number of 
layers must be limited by the penetration 
depth. 

This vvor/< was done by Joseph Maserjian 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Orcle 
99 on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 9(}517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be ad-
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Alternating, Semitransparent Semiconductor Layers contain space-charge barriers that 
form quantum wells. The modulating light (with photon energy greater than the semiconduc
tor band gap) induces photovoltaic action, which affects the transmission of the modulated 
light (having photon energy less than the band gap). 
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We test each YSI thermistor 
to NASA specs for 

space flight. 
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We test every YSI Space-Qualified 
Thermistor individually according 
to Goddard Space Flight Center 
Specification S-311-P-18, which is 
cross-referenced in MIL-STD-975. 

Here's what that means-our 
thermistors are expressly designed 
for use in extended space flight, 
military and other high-reliability 
applications where you need a 
thoroughly tested component with 
documented performance. 

Interchangeabilities of ± 0.1 °C 
and ± 0.2°C are standard. And if 
the Goddard spec doesn't meet 
your requirements, we'll test our 
thermistors to your specifications 
instead. 

Ask for our thermistor catalog or 
call YSI toll-free at 800 343-HELP 
(in Ohio call 513 767-7241). 

II
® 

YSI Incorporated 
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387 USA VS I 
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Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are available from 
NASA as Technical Support Packages (TSP's) when aRe· 
quest Card number is cited; otherwise they are available 
from the National Technical Information Service. 

High·Altitude Turbulence for 
Supersonic Airplanes 
Characteristics and associated meteorological 
features are discussed. 

A report reviews the accumulated knowledge of atmospheric 
turbulence at high altitudes. This and related studies are motivated 
principally by the need to understand and predict the turbulence 
likely to be encountered by present and future airplanes cruising at 
supersonic speeds at altitudes ranging from the tropopause up 
through the stratosphere. 

The report begins with a discussion of the characteristics of 
high-altitude turbulence and the associated meteorological fea
tures, with emr:tJasis on data obtained by flight research conducted 
in XB-70 and YF-12A prototype aircraft. The intensity of turbulence 
is shown to exhibit predictable relationships with such atmospher
ic features and quantities as the wind-speed, the temperature 
structure, and a half dozen assorted parameters derived from 
meteorological and flight data. 

The motion of gravity waves (meaning, in this case, atmospher
ic waves analogous to waves on the ocean) is involved in a major 
portion of the turbulence encountered at high altitudes. Turbu
lence at supersonic-cruise altitudes occurs in patches typically 
less than 1 km thick, thus suggesting that turbulence is generated 
in relatively shallow layers of atmospheric structure that are re
sponding to excitation by waves of larger scale, in a manner 
reminiscent of the breaking of waves on the ocean. 

The report gives an example of the numerical simulation of 
gravity waves to illustrate the potential contribution of such studies 
to the understanding of atmospheric turbulence. The relatively 
small dimensions of high-altitude turbulence patches and gusts 
and their association with underlying wave activity strongly moti
vate the use of numerical simulation to describe flows at resolu
tions much finer than are available from upper-air soundings. 
Moreover, because of the transient nature of waves breaking into 
turbulence, numerical simulation could potentially augment 
measurements taken by aircraft to interpret atmospheric struc
tures in regions of strong turbulence. 

Henceforth, progress will likely depend on advances in the nu
merical simulation of gravity waves and comparisons between 
simulations and observations. This may best be done by collabo
ration among experts in aircraft measurements, atmospheric ob
servations, mesoscale analysis of the atmosphere,. applied 
forecasting, theoretical atmospheric dynamics, and the 
formulation of mathematical models of gravity waves. The pro
ducts of such efforts may include the ability to extend estimates of 
transient properties of the atmosphere at altitudes below 20 km to 
altitudes as high as 80 km for use in the design and flight simula
tion of future advanced aerospace vehicles. In addition, such ef
forts may enable a more accurate assessment of the feasibility of 
remote sensors and computer systems aboard airplanes to proc
ess measurements into advanced warnings of turbulence. 

This vvork was done by L. J. Ehernberger of Dryden Flight 
Research Facility for Ames Research Center. Furtherinforma
tion may be found in NASA TM-88285 [N87-231oo], "High Altitude 
Turbulence for SUpersonic Cruise Vehicles." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment required] from the Na
tional Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161, 
Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. Rush orders may be placed for an 
extra fee by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
ARC-12149 
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Research in Microgravity 
on Earth 
Relatively economical and 
accessible facilities 
are described. 

A report surveys ground-based facilities 
for research in microgravity. The report 
notes that because of the expense and lim· 
ited opportunity of conducting research in 
orbit around the Earth, experiments on 
Earth must precede and accompany reo 
search in orbit. Programs based on the 
ground can sharpen the focus of space reo 
search and increase the benefits derived 
from it. In some cases, terrestrial research 
may eliminate the need for trials in orbit. 

The ground·based facilities fall into 
three categories: 
1. Those that provide a true microgravity en· 

vironment for a short time, such as 
rockets, airplanes, drop towers, and drop 
tubes; 

2. Those that emulate one or more aspects 
of the microgravity environment, such as 
electromagnetic or acoustic levitators; 
and 

3. Those that aid in understanding behavior 
of systems in microgravity, such as model 
fumaces and computational facilities. 
The report concentrates on material· 

processing facilities of NASA at Lewis Re· 
search Center, Marshall Space Flight Cen
ter, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. It 
describes the facilities briefly and provides 
names and telephone numbers of people 
who can give further information and ar
range for qualified researchers to use the 
facilities. 

This work was done by Bruce N. 
Rosenthal and Thomas K. Glasgow of 
Lewis Research Center, Daniel D. 
Elleman of Galtech for NASA's Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory, and Richard E. Black 
of Marshall Space Flight Center. Further 
information may be found in NASA TM-
88964 [N87-16917], "Research Opportuni
ties in Microgravity Science and Applica
tions During Shuttle Hiatus." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 3364700. 
LEW-14660 

Are you reacln& 
someone else'. copy? 
Get your own copy by filling in 

the qualification form bound into 
this issue. 
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Graphite Fluoride Fiber Composites for Heat Sinking 
~J These electrically insulating materials are unusually thermally conductive. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

Electrically-insulating engineering mater
ials are generally also thermally insulating, 
and the latter property is a disadvantage in 
many electrical systems. This is because 
heat produced by the system is dissipated 
very slowly through the thermal insulator, re
sulting in an accumulation of waste energy 
and requiring an increase in the rejection 
temperature. Consequently, degradation 
of electrical performance may occur, and 
the life and reliability of the system may be 
compromised. This is especially true for 
state-of-the-art electrical systems, where 
higher power levels are being dissipated 
from smaller volumes. 

Graphite fluoride fiber/polymer compos
ite materials consist of graphite fluoride fi
bers in epoxy, polytetrafluoroethylene, or 
polyimide resin . They combine high elec
trical reSistivity with high thermal conduc
tivity and thus may solve the heat-transfer 
problems of many electrical systems. Pos
sible applications include printed-circuit 
boards for high-density power electronics, 
insulators for magnetic-field cores like 
those found in alternators and transform
ers, substrates for thin-film resistors, and 
electrical-protection layers in aircraft de
icers. 

Graphite fluoride is commercially avail
able in powder form, for use as a dry lubri
cant or cathode material in lithium bat
teries. It is produced by direct fluorination 
of graphite powder at a temperature of 400 
to 650 °C. Direct fluorination of graphite 
fibers results in structural damage to the 
fibers and consequent reduction in the 
thermal conductivity of the fibers. Before 
fluorination, the major mechanism for heat 
conduction (Le., the transmission of molec
ular vibrations via the carbon/carbon dou
ble bonds) is such that single crystals of 
graphite have four times the thermal con
ductivity of copper, and a high-modulus 
graphite fiber has a thermal conductivity 
comparable to that of copper at room tem
perature. 

The damage to the fibers due to fluorina
tion can be reduced by first intercalating 
the fibers with bromine or fluorine/metal 
fluoride. To some extent, the treated fibers 
can then react with fluorine at lower tem
perature and less reaction time, without 
suffering structural damage. 

The thermal conductivities of graphite 
fluoride fibers produced in this manner 
ranged from 5 to 75 W/(m.K), compared to 

Growing Gallium Arsenide on Silicon 

glass at 1.1 W/(m.K) and stainless steel at 
15 W/(m .K). The electrical resistivities of 
these fibers ranged from 10 -2 to larger 
than 1011 ohm.cm. The particular graphite 
fiber used, the preprocessing, and the 
fluorination temperature all affected the 
thermal conductivit ies of the final prod
ucts. 

This work was done by Ching-cheh 
Hung of lewis Research Center and 
Martin Long and Mark Stahl of Oeveland 
State University. Further information may 
be found in NASA TM-1oo156 [N87-262321 
NSP] "Synthesis, Physical and Chemical 
Properties, and Potential Applications of 
Graphite Fluoride Fibers. " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (800) 3364700. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Lewis Research Center [see page 18]. 
Refer to LEW-14472. 

Epitaxial layers of high quality are formed on the<1 11> crystal plane. 

NASA 's Je t Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califo rnia 

AJmost all studies reported to date have 
employed Si<1oo> wafers as substrates 
for the fabrication of Ga.PslAJGa/ls lasers 
as well as other Ga/ls devices. The < 1 00> 
orientation has been selected over others, 
a natural consequence of its cornpatability 
with the existing, well-established Si<1oo> 
VLSI (very-large-scale integration) techno
logy. Insofar as growth of GaAs on Si 
crystal orientations other than <100> is 
concerned, very little information is availa
ble. One study investigated the molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of Ga/ls on 
Si<211> and also compared the growth of 
a 2OQ-nm-thick Ga/ls layer on four different 
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substrate orientations, namely Si<211>, 
<110>, <111>, and < 100>. However, the 
growth on Si<111> was described as 
being discontinuous. Significant areas of 
the <111> wafers were found to exhibit no 
growth of Ga/ls on them, attributed to the 
difficulty of nucleation of GaAs on the 
Si<111> surface. 

The present work reports successful 
growth of 1- and 2ilfTl thick layers of an 
n-type, 7-Q-cm, 2-inch (5-cm) diameter, 
Si<111> substrate. The growth was con
ducted in the Riber-23OO® MBE system. 
Both doped and undoped layers of GaAs 
were grown. The Si<111> substrates that 

were on axis (within ± V2 0) as well as off
axis toward the 110 axis were employed. 

FollOWing an initial degreasing step (tri
chloroethylene, acetone, and methanol), 
the Si<111> wafers were first boiled in a 1:1 
nitric acid/sulfuric acid solution for 5 min, 
then chemically oxidized in a 1:1:5 mixture 
of hydrochloric acid, hydrogen peroxide, 
and water. The oxide was etched in a dilute 
hydrofluoric acid solution (10 percent). The 
sequence of chemical oxidation/oxide-re
moval was repeated three times. Rnally, 
an oxide layer was grown, and the wafers 
were rinsed in deionized water and blown 
dry with N2. 
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The chemical oxide grown on Si by the 
above recipe was approximately 10 A 
thick, as measured by photoelectron spec
troscopy_ Oxide-coated Si wafers were 
loaded into a N2 load-lock chamber. They 
were then spin-etched with a 1:5 solution of 
hydrofluoric acid in ethanol to remove the 
oxide, before being transferred into the 
MBE grONth chamber. GrONth of ~ on 
the Si<111> surface was initiated by a 405 
exposure to />s at a substrate temperature 

of "'400 OC. With the surface primed by />s, 
the Ga shutter was also opened, and Gafts 
was nucleated at the rate of 0.1 mono
layer/s. The slow growth was continued 
for 10 min, which corresponded to 60 mon
olayers of Gafts. During this growth, the 
substrate temperature was gradually 
ramped up to "'580 °e, and, at this stage, 
faster grONth was carried out continuously 
at the rate of 1 monolayer/s (1 j4Tl!h). 

The MBE grONth chamber was equip-

ped with an electron gun and camera for 
in-situ reflection high-energy-electron dif
fraction (RHEED) measurements. RHEED 
patterns of the surface were monitored 
continuously during the slow grONth stage. 

This work was done by Gouri 
Radhakrishnan of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Orc/e 460n the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17360 

Computing Viscoplastic Behavior of a Material t3JR/-/tJ) 3;2 
Robinson's model of viscoplasticity is implemented via a finite-element computer program. 
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• 100,000 Hz sampling speed 
• Host throughput .. 50,000 

measurementa/eecond 
EU via IEEE-488 intE •• 

• Modular design for easy 

• PC-AT based data 
system 

I P.o. Box 20005/ San Diego, CA 92120 
(619) 283-9358/ TELEX: 695023 
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Lewis Research Center, 
Cleveland, Ohio 

A finite-element implementation has 
been developed for Robinson's unified 
model of viscoplasticity. The method can 
be used to calculate elastic, plastic, and 
creep deformations in solid materials at 
various temperatures; it can be used to 
study the thermomechanical behavior of 
such things as hot pressure vessels and 
highly stressed components in engines. 

In Robinson's model, the flow and the 
evolution of internal varijibles of the ma
terial are derived from a:ilow potential. The 
behavior of the material is considered elas
tic in all states of stress within the flow p0-
tential and viscoplastic in all states of 
stress outside the flow potential. Assuming 
small displacements and strains, the total 
strain rate is taken as the sum of elastic 
and inelastic parts. The material is as
sumed to be isotropic, and the elastic com
ponent of the strain rate is assumed to be 

20 

10 

__ MARC (Strain Rate 
= O.OOO4/mln) 

--- MARC (Strain Rate 
= 0.04lmln) 

o Experiment (Strain Rate 
= O.OOO4Imln) 

• Experiment (Strain Rate 
= O.04Imln) 

o 0.002 0.004 
Strain 

These Hysteresis Loops represent uniaxial 
stress and strain at 1,()()()OF (538°C) in a 
chromium/molybdenum steel alloy. 
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Comp-osite Testing Solutions 
Acoustic Emission (AE), the real-time NDT technology that "listens," is the answer 
to testing today's advanced composites. Physical Acoustics, a world leader in 
AE instrumentation, has developed solutions to your testing problems. 

ON·SITE .INSPECTION 

Consistent, quick and easy detection of 
impact damage, delaminations and other 
structural anomalies-that's DCAl The hand 
held probe with rolling sensors lets your 
technicians scan areas from one side without 
sensor couplant. 

CURE MONITORING 

From initial heat-up, through final cool down, 
AE provides complete process information on 
viscosity and cool down stresses. 

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 

Don't lose an expensive prototype by 
overloading. AE locates cracks before they 
can be seen, so you can terminate the test 
before it's too late. 

THE SOLUTION 

The LOCAN AT represents the State-of-the-Art 
in AE instrumentation. This multichannel AE 
microprocessor operates under MS-DOSTli 
and provides an extensive range of Real Time 
analysis graphs. Its menu driven software 
makes the LOCAN AT an ideal tool for either 
the scientist or the technician. 

Give us a call. We have the instrumentation 
and the technical expertise for your com
posite testing problems. Solutions, that's what 
we at Physical Acoustics are committed to. 

~
PHYS/CAL 

~ ACOUSTICS 
CORPORATION 

MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. 

HQTS: PO Box 3135, Princeton, NJ 08543 • (609) 896·2255 . Telex 67·17731 • FAX (609) 895·9726; 
Dunegan-PAC ltd. Norman Way, Over, Cambridge, CB45QE, UK. (44) 954·31612 . Telex (851) 81386 . 
FAX (44 ) 954·31 102; EuroPhysical Acoustics S .A. 74, rue des Grands Champs 75020, Paris, France . (33) 
(14) 356·2210 . Telex (842) 220754; Nippon Physical Acoustics 8F, Okamoto L.K. Bldg. 2·17·10, Higashi. 
Shibuya·Ku , Tokyo 150, Japan . (8 1) (3) 498·3570 . Telex (781) 33656 . FAX (81) (3) 498-8450 

-------- The Integrated NDT People --------
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related to the stress rate via Hooke's law. 
The grO'Nth of the intemal state variable 

that accoonts for kinematic hardening is 
based on the Bailey{)rcman theory, which 
includes the hardening effect of accumu
lated deformation and a recovery or soft
ening effect that proceeds with time. The 
equation for flow expresses the relation
ships among the deviatoric stress, the 
hardening-state variable, and the inelastic 
component of the strain rate. The material 
parameters in the equations for the state 
variable and the flow are represented by 
simple temperature-dependent models. 

Robinson's model is implemented via 
the MARC general-purpose finite-element 
computer program by incorporating all of 

the nonlinearity of the material into an initial 
load vector and treating the vector as a 
pseudo body force in finite-element equilib
rium equations. Because the gradients of 
some of the quantities in the constitutive 
equations of the model are large, it is best 
to use a subincrement technique to fonn 
the incremental constitutive equations that 
correspond to a finite increment of load. In 
this technique, each finite increment is split 
into several equal subincrements, over 
each of which the constitutive equations 
are integrated by the explicit Euler forward
difference method. The HYPElA subrou
tine in MARC includes an adaptive integra
tion scheme that selects optimal sizes of 
the subincrements. A spline function 

O.01f.Lm 
RESOLUTION. 

Canon has added high
preCision LASER 
LINEAR ENCODERS to 
its full line of laser rotary 
encoders. The Canon 
laser linear encoder 
provides for maximum 
resolution of 0.01 j.Lm; 
thereby allowing high 
resolution closed loop 
control of 
instrumentation. 
L-104 has a scale slit 
pitch of 1.6j.Lm and 
sinewave period output 
from main unit of 0.4j.Lm. 

EASY TO 
INSTALL. 

L-10S has a scale slit 
pitch of 3.2j.Lm and a 
sinewave period output 
from main unit of O.Sj.Lm. 
A 16 Signal interpolator 
C116-2 and 40 signal 
interpolator, C140-2 are 
available, enabling 
optimum combinations 
to achieve various 
resolution and 
responsiveness. 

FEATURES: 
• Interference by fine grating 

with a semi-conductor laser 
achieves resolution equal to 
that of laser interferometers. 

• Reflection-type, allowing 
easier adjustment of 
alignment as compared to 
the transmission type. 

• More stable under variable 
ambient conditions 
compared to conventional 
laser interferometers due 
to the use of a scale method 
instead of the laser wave
length standard method. 

• Zero-phase index signals 
are output, allowing simple 
control of positioning. 

Canon Interface/Display Unit 
CL-40 or CL-16 (optional) 

• Uses interference, thus 
providing a full sinewave 
signal to be obtained from 
the photodetector. 

Please contact CANON 
dil8Clly 10< special 

applications in O.EM. quan~toes Canon 
CANON U.S.A. INC. COMPONENTS DIVISION 

New York Office/Headquarters One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042 - (516) 488·6700· FAX 516-354-1114 
Santa Clara Office 4000 Burton Drive. Santa Clara. CA 95054 • (408) 986-8780 • FAX 408-986-0230 
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smooths discontinuous boundaries in 
Robinson's model to facilitate the finite
element numerical calculations. 

The method was tested by using it to cal
culate the combined effects, on a steel 
alloy, of cyclic heating and cooling with 
both in-phase and opposite-phase cyclic 
uniaxial strain. The calculated stress
¥s.-strain hysteresis loops agreed closely 
with those obtained in experiments (see 
figure). In another test, the method was 
applied to a hot thick-walled cylinder con
taining gas under pressure. In this case, 
experimental data were not available, but 
the results of the MARC calculations 
agreed well with those obtained from an 
explicit Euler forward integration of an ex
act integral representation of Robinson's 
model. 

This work was done by V. K Arya and A 
Kaufman of lewis Research Center. Fur
ther information may be found in NASA 
TM-89891 [N87-23010], "Finite Element 
Implementation of Robinson's Unified 
Viscop/astic Model and Its Application to 
Some Uniaxial and Multiaxial Problems. " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (EnJ) 336-4700. LEW-14712 

Shatter-Resistant, 
Flame-Resistant 
Window 
Clear plastic and mineral 
sheets are joined. 

Lewis Research Center, 
C~velan,~ Ohio 
tJ?Z/62.33 

A 6Ombustion-chamber window com-
bines the properties of polycarbonate and 
sapphire. The inner layer of sapphire, al
though brittle, withstands the flame in the 
chamber. The outer layer of polycarbonate 
is tough but susceptible to weakening by 
the flame and is protected from the flame 
by the sapphire layer. The result (see figure) 
is a window that resists flames, shattering, 
and high pressures. 

The layers are bonded together by an 
adhesive to eliminate a gap between them, 
which would reduce the light transmitted 
through the window. With the gap elimi
nated, subtle combustion effects can be 
observed and photographed. 

The surfaces of the layers are thorough
ly cleaned before assembly. Rrst ethyl 
alcohol, then ammonium hydroxide are ap
plied with a cotton pad. Several applica
tions of the solvents are necessary, and 
care must be taken to avoid scratching the 
polycarbonate. The cleaned surfaces are 
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The Polycarbonate/Sapphlre Sandwich Is a 
safe, reliable window for a pressurized or 
evacuated combustion chamber. The win· 
dowls2'A In. high and 51A In. long (7 by 13.3 
cm). The polycarbonate layer (toward the 
rear In this photograph) Is one-half In. (12.7 
mm) thick; the sapphire Is substantially 
thinner. 

exposed to a stream -of ionized air to re
move dust and static electricity. 

About 15 drops of a commercial optical 
adhesive (Norland No. 68 or equivalent) 
are applied to the flattest side of the poly· 
carbonate piece In a pattem to provide 
even coverage. When the adhesive has 
spread out evenly under its own weight, 
trapped air bubbles are removed. The sap
phire plate is lowered onto the adhesive, 
and a weight is placed on the sapphire. 
After about half an hour, the adhesive layer 

spreads to the edges, and any remaining 
air bubbles are expelled along with excess 
adhesive. 

The sapphire/adhesive/polycarbonate 
sandwich is exposed to long-wave ultravio
let light for 6 hours to cure the adhesive. A 
tent-shaped reflector over the ultraviolet 
lamp and the assembly concentrates the 
light. 

The windows withstand 60 Ib/in.2 (414 
kPa) in a hydrostatic pressure vessel. They 
also survive a leak test under an intemal 
pressure of 2 atm (0.2 MPa) of helium and 
extemal pressure of 10 -5 torr (1.3 mPa). 
The windows have a transmission density 
of 0.08 to 0.11 in visible light. In contrast, the 
unbonded layers have a transmission den
sity of 0.13 to 0.16. 

This work was done by William R. 
Richardson and Ernie D. Walker of lewis 
Research Center. Further information 
may be found in NASA TM-1oo188 [N87-
28880], "Bonding Lexan and Sapphire to 
Form High-Pressure, Flame-Resistant 
Window." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
LEW-14743 

Testing Bonds Between Brittle &9-/&31" 
and Ductile Films 
Simple measurements are interpreted through a simple theory. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
A simple uniaxial strain test has been 

devised to measure the intrinsic shear 
strength, TO' of the bond between a rela
tively~uctile substrate film (specifically, 
polyethylene terephthalate) and a brittle 
film o ron , nickel, or cobalt) deposited on the 

• 

substrate (see figure). The results of the 
test are interpreted by a simplified theory, 
which leads to a simple and approximate 
but reliable formula for TO in terms of easily 
measured properties of the specimen. 

A typical specimen could consist of a 

Cracks 

Tension 

1-~~ __ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~~ 
f 

A Brittle Film Is DepoSited on a Ductile Substrate Film, and the combination is stretched un
til the brittle film cracks, then separates from the substrate. The dimensions of the cracked 
segments are related In a known way to the tensile strength of the brittle film and the shear 
strength of the bond between the two films. 
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strip of polyethylene terephthalate 6 or 
12 j4T1 thick, 2.5 mm wide, and 1.5 cm long, 
with a film of metal 0.2 to 1.2 j4T1 thick and 3 
mm long deposited near the midlength of 
the substrate. The specimen could be 
formed by evaporating metal onto the sub
strate while monitoring the thickness of the 
metal with a quartz-crystaJ thickness moni
tor. An ion gun could be used to treat the 
substrate before deposition, to modify the 
adhesion between the layers. 

In the test, the specimen is stretched 
slowly. The metal film begins to show a pat
tern of cracks parallel to each other and 
perpendicular to the lengthwise strain - a 
pattern that is characteristic of brittle frac
ture. /ls the strain increases, cracking pro
gresses through three distinct stages. In 
the first stage, the metal film cracks at ran
dom locations along its length. In the sec
ond stage, the metal segments between 
the first-stage cracks subdMde into small-

er segments by cracking at their miqx>ints, 
the longest segment cracking first, fol
lowed by the second longest segment, and 
so on. In the third stage, the segments of 
metal film separate from the substrate at 
the cracks, the longest segment sepa
rating first. A further increase of strain 
causes the separation of successively 
shorter segments but no further cracking. 

The approximate formula for the shear 
strength of the bond is 

TO = 400 til, 
where 00 is the tensile strength of the metal 
film, t is the thickness of the metal film, and 
I, is the length of the longest (and first) seg
ment of metal film that separates. 

For the purpose of the approximation, 00 
is assumed to be independent of t and 
measurable by tensile tests of independent 
specimens. A more exact analysis would 
take account of the effect of thickness and 

the method of deposition. Depending on 
whether the substrate behaves fully elas
tically or tully plastically Onstead of a c0m

bination of the two as assumed for the 
approximation), the multiplicative factor 
could increase beyond 4 or could de
crease to as little as 2. The determination 
of a more-precise multiplicative factor 
would require a detailed, threEH:limension
al elastoplastic analysis of the specimen. 
Despite the approximations and limita
tions of this technique, tests show that it 
yields semiquantitative measures of bond 
strengths, independent of the mechanical 
properties of the substrates, with results 
reproducible within ±6 percent. 

This work was done by Donald R. 
Wheeler of lewis Research Center and 
Hiroyuki Ohsaki of Sony Magnetic Pro
ducts, Inc. For further information, Qrcle 
33 on the TSP Request Card. 
LEW-14750 

Diphenylpolyynes for Nonlinear Optical Devices ~»-/~~35 
Donor/acceptor molecules have second-order nonlinear electric susceptibilities. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Several diphenylpolyyne compounds 

have been found to exhibit second<>rder 
nonlinear electric susceptibilities and 
chemical structures conducive to orienta
tion in appropriate chemical environments. 

These features make the new materials 
suitable for use in optical devices. 

The molecules that have been synthe
sized are shown in the table below: 
Asymmetric SWstituted Difilenylacetytenes 

R1-O-<e=C)n-o-R2 

No. R1 R2 n 
1 NH 2- -N02 1 
2 NH 2- -N02 2 
3 NH 2- -N02 3 
4 CH 3S- -N02 1 
5 CH 3S- -N02 2 
6 NH 2- -CN 1 
7 NH2- -CN 2 
8 CH 3S- -CN 1 
9 CHsS- -CN 2 

10 NH2- -C02CH 3 1 
11 NH2- -C02CH3 2 
The important feature of these molecules 
is the presence of electron<lonor func
tional groups (the R1 groups shown on the 
left) and electron-acceptor functional 
groups (R~ separated by conjugated rigid
rod linking groups. The particular combina
tion of donor and acceptor groups gives 
rise to the second<>rder nonlinear pheno
menon, which has been detected via the 
generation of second harmonics in several 
specimens of these materials. For exam
ple, for converting 1064 nm to 532 nm, 
compounds 4, 10, and 11 have powder 
second-harmonic efficiencies of 65, 120, 
and 17, respectively, relative to a urea ref
erence sample. 

The diphenylacetylene links give the 
molecules rodlike characteristics that 
make them amenable to orientation by 
suspension in liquid crystals. The new 
molecules may also have inherent liquid
crystalline properties that enable them to 
be oriented directly. 

This 'NOfk was done by Albert £ Stiegman, 
Joseph W Perry, and Daniel R. Coulter of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab-

• Circle Reader Action No. 615 



oratory. For further information, Circle 35 
on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 

patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 

should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA's Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 18]. Refer to NPO-17572 

Surface Halogenation of High-Temperature Superconductors 
Nonaqueous chemical etching and passivation yield improved surfaces. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Surface halogenation is an experimen

tal technique of postgrowth nonaqueous 
chemical processing of high-temperature 
superconductors. Research continues in 
the use of this technique to obtain super
conducting and/or passivated surfaces, to 
etch bulk superconductors, and to make 
low-resistance electrical contacts. 

The new high-temperature supercon
ductors like YBa2Cu30 7_ x, (La1 _ xMxh 
Cu04_~(where M=Ba, Sr, or Ca; x~O.2; 
and y~u.1), and others do not have super
conducting surfaces when grown by cur
rent methods. Annea'ling procedures can 
produce nonsuperconducting surface 
regions, the chemical compositions of 
which differ from those of the bulk materi
als. In addition, these materials react with 
atmospheric Hp and CO2 to form insulat
ing hydroxides and carbonates at the grain 
boundaries and on the surfaces. Conse
quently aqueous etching and ion milling 
(which reduces the Cu) are not suitable. 

The most promising etchant appears to 
be bromine dissolved in such polar nona
queous solvents as alcohols, acetone, or 
ether. In one series of experiments, a solu
tion of 1 volume percent bromine in ab
solute ethanol was used to etch films of 
YBafJu307-x- The formation of the bro
mides of Y, Ba, and Cu was verified by x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on un
rinsed specimens. Rinsing in absolute 
ethanol removed most of the bromides, but 
about 2 atomic percent bromine remained 
on the rinsed surfaces. The 531.1-eV peak 
in the XPS spectrum of oxygen, which is 
characteristic of surface contaminants, 
was reduced to near a minimum intensity 
after 15 to 30 s of etching, with little further 
reduction after longer etches. The final 
spectrum shown in the figure compares 
favorably with the published spectra of 
samples scraped in a vacuum. (Scraping in 
a vacuum is the best conventional surface
cleaning technique, but it requires much 
care and is not practical for production.) 

Measurements of resistance vs. tem
perature showed that a 1-,..m-thick film 
etched for 30 seconds had zero resistance 
at 78 K, while a similar unetched film, 
grown and annealed at the same time, had 
zero resistance at 81 K, which is within the 
sample-to-sample variability. Thus, the 
etchant appears to act only on the surface 
without adversely affecting the supercon
ducting bulk of the film. In addition, pre
liminary results show that the surface re
sistance of Pb contacts evaporated onto 
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an etched film is < 600 ~.cm2 at room 
temperature and < 150 ~·cm2 at the tem-

533 

perature of liquid helium, two orders of 
magnitude less than the surface resis-

530 527 524 
Binding Energy, eV 

The X·Ray Photoelectron Spectrum of the 1s level of oxygen shows the effect of etching by 1 
percent bromine in absolute ethanol. The diminution of the peak at 531.1 eV indicates the re
moval of surface contaminants. 



tance measured on an unetched film. 
This work was done by Richard P. 

Vasquez of Caftech for NASA's Jet Pr0-
pulsion Laboratory. For further informa-

lion, Circle 142 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17712 

Pilot Plant Makes Oxygen Difluoride 
Equipment processes the toxic, difficult-to-make substance efficiently and safely. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A pilot plant makes oxygen difluoride, a r----------------------------.., 

highly-energetic, space-storable oxidizer 
that is not made commercially. The plant is 
designed to handle the reactants, product, 
and byproduct, most of which are highly re
active, corrosive, and toxic. 

The plant fluorinates aqueous alkali to 
produce OF 2 in the reaction 2F 2 + 2KOH
OF 2 + 2KF + Hp. The undesired reaction 
2F2+4KOH-02+4KF+HP also con
sumes about half of the fluorine. The con
centration of the KOH must be maintained 
at 2 percent, and the KOH solution must be 
kept cold. Because the potassium fluoride 
byproduct is toxic, it is treated with calcium 
hydroxide: 2KF + Ca(OHk· CaF2++ 
2KOH. The calcium fluoride precipitate is 
nontoxic and can be discarded safely. The 
potassium hydroxide is recycled to the s0-

lution. 
In the plant, the fluorine is bubbled 

through the chilled KOH solution in a re
actor (see figure). The OF2 and the O2 
from the competing reaction are passed 
through a cold trap to remove water. An
other cold trap (not shown) also removes 
carbon dioxide, which is present as an im
purity. The OF 2 and O2 are then condensed 
in a collection tank. When a sensor in· 
dicates that the tank is filled nearly to 
capacity, that tank is disconnected and col
lection resumes in a second tank. The first 
tank is sparged with helium, which vapor
izes the C2and leaves the OF2behind. The 
OF2 is transferred to cylinders for storage. 

Waste OF2 and F2 are sent to a stain
less-steel barrel lined with ceramic insula
tion and filled with wood charcoal. In a 
spontaneous reaction, the charcoal burns 
in the toxic waste oxidizers. To prevent the 
escape of toxic gases, the barrel is vented 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Rc
quest Card number is Cited; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Design and Fabrication of 
Superconductors 
Progress through 1982 
is reviewed.j3?J- /rJri3R' 

A report reviews selected aspects of the 
technology of superconductors, reflecting 
the progress of recent decades ending in 
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Excess OF2 and F2 

Reactor 

H20 
Remover 

(Cold Trap) 

Collection 
Tank 1 

Collection 
Tank 2 

Storage 
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Oxygen Difluoride Evolves Continuously from a reactor that contains potassium hydroxide 
in water at a·c. The collection tanks are alternated; one is filled while the other is drained to 
a storage cylinder. Excess OF2 and F2 are dissipated In the combustion of charcoal In a burn 
barrel. The toxic byproduct, potassium fluoride, is reacted with calcium hydroxide to form 
the nontoxic calcium fluoride and to regenerate the potaSSium hydroxide. 

through another drum filled with a dilute so- tect concentrations as low as 0.05 part per 
lution of NaOH. million, well below the maximum allowable 

The plant is constructed of stainless concentration for humans. They respond 
steel that has been passivated with fluorine rapidly, well before a human can detect the 
gas. The valves have copper seats rather strong odor of OF 2-
than plastic ones, which would react with The pilot plant consumes about 1 Ib 
the oxidizers. The plant is located in a test (0.45 kg) of fluorine per hour. It produces 
bay and is controlled from a remote con- 0.38 to 5.0 Ib(0.17to 2.3 kg)ofOF2per hour. 
sole. Video cameras monitor the reactors. This work was done by Marshall F. 
Microcoulombic sensors, in which traces Humphrey and Emil A. Lawton of Caftech 
of oxidant create a current proportional to for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
the concentration, continuously check the For further information, Circle 43 on the 
test bay for leakage. The sensors can de- TSP Request Card. NPO-17347 

the year 1982. In particular, it provides a 
fairly comprehensive discussion of the de
sign and fabrication of conventionally and 
unconventionally processed composite 
superconductors made of alloys based on 
TilNb and on A15 compounds (Nb3Sn, 
V sC3a., and others). 

In the terminology of the report, "con
ventional" processes are those that involve 
the heating of wires drawn from packed 
mixtures of reactant metal powders, the 
deposition and heating of reactant metal 
powders on inert metal-tape substrates, 
and the CuN3Ga and CulNbsSn "bronze" 
processes, in which filaments of V or Nb 
embedded in Cu/Ga or Sn bronze matrices 
are heat-treated to convert them to, or en-

crust them with, A15 compounds. The "un
conventional" processes include chemi
cal-vapor deposition or sputtering (used 
with Nb3Ge), direct reactions between the 
elements (used with Nb~), and modified 
"bronze" processes that incorporate 
these techniques. 

The first two sections of the report intro
duce the general properties of alloy and 
compound superconductors and the re
quirements on design and processing for 
the production of long pieces of stable, low
loss conductor. Section 3 deals with all 
aspects of flux-jump stability and the gen
eral requirements of cryogenic stabiliza
tion. 

Section 4 discusses the design of con-
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ductors with respect to ac power losses. 
Some basic formulas describing hysteretic 
and eddy-current losses are presented, 
and the influences of the diameters of fila
ments and strands, the twist pitch, and the 
electrical resistMty of the matrix are dis
cussed. 

Section 5 describes the basic tech
niques used in the fabrication of conven
tional multifilamentary conductors. This 
description is generic and applicable to the 
pre-heat-treatment phases of the fabrica
tion of both alloy and compound conduc
tors. 

Section 6 considers conventional Ti/Nb
base composite conductors. Commencing 
with a brief description of metaequilibrium 
and equilibrium Ti/Nb phases, the metal
lurgical prerequisites for high current
carrying capacity are discussed. With this 
as a foundation, the section goes on to con
sider the optimization of alloy superconduc
tors via adjustments of the thermome
chanical processes used to make them 
and the advances that have recently been 
made toward the development of high-per
formance Ti/Nb-base alloy superconduc
tors. 

Section 7 discusses early and uncon
ventional titanium-alloy superconductors. 
It refers to a method for continuously coat
ing a superconducting wire or tape with a 
stabilizing layer of some simple or noble 
metal, "in situ" processing of composite 
conductors by directional solidification, 

and a powder-metallurgical technique. 
Section 8 deals briefly with the conven

tional processing of A15 conductors; that 
is, the use of bronze-process chemistry in 
association with fabricated-billet metal
working. Emphasis is placed on the various 
ways in which Sn can be introduced to the 
Nb, process control of flux-pinning strength, 
and the effect of multicomponent alloying 
on the superconducting properties. 

Section 9 describes several unconven
tional processes used to make A15 super
conductors. It discusses the optimization 
of flux pinning and critical current in both 
powder-metallurgically and "in situ" proc
essed conductors through the addition of 
metallic elements either internally or exter
nally and through the control of the sizes of 
fibers and reaction-layer grains. The ex
tents to which the critical current densities 
of conventionally and unconventionally 
processed conductors respond to stress 
or strain are compared. This section con
cludes with a discussion of ac losses. The 
review is illustrated with 44 line drawings 
and 29 photographs and lists 245 refer
ences. 

This work was done by E. W Collings of 
Battelle Memorial Institute for Marshall 
Space Flight Center. To obtain a copy of 
the report, "Design and Fabrication of 
Conventional and Unconventional Super
conductors, " Circ/e 95 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
MFS-27029 

~/tf;131 
Improving Silicon 
Carbide/Silicon 
Nitride Fibers 
Strengths might be increased 
through modifications in the 
monomeric precursors. 

Experiments described in a report indi
cate that the properties of silicon carbidel 
silicon nitride fibers may mange signifICantly 
with modifications of the monomeric precur
sors. This allows the possibility of creating 
improved silicon carbide/silicon nitride 
fibers, which could replace graphite fibers 
in composite materials requiring high elec
trical resistance and thermal stability. 

In the preparation of silicon carbide/sili
con nitride fibers, tris (alkyl- or arylami
nO)silanes are prepared by the dropwise 
addition of methyl or phenyl trichlorosilane 
to a solution of the alkyl or aryl amine in 
toluene or petroleum ether at a low tem
perature under dry nitrogen. After addition 
is complete, the solution is refluxed for one 
hour. The mixture is then filtered to remove 
salt produced during the reaction, and the 
product is purified by distillation at reduced 
pressure. 

The monomers are polymerized by heat
ing to temperatures above 500 "C. Fibers 
are drawn from a resin melt under a stream 
of dry nitrogen, cured in an environmental 
chamber at 100 °C and 95 percent relative 
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perature heat technology to new levels of effl· 
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humidity until unmeltable, then placed 
under tension and pyrolyzed at 1,200 to 
1,500 °c to produce the inorganic silicon 
carbide/silicon nitride fibers. 

Silicon carbide/silicon nitride fibers 
made from the tris (N-methylamino )methyl
silane (TMMS) monomer have a tensile 
modulus of approximately 29 x 106 psi 
(2.0 x 1011N/m2). At this stage of develop
ment, the modulus compares favorably 
with the average value of 55 x 106 psi 
(3.8 x 1011N/m2) for graphite fibers. The 
electrical resistivity of the silicon car
bide/silicon nitride fibers, 7 x 108 ohm
cm, lies in the semiconductor range, but 
approaches the value of a true insulator 
~10120hm-cm). 

Although fibers formed from TM MS thus 
show great potential, further development 
is required. Structural modification of the 
monomer might lead to polycarbosila
zanes exhibiting lower pyrolytic mass loss 
and shrinkage and, hence, fewer fiber de
fects in the resulting silicon carbide/silicon 
nitride fibers. Attempted polymerization of 
tris (anilino)methylsilane (TAMS) and tris 
(N-propylamino)methylsilane (TPMS) mo
nomers has failed to yield a resin suitable 
for fiber formation, perhaps because opti
mal polymerization conditions have not yet 
been determined. Although these prelimi
nary findings suggest that monomers with 
larger alkyl groups will alter the properties 
of the silicon carbide/silicon nitride fiber 
precursors disadvantageously, consider
able work remains before rigid conclusions 
can be drawn. Indications are that fiber 
properties will change significantly with 
minor structural modifications in the mono
mer, but only when a large number of pure 
polymers are available will these proper
ties be finely tuned. Perhaps copolymers or 
blends of several polycarbosilazanes will 
yield the best silicon carbidelsilicon nitride 
fibers. 

This work was done by David J. Crouse 
and Benjamin G. Penn of Tennessee Tech
nologica/ University for Marshall Space 
Flight Center. To obtain a copy of the re
port, "Sificon Carbide-Sificon Nitride Fi
bers: Preparation and Characterization of 
Polycarbosilazane Precursors," Circle 94 
on the TSP Request Card. 
MFS-27101 

,6.?J, /tJ~-1cJ 
Study of Phase 
Separation in Glass 

The effect of the hydroxide 
content is examined. 

A report describes an experimental 
study of the effect of the hydroxide content 
on phase separation in soda/silica glasses. 
Studies like this one may eventually help 
material scientists to find ways to control 
the morphology of phase separation , 
which is desirable because it is instrument-
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al in determining the physical and 
mechanical properties of glasses. 

Ordinary and gel glasses were melted at 
1,565°C, and the melts were stirred 
periodically: ''Wet'' glasses were produced 
by passing bubbles of N2 saturated with 
water through the melts; "dry" glasses 
were prepared in a similar manner, except 
that the N2 was dried before passage 
through the melts. 

Atomic absorption was used to analyze 
trace impurities in the glasses. Analyses of 
the compositions of the glasses were per
formed by atomic-absorption and index-of
refraction measurements. The hydroxyl 
contents of the glasses were measured by 
the absorption of infrared radiation. 

Samples of each glass were heated to 
590°C and held at that temperature for 
various intervals to promote phase separa
tion. The samples were then examined by 
small-angle x-ray scattering: the intenSity 
of the scattered x-radiation as a function of 
the scattering angle depends on, and can 
be interpreted in terms of, the nature, 
sizes, and distribution of the phase-sepa
rated regions or particles that cause the 
scattering. 

The x-ray scattering data had features 
that would be expected in scattering by 
particles of a minor phase. Replication 
electron micrographs that were made of 
selected samples confirmed the particle
like nature of the minor phase and ap
peared to indicate that the particles were 

approximately spherical. The scattering 
data from samples heated for longer times 
indicated that the larger particles con
tinued to grow, while the smaller ones tend
ed to disappear. This suggests that the 
particle-size distribution changes via an 
Ostwald coarsening process rather than 
by simple diffusion-controlled growth. 

The rates of growth deduced from the 
scattering data were greater in the glasses 
that contained more water. There were 
minor differences between growth in the 
gel and in the ordinary glasses, but these 
may be due to slight differences in com
position. Thus, the authors conclude that 
hydroxide speeds up phase separation, re
gardless of the method (gel or ordinary) by 
which the glass was prepared. 

The authors of a previous study had 
concluded that the primary effect of the 
hydroxide was to hasten the nucleation 
(rather than the growth). This study yielded 
no information on nucleation rates; such 
information would have to be obtained 
from further studies of the early stage of 
phase separation. 

This work was done by George F. 
Neifson, Michael C. Weinberg, and Gary L 
Smith of Ca/tech for NASA's Jet Propul· 
slon Laboratory. To obtain a copy of the 
report, "Effect of Hydroxide Content on 
Phase Separation Behavior of Soda-Sifica 
G/asses," Circle 108 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
NPO-16796 
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13~/t!c14/ 
Effects of Twist on 
Ceramic Threads 
Twist sometimes does 
and sometimes does not 
increase strength. 

A report describes a study of the effects 
of yarn twist and other manufacturing pa. 
rameters on the strength of ceramic SfN./· 

ing threads. Such threads are used to 
stitch insulating blankets for reusable 
spacecraft; they must resist the high tem· 
peratures and high aerodynamic loads of 
reentry into the atmosphere of the Earth. 

Three types of thread were considered: 
silica, aluminoborosilicate (ASS) with 14 
percent boria, and ASS with 2 percent 
boria. To make the silica thread, eight silica 
yarns with a silane finish were twisted into 
four pairs, and the four pairs were twisted 
together. Each of the ASS threads was 
made from four ASS yarns and a rayon 
service yarn. All of the ASS threads were 
coated with a copolymer sizing to enhance 
lubriCity., The threads were made with 
various twists ranging from 59 to 394 turns 
per meter. They were tested for strength at 
temperatures ranging from 23 to 1,200 OC. 

For silica thread, the best twist was 
found to be 300 turns per meter. This twist 
produced the highest break strength at 

temperatures up to about 540 OC, at and 
beyond which heat destroys the silane 
finish. At 1,200 OC, the strengthening ef
fects of twist are nullified by annealing of 
the silica. 

The overall strengths of both ABS 
threads are higher than that of the silica 
thread. For both ASS threads, the break 
strengths decrease with increasing twist 
up to 600 OC, at which temperature both 
the copolymer sizing and rayon service 
yarn are removed. This loss of strength is 
due to the breakage of yarns during fabri
cation as higher loads are placed on the 
yarns by increased twist. 

The differences between the behaviors 
of the silica and ASS threads can be attrib
uted in part to the combined effects of the 
sizing and of the service yarn in the ASS 
threads . .Apparently, the sizing acts as a 
sheath that holds the twisted thread tightly 
together, minimizing the slippage of yarns 
during tensile loading. Above 600 OC, the 
strength of the ASS threads is no longer 
controlled by twist, sizing, or service yarn, 
but by thermally-induced compositional 
and structural changes in the ASS fibers. 

The 2-percent-boria ASS thread has the 
highest strength at all temperatures. /ls the 
temperature rises from ambient to 600 °c, 
the sizing and service yarn burn off, with a 
consequent reduction in the strengths of 

"NASA Tech Briefs is the Winner!" 

all the threads. Regardless of twist, at 
1,200 OC the silica thread retains only about 
25 percent of its original strength, while the 
low- and high-boria ASS threads retain 
about 45 and 14 percent, respectively. 

This work was done by Paul M. Sawko of 
Ames Research Center and Huy Kim 
Tran of San Jose State University. To obtain 
a copy of the re{XJrt, "Influence of Thread 
Construction on Strength of Ceramic Sew
ing Threads," Qrcle 149 on the TSP Re
quest Gard. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames 
Research Center [see page 18]. Refer to 
ARC-11849 
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complete marketing kit, call (800) 258-0201, or 
clip your business card to this ad and mall to: 

NASA Tech Briefs 
41 East 42nd St., New York, NY 10017.5391 
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COSMIC: Transferring NASA Software 
COSMIC, NASA's Computer Software Manage

ment and Information Center, distributes soft
ware developed with NASA funding to industry, 
other government agencies and academia. 

COSMIC's inventory is updated regularly; new 
programs are reported in Tech Briefs . For addi
tional infonnation on any of the programs describ
ed here, circle the appropriate TSP number. 

If you don 't find a program in this issue that 
meets your needs, call COSMIC directly for a free 

Computer Programs 
These programs may be obtained at a 
very reasonable cost from COSMIC, a 
facility sponsored by NASA to make 
computer programs available to the 
public. For information on program 
price, size, and availability, circle the 
reference number on the TSP and 
COSMIC Request Card in this issue. 

o B8CIJ'odc SYllln 

ZW-/C6l4~ 
Program for a 
Pushbutton Display 

Light -emitting-diode displays 
on pushbuttons are controlled 
interactively. 

The Programmable Display Pushbutton 
(PDP) is a pushbutton device available 
from Micro SWitch that has a program
mable 16 X 35 matrix of light-emitting 
diodes on the pushbutton surface. Any 
desired legends can be displayed on the 
PDP's, producing user-friendly applica
tions that greatly reduce the need for 
dedicated manual controls. Because the 
PDP can interact with the operator, it can 
call for the correct response before 
transmitting its next message. It is both a 
simple manual control and a sophisticated 
programmable link between the operator 
and the host system. 

The Programmable Display Pushbutton 
Legend Editor (POPE) computer program 
is used to create the Iight-emitting-diode 
(LED) displays for the pushbuttons. POPE 
encodes PDP control commards and legerd 
data into message byte strings sent to a 
logic-refresh-and-control unit (LRCU). The 
LRCU serves as the driver for a set of four 
PDP's. The legend editor (POPE) transmits 
to the LRCU commands specified by the 
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review of programs in your area of Interest. You 
can also purchase the 1988 COSMIC Software 
Catalog, containing descriptions and ordering in
formation for available software. 

COSMIC is part of NASA's Technology Utiliza
tion Network. 

COSMIC" - John A. Gibson, Direc tor, (404) 
542-3265 
The University of Georgia, 382 East Broad Street, 
Athens, Georgia 30602 

user to control what is displayed on the 
LED faces of the individual pushbuttons. 
Upon receiving a command, the LRCU 
transmits an acknowledgement that the 
message was received and executed suc
cessfully. The user then observes the ef
fect of the command on the PDP displays 
and decides whether or not to send the 
byte code of the message to a data file so 
that it can be called by an application pro
gram. 

The POPE program is written in FOR
TRAN for interactive execution. It was 
developed on a DEC VI>X.11/700 computer 
under VMS. It has a central-memory re
quirement of approximately 12,800 bytes. 
It requires four Micro SWitch PDP's and 
two R8-232 VI>X.111700 terminal ports. The 
POPE program was developed in 1985. 

This program was written by Anthony M. 
Busquets and William S. Luck, Jr., of 
Langley Research Center. For further in
formation, Circle 47 on the TSP Request 
Card. LAR-13671 

G Mllhamaacs and 
~ .. lOrmaUon SCIences 

Calculating Cumulative 
Binomial·Distribution 
Probabilities 8f1/$ 1"3 
Reliabilities and availabilities 
of k-out-of-n systems 
can be analyzed. 

The cumulative-binomial computer pro
gram, CUMBIN, is oneofa set of three pro
grams that calculate cumulative binomial 
probability distributions for arbitrary inputs. 
The three programs, CUMBIN, NEWTONP 
(NPO-17556), and CROSSER (NPO-17557), 
can be used independently of one another. 
CUMBIN can be used by statisticians and 
users of statistical procedures, test plan-

Three Things 
You Shouldnlt 
Have To Share At 
The Office 

I n the workplace you would never 
think of sharing your mug or chair. So 
why are you running down the hall to 
find out if there is d terminal available 
for your mainframe graphics applica
tions? With TGRAF software and your 
desktop computer there's no reason 
to ever share a terminal; you can now 
have a powerful graphics terminal on 
your desk, inexpensively. 

TGRAF accurately duplicates a 
Tektronix graphics terminal without 
sacrificing terminal functionality. 
Now mainframe graphics power is 
available for your PC, PS/2, Macin
tosh ll, or workstation in RS-232 or 
networked computer environments, 
for only a fraction of what a terminal 
would cost. 

TGRAF's comprehensive Tektronix 
terminal emulation and Grafpoint's 
superior customer support, puts the 
terminal sharing blues behind you 
forever. Call Grafpoint for the name 
of your local distributor and order a 
no-risk 3D-day evaluation copy. 

Cumnt TGRAF users call uS for 
informatIon on huw to upgrade to our 
latest product - TGRAF-4200 

• GRAFPOlnT 
1485 Saratoga Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95129 
1-800-426-2230 
In California 408-446-1919 

Grafpoint and TGRAF are trademarks of Grafpoint 
PC and PS/2 are IIademarks of Internationaf BUSiness Ma· 
d1lnes CoIpoIation. T ektrorux Is a trademark of Tektronix, 
Inc. Macintosh Is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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• Has no movi'lg parts, bearings 
orsprings 

• Withstands more than 10,000 
Gshock 

• Operational 40 milliseconds 
after power on 

• Infinite resolution, no hysteresis 

New miniaturized series of rate 
sensors weigh less than 37 grams 
and when used with an electronics 
support card can provide an output 
voltage that linearly represents 
angular velocities up to 5000° per 
second are now available for space
saving applications. Two- or three
axis sensor packages can be 
provided. 

CALL OR 
WRITE FOR 
SUMMARY 
CATALOG 
Humphrey, Inc. 
9212 Balboa Ave., Dept. NTB589 
San Diego, California 92123 U.S.A. 
Phone: (619) 565-6631 
TWX: (910) 335-2001 
FAX: (619) 565-6873 

Ine. 
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ners, designers, and numerical analysts. 
The program has been used for calcula
tions of reliability and availability. 

CUMBIN calculates the probability that 
in a system of n components, at least k will 
be operating if the probability that anyone 
is operating is p and the components are 
independent. Equivalently, this is the reli
ability of a k{)lJt-of-n system having inde
pendent components with common reli
ability p. CUMBIN can be used to evaluate 
the incomplete beta distribution for two 
positive integer arguments. CUMBIN can 
also be used to evaluate the negative 
binomial distribution and the cumulative F 
distribution with both degrees of freedom 
even and to determine the size of the sam
ple in designing a test. 

CUMBIN is designed to work well with 
all integer values O<k~n and O<p< 1. To 
run the program, the user simply runs the 
executable version and inserts the infor
mation requested by the program. The pro
gram is not designed to reject incorrect in
puts, so the user must take care to make 
sure the inputs are correct. Once all input 
data have been entered, the program cal
culates and lists the result. 

The CUMBIN program is written in C. It 
was developed on an IBM AT computer 
with a numeric coprocessor using Micro
soft C 5.0. Because the source code is writ
ten by use of standard C structures and 
functions, it should compile correctly with 
most C compilers. The format of the pro
gram is interactive. It has been imple
mented under DOS 3.2 and has a memory 
requirement of 26K. CUMBIN was devel
oped in 1988. 

This program was written by Ernest M. 
Scheuer and Paul N. Bowerman of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Circle 74 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17555 

System-Reliability 
Cumulative-Binomial 
Program f$?/ /$4'1 
This program finds the 
probability required to yield 
a given system reliability. 

The cumulative-binomial computer pro
gram, N EWTON P, is one of a set of three 
programs that calculate cumulative bi
nomial probability distributions for arbitrary 
inputs. The three programs, NEWTONP, 
CUMBIN (NPO-17555), and CROSSER 
(NPO-17557), can be used independently 
of one another. NEWTONP can be used by 
statisticians and users of statistical pro
cedures, test planners, designers, and 
numerical analysts. The program has been 
used for calculations of reliability and 
availability. 

NEWTONP calculates the probability p 
required to yield a given system reliability V 
for a k-out-of-n system. It can also be used 

to determine the Oopper-Pearson confi
dence limits (either one-sided or two-sided) 
for the parameter p of a Bernoulli distribu
tion. NEWTONP can also be used to deter
mine Bayesian probability limits for a pro
portion Of the beta prior has positive integer 
parameters), the percentiles of incomplete 
beta distributions with positive integer 
parameters, the percentiles of F distribu
tions in which both degrees of freedom are 
even, and the median plotting positions in 
probability plotting. 

NEWTONP is designed to work well with 
all integervaluesO<k~nandO~ V~1. To 
run the program, the user simply runs the 
executable version and inserts the infor
mation requested by the program. NEW
TONP is not designed to reject incorrect in
puts, so the user must take care to make 
sure that the inputs are correct. Once all in
put data have been entered, the program 
calculates and lists the result. It also lists 
the number of iterations of Newton 's 
method required to calculate the answer 
within a given error. 

The NEWTONP program is written in C. 
It was developed on an IBM AT computer 
with a numeric coprocessor using Micro
soft C 5.0. Because the source code is writ
ten by use of standard C structures and 
functions, it should compile correctly with 
most C compilers. The format of the pro
gram is interactive. It has been imple
mented under DOS 3.2 and has a memory 
requirement of 26K. NEWTONP was de
veloped in 1988. 

This program was written by Ernest M. 
Scheuer and Paul N. Bowerman of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Circle 13 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17556 

comm~ef(~ftf 
Cumulative-Binomial 
Program 

The point of equality between 
the reliability of the system 
and the common reliability of 
the components is found. 

The cumulative-binomial computer pro
gram, CROSSER, is one of a set of three 
programs that calculate cumulative bi
nomial probability distributions for arbitrary 
Inputs. The three programs, CROSSER, 
CUMBIN (NPO-17555), and NEWTONP 
(NPO-17556), can be used independently 
of one another. CROSSER can be used by 
statisticians and users of statistical pro
cedures, test planners, designers, and 
numerical analysts. The program has been 
used for calculations of reliability and 
availability. 

CROSSER calculates the point at which 
the reliability of a k-out-of-n system equals 
the common reliability of the n compo
nents. It is designed to work well with all In-
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teger values 0< k< n. To run the program, 
the user simply runs the executable ver
sion and inserts the information requested 
by the program. The program is not designed 
to reject incorrect inputs, so the user must 
take care to make sure that the inputs are 
correct. Once all input data have been 
entered, the program calculates and lists 
the resu~. It also lists the number of itera· 
tions of Newton's method required to cal
culate the answer within a given error. 

The CROSSER program is written in C. It 
was developed on an IBM AT computer 
with a numeric coprocessor using Micro
soft C 5.0. Because the source code is writ
ten by use of standard C structures and 
functions, it should compile correctly with 
most C compilers. The format of the pro
gram is interactive. It has been imple
mented under DOS 3.2 and has a memory 
requirement of 26K. CROSSER was devel
oped in 1988. 

This program was written by Ernest M. 
Scheuer and Paul N. Bowerman of Galtech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Circle 14 on the 
TSP Request Gard. 
NPO-17557 

Line-Editor 8?1 -/tf;1~6 
Computer Program 
Powerful editing tools 
are provided. 

The ZED editing program for the DEC 
VIV< computer is a simple, yet powerful line 
editor for text, program source code, and 
nonbinary data. Une editors can be superi
or to screen editors in some cases; for ex
ample, executing complex multiple or con
ditional commands or editing via slow 
modem lines. ZED excels in the process
ing of text by use of procedure files. For ex
ample, such procedures can reformat a 
file of addresses or remove all in-line com
ments from a FORTRAN program. 

In addition to command files, ZED also 
features versatile search qualifiers, global 
changes, conditionals, online help, hexa
decimal mode, space compression, loop
ing, logical combinations of search strings, 
journaling, visible control characters, and 
automatic detabbing. 

The ZED editor was originally developed 
at Cambridge University in London and has 
been repeatedly enhanced since 1976. 
Users of the Cambridge implementation 
have devised such elaborate ZED pro
cedures as chess games, calculators, and 
programs for evaluating n. This implemen
tation of ZED maintains almost all the 
characteristics of the Cambridge editor. 

A complete ZED manual is included on 
the tape. ZED is written entirely in C for 
either batch or interactive execution on the 
DEC VIV< computer under VMS 4.X and re
quires BO,896 bytes of memory. The pro
gram was released in 1988. 

II II II 

Pressure & Gas Flow 
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL 

for Materials Processing 
high performance products for process 

success in ion nitriding, sputtered coatings, 
chemical vapor deposition, and heat treating. 

Baratron® Products pressure 
and vacuum measurement and control 
with capacitance manometers 
. 10- 5 to 103 mmHg ranges 
• accuracy of 0.1 to 0.5% of Reading 
• companion closed-loop control valves 

Mass-Flo'" Products gas flow 
measurement and control using 
thermal sensing 
• ranges up to 200 slm (400 scfh) 
• meter and controller versions 
• companion electronics 

SensaVac no Products vacuum 
measurement and control using 
thermal conductivity and ionization 
techniques 
• ranges from 10- 10 to atmosphere 
• Pirani, TC, cold cathode and hot 

filament guages 
• companion valves and electronics 

Six Shattuck Road . Andover, MA 01810 • Phone: 1-800-227-8766 
In MA (508) 975-2350 • Telex : (508) 975-0094 • Fax : (508) 975-0093 
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This program was written by Peter J. 
Scott of Galtech for NASA's Jet Propul· 
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
Circle 63 on the TSP Request Gard. 
NPO-17300 

Examining the Subroutine 
Structure of a VAX Image 
A command program 
analyzes executable 
components of 
another program~ff-/0 ~ Lf 7 

SCANEXE is a command program for 
the DEC VIV< computer used to scan a 
VMS run-time image and print information 
about the routines it uses. Optionally, 
SCANEXE lists each routine, with its entry 
point, and how many times it is called, if at 
all. Information on the progress of the pro
gram can be printed at the user's option as 
it analyzes the various executable com
ponents. 

SCANEXE relies on "debug" records 
that are included by default in ".EXE" files. 
However, if an image is linked with the 
"/NOTRACEBACK" option (as are all sys
tem programs), then it cannot provide the 
necessary information. SCANEXE counts 
only the number of times it finds a state
ment calling each routine, which is not 
necessarily the same as the number of 
times that the routine would be called if the 
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program were run. 
SCANEXE is written in C (83 percent), 

FORTRAN 77 (13 percent), and Assembler 
(4 percent) for batch execution on the DEC 
VAX computer under VMS 4Xlt has a cen
tral-memory requirement of 61,952 bytes. 
The program was released in 1988. 

This program was written by Peter J. 
Scott of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propul· 
slon laboratory. For further information, 
Orele 62 on the TSP Request card. 
NPO-17298 

Medic~{,6n(~«li 8 
Management System 
Other alphabetical and/or 
numerical data (e.g., 
business or judicial) can 
also be managed. 

The Medical Information Management 
System (MIMS) computer program is an in
teractive, general-purpose software sys
tem for the storage and retrieval of infor
mation. It was first designed to be used in 
the management of medical data and can 
be used to handle all aspects of data re
lated to the care of patients. Other applica
tions of M I MS include management of data 
on occupational safety in the public and 
private sectors, handling judicial informa
tion where speed and accuracy are high 
priorities, systemizing purchasing and pro-

curement systems, and analyses of the 
cost structures of organizations. 

Because of its free-format design, M I MS 
can offer immediate assistance where ma
nipulation of large data bases is required. 
Structures of fi les, categories of data, and 
lengths and formats of files, including al
phabetical and/or numerical, are all de
fined by the user. The user can quickly and 
efficiently extract, display, and analyze the 
data. 

Three means of extraction of data are 
provided: certain short items of informa
tion, like social security numbers, can be 
used to identify each record uniquely for 
quick access; records can be selected' 
with matching conditions defined by the 
user; and specific categories of data can 
be selected. Data can be displayed and an
alyzed in several ways that include the 
following: generation of tabular information 
assembled from comparison of all the rec
ords on the system; generation of statisti
cal information on such numerical data as 
means, standard deviations, and standard 
errors; and display of formatted lists of out
put data. 

This MIMS program is written in Micro
soft FORTRAN 77. It was designed to oper
ate on IBM Personal Computers and com
patibles running under PC or MS DOS 2.00 
or higher. MIMS was developed in 1987. 

This program was written by Sidney 
Altereseu, Carl A. Friedman, and James W 
Frankowski of Goddard Space Flight 

Center. For further information, Ore/e 27 
on the TSP Request card. 
GSG-13198 

Auttgo{~~~ 
Translator Program 
Data from drafting 
programs are used to 
create finite-element 
mathE~matica models. 

The AutoCAD-to-GIFTS translator pro
gram, ACTOG, was developed to facilitate 
quick generation of small finite-element 
models using the CASAlGIFTS finite-ele
ment modeling program. ACTOG reads the 
geometric data of a drawing from the Data 
Exchange Rle (DXF) used in AutoCAD and 
other PC-based drafting programs. The 
geometric entities recognized by ACfOG 
include points, lines, arcs, solids, three
dimensional lines, and three-dimensional 
faces. From this information, ACTOG 
creates a GIFTS SAC file, which can then 
be read into the GIFTS preprocessor 
BULKM or can be modified and read into 
EDITM to create a finite-element model. 

The GIFTS commands created include 
KPOINT's, SLiNE's, CARG's, GRID3's, and 
GRID4's. The SAC file can be used as is 
(using the default paramefers) or edited for 
any number of uses. It is assumed that the 
user has at least a working knowiedge of 

PRECISE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
-,,- I' .. . Crl,lCa . 

72 

Testing systems for flight is critical. Teledyne Taber is 
as critical in the development and production of 
quality pressure transducers. With 35 years' 
experience, we're the proven performer. Over 30 
different models. Each designed to meet your 
specific needs. 

The Taber line of ground test transducers includes 
high, low and absolute pressure units with ranges 
from 0-1 to 0-50,000 PSI. 

Ground test models feature: 
• Removable pressure caps for inspection and c leaning : 

some with field replaceable diaphragms 
• High levels with DC isolation from signal to excitat ion 
• True d ifferential pressure management 
• Positive mechanical stops for high overload pressures 
• Excellent thermal stability 

~~TELEDYNE TABER 
455 BRYANT STREET, NORTH TONAWANDA, NY 14120 
(716) 694-4000 Telecopier: (716) 694-1450 
Call toll free 1-800-333-5300 

Write or ca ll today for more information on 
the fu ll line of Taber transducers. 
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AutoCAD and GIFTS. 
ACTOG was written in Microsoft Quick

Basic (Version 2.0). The program was 
developed for the IBM PC and has been im
plemented on an IBM PCcompatible com
puter under DOS 3.21. ACTOG was devel
oped in 1988. 

This program was written by Andrew 
Jones of Goddard Space Right Center. 
For further information, Circle 66 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
GSC-13211 ~/(f;t5j' 

Simulation of Failures 
and Repairs 

Reliability and maintainability 
of a complicated system 
can be estimated. 

The Automated Reliability/Availability/ 
Maintainability (ARAM) computer program 
is one of the software tools designed to as
sess candidate architectures of the data
management system of the Space Station. 
It evaluates the reliability, availability, and 
maintainability characteristics of the con
ceptual system. ARAM uses the data rep
resenting the redundancy characteristics 
of the system (redundancy diagram), the 
maintainability characteristics of the sys
tem, and the reliability parameters of com
ponents of the equipment. 

"Reliability" as used here means the 
probability that a function is performed 
without interruptions within a given time in
terval. For any unit, the time between fail
ures is assumed to have an exponential 
probability distribution defined by its mean 
time between failures. "Maintainability" as 
used here means the probability that a 
function is restored within a given time in
terval. Parameters include repair-service 
priority, mean time to repair, and availability 
of spare parts. Maintainability includes 
such global parameters as the period for 
replenishment of spare parts and the num
ber of repair technicians. 

The ARAM design is based upon the sim
ulation of failures and the possible sub
sequent repairs of each unit of equipment 
included in the system. It analyzes the ef
fects of failures and repairs on the system 
and maintains statistics of the behavior of 
the system from which the resu~s of the sim
ulation are obtained. During a typical 

Are you reacIng 
someone else's 
copy? 
Get your own copy by 
filling in the qualification 
form· bound in this iSsue. 
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ARAM simulation, when the clock advanc
es to a failure event, the program assesses 
whether any group fails because of failure 
of a unit. It then propagates the failure 
event to all affected groups. Next, ARAM 
generates a unit-repair event for the repair
able unit. Other choices include on-line or 
off-line backup units. The simulation can be 
repeated a specified number of times for 
each one of the seeds specified for the ran
dom-number generator, or can be timed. At 
the end of a simulation, the program com
putes the average statistics. 

ARAM is delivered as a package of files 
that include the program for the generation 
of the mocIel and for the simulation, and the 

template for the data base of the mocIel. A 
data-base-conversion program enables 
the users of the previous Version 1.0 to 
convert their model Version-tO data bases 
to the Version-2.0 format. 

ARAM was written for an IBM PC XT/AT 
or compatible computer. It requires 512K 
of random-access memory, a hard disk, a 
printer with 132 columns, and DOS 2.1 or 
higher. ARAM was developed in 1987. 

This program was written by Antonio 
Val/one and Jack P. Craig of Computer Sci
ences Corp. for Langley Research Cen· 
ter. For further information, Circ/e 107 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13997 

~w.".m;,;o" SWJ ilflIE:F!lJ p~~~:: ~~ 
Researchers 
with Eyes. 

South_.1 Rn u n:h IlUlllLll. 
AofMIlk .R .... 'Ch --. 

For IBM PC, AT. PS/2 end compatible computer. 

.... -.. .::::::::: 
ii~ f$§gs 

Iff! f 
When you need to see what you're acquiring when it happens, you need real 
time performance. You need CODAS from Dataq Instruments. The only real 
time PC-based waveform recorder. 

50 kHz Real Time Monitoring 
Forget in-the-dark data acquisition sessions. CODAS turns your computer's 
monitor into a multichannel heads up display, plotting every data point as it 
happens. Our patent-pending smooth scroll waveform presentation and 
unequaled plotting speed keep you in command . No guessing. No surprises. 

50 kHz Real Time Recording to Disk 
Focus your attention on the real time display while up to 16 waveforms 
simultaneously record to disk . To 50,000 samples per second, CODAS 
ensures a gap-free, continuous waveform record . 

Waveform Playback and Analysis 
Review megabytes of recorded signals on your monitor in seconds with the 
CODAS Playback/Editor. Then seamlessly extract. analyze, hard copy, 
translate, and export waveform information with simple keystrokes. 

For the best way to see, record. and analyze your dynamiC waveforms, call 
us at 1-800-553-9006. Or write Dataq Instruments, Inc., 825 Sweitzer Avenue. 
Akron , Ohio 44311, (216) 434-4284. 

DA T A Q INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
The way PC-based Instrumentation should be 
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Optical Tracker for Longwall Coal Shearer 
~J A photographic record yields information for correction of the vehicle path. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama cumulate in subsequent passes. 
A stationary tracking assembly at one 

A tracking system records the lateral 
movements of a longwali coal-shearing ve
hicle. The system detects the lateral and 
vertical deviations of the path of the vehicle 

TRACKING ASSEMBLY 

as it moves along a coal face, shearing 
coal as it goes. The track on which the vehi
cle rides can then be adjusted to correct 
for the deviations so that error does not ac-

x 

z 

end of the coal face transmits a beam of 
light to a retroreflector on the advancing or 
receding vehicle. The light reflected back 
to the source is recorded continuously on 

COAL SHEARER WITH 
RETROREFLECTOR ASSEMBLY 

Figure 1. A Longwall Shearer Rides on Ralls In a mine tunnel, advancing on a toothed track in one of the rails. As the vehicle moves, a retrore
flective mirror rides up and down on the teeth, providing a series of pulsed reflections to a film recorder. The recorded positions of the pulses, 
which have horizontal and vertical orientations, indicate the vertical and horizontal deviations, respectively, of the vehicle. 
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•••• only for Systems Specialists . 
The 1271 Selfcal DMM 

Designed to withstand the 
rigors of continuous operation 
in military type environments, 
the Datron 1271 Selfcal digital 
multimeter stands unrivalled in 
its combination of price and 
Derformance. It has been 
designed by engineers for 
engineers ... delivering all the 
[unctionality, accuracy, resolution 
and rugged dependability that 
statement implies. 

Its ultimate use may be 
classified but there are no 
secrets when it comes to the 
1271's many features: 

• Optional Functionality 
DCY - 7ppm/year, 
line locked 

ACY - High accuracy or 
speed version 
Ohms - with Ohms Guard, 
Lo Current and True Ohms 
Also DCI and ACI, Ratio, 
Frequency 

• 1,000 fully formatted 
readings/second at 5V2 digits. 

• IEEE-488.2 and MATE (CIIL) 
compatible. 

• Selfcal- 30 day validity 
internal re-calibration. 

• Diagnostics include 250 
accuracy checks. 

The 1271 is the ultimate 
Premium DMM designed for 
systems specialists. 

Our comprehensive technical 
brochure describes this 
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film. M overlay placed on the film provides 
coordinates for determining the deviation 
of the reflected light beam and, therefore, 
of the vehicle. 

The light source is a mine safety lamp. A 
lens and aperture in the tracking assembly 
shape the beam into one with a long, nar
rem rectangular cross section, and a ro
tating prism in the housing atternates the 
orientation of the long rectangular axis be
tween horizontal and vertical. A pivoted 
mirror scans the beam across the path of 
the vehicle so that it seeks out the retrore
flector. 

On the vehicle, the retroreflector rises 
and falls as it rides on the teeth of the vehi
cle drive track (see Rgure 1). It reflects the 
beam from the source only in its topmost 
position and thus provides a series of light 
pulses to the recording film, each pulse 
corresponding to a particular tooth in the 
track. The longitudinal position of the vehi
cle is thus always known for each pulse. 

Since the source housing transmits al
ternating horizontal and vertical bars of 
light, the retroreflector returns alternating 
horizontally- and vertically-oriented pulsed 
bars of light. The horizontal pulses indicate 
the vertical position of the vehicle, and the 
vertical pulses indicate the horizontal posi
tion. 

In the tracking assembly, a second rotat
ing prism, synchronized with the first, con
verts the vertical reflected pulses to hori
zontal, leaving the horizontal reflections 
unchanged. The reflections are focused in
to small images of horizontal bars on color 
photographic film. The film is moved up
ward as the vehicle advances, so that the 
sequence of images is a plot of the vertical 
and lateral deviations as a function of posi
tion along the path (see Figure 2). A syn
chronized rotating color filter gives distinc
tive colors to the vertical-deviation and 
horizontal-deviation traces so that they can 
be distinguished on the color photographic 
film. 

This work was done by Peter D. 
Poulsen, Richard J. Stein, and Robert E. 
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Figure 2. Two Sequences of Horizontal Lines on photographic film indicate the path 
traveled by the longwall shearer. Each sequence has a distinct color to facilitate interpreta
tion of the images: when the film is examined under a suitable color filter, only one sequence 
Is seen at a time. 

Pease of Marshall Space Aight Center. 
For further information, Orcle 150 on the 
TSP Request Card. 

This invention has been patented by 
NASA (u. S. Patent No. 4,466,667). In-

quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develop
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Marshall Space Flight Center 
[see page fB}. Refer to MFS-2571Z 

Effects of Pyrotechnically Generated Shocks 
A research program provides better understanding of the 

Hopkinson bar arrangement, (2) pin pullers 
on a mockup of the Halogen Occultation 
Experiment (HALOE) structure, and (3) a 
section of separation jOint on a single pyrotechnic phenomenon for design purposes. 

-======================.I2Ii==~===~==:=J Hopkinso[l bar. Strains and accelerations 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia were measured. The strains were convert
ed to output stresses, forces, and mo
ments. Acceleration shock-response 
spectra were obtained for both accelera
tion and force signals. 

The structural shock waves created on 
activation of pyrotechnic devices have the 
potential to damage electronic or other 
lem-mass equipment or to activate equip
ment sens~ive to motion. For example, a 
pyrotechnically induced activation of the 
motion-sensitive parachute release sys
tem led to the loss of two solid-rocket
booster cases of the Space Shuttle in 1983. 
There is a lack of information on the py-

76 

rotechnically produced loads that can be 
used by designers. This lack is caused by 
the complexity of the pulses generated and 
the difficulty experienced in measurement 
and analysis. 

To evaluate the potential for damage to 
spacecraft by the activation of pyrotechnic 
mechanisms, pyrotechnic-shock tests 
were conducted on three configurations: 
(1) pin pullers on an orthogonal double 

The devices were attached to the 
Hopkinson bars with adapters, which are 
typical of attachments used in practice. To 
predict the effect of the adapters, finite
element models of the adapteribar comb: 
nations were analyzed; and results wer, 
obtained witl, regard to the grid size, tim 
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interval, and frequency range required to 
predict the response to pulses having dura
tions of 10 to 100 J-IS . 

One of the conclusions drawn from this 
study was that pyrotechnic-shock pulses 
can contain high-level pulses [thousands of 
pounds per square inch and thousands of 
g's acceleration (pressures of the order of 
tens of megapascals and accelerations of 
the order of 104 mls2)], with a high-frequen
cy content up to 50 kHz. Much of the ener
gy content is above 10 kHz. Monitoring 
methods must be capable of accommo
dating these levels. The recommended 
analyses of pyrotechnically generated 
shocks are spectral analyses, at frequen-

cies up to 50 kHz, of both strain and accel
eration histories, maintaining the associa
tion of the actual histories with the spectra. 

In this study, shock spectra were ob
tained by a computer program that pro
vides the peak displacement induced in 
damped, oscillating, spring/mass systems 
tuned to discrete frequencies from 0 to 
50 kHz. It was found that the transmission 
of pyrotechnically generated shocks into a 
structure is influenced, as expected, by 
structural interfaces, materials, and dis
tances between the source and any point 
on the structure. 

The understanding of the pyrotechnic 
phenomenon has been increased consid-

erably by this study, providing the neces
sary information not only for comparing 
various devices but for predicting the re
sponses of structures and evaluating the 
potential for damage. The results of this re
search should be useful to designers in 
making comparison and evaluation tests 
before committing to costly spacecraft 
hardware. 

This work was done by Laurence J. 
Bement of Langley Research Center and 
Maria J. Evans and Vernon H. Neubert of 
Pennsylvania State University. For further 
information, Circle 24 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
LAR-13717 

Coolant-Control Valves for Fluid-Sampling Probes 
the coolant flow, there was a tendency to 

3 overheat the probe by inadvertently turning 
tc::=================:::::!!~~:di!!!:itiIIiI __ .. ___ off a flow of coolant in the process ofthrot-
Small built-in leaks prevent overheating. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
In many aeronautical applications, it has 

been found necessary to sample hot 
streams of exhaust or other gases where 
the temperatures of the sample fluids must 
be controlled within finite limits. In such an 
application, a steam- or water-cooled gas
sampling probe is inserted into a hot 
stream of gas to extract a sample. The 
temperature of the sample is then typically 
adjusted by adjusting the rate of flow 
and/or temperature of the coolant (for ex-

ample, by switching between steam and 
water). 

In a typical installation (see Rgure 1), the 
coolant-fluid control valve is located down
stream of the probe to force the flowing 
coolant to fill the probe and to suppress 
boiling of the coolant fluid. The tempera
ture of the coolant is monitored at the exit 
of the probe to couple it closely to the 
probe. 

When a globe valve was used to control 
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tling the coolant. This was due to the delay 
between an adjustment of the valve and 
the moment when the fluid reached the 
temperature sensor. This delay increased 
as the valve was closed, making adjust
ments difficult at low rates of flow. 

To solve this flow-adjustment problem, 
the downstream flow-control globe valve 
was replaced with a modified gate valve. 
The modification consisted of drilling a 
small hole through the valve gate (see Fig
ure 2), so the valve could never be turned 
completely off. This "leaky" valve provided 
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Water-Cooled 
Jacket 

Cooling 
Water In 
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'" Cooling 
Water Out 

Figure 1. A Probe Is Cooled by water. The flow of water is controlled by a valve downstream 
of the probe to maintain the desired temperature as measured by a sensor downstream of 
the probe. 

enough flow of coolant to prevent the over· 
heating that could cause the probe to fail. 

This work was done by Donald F. 
Schultz of lewis Research Center. No 
further documentation is available. 
LEW-14687 

Figure 2. A Bullt·ln Leak (a drilled hole) as· 
sures a minimum flow of coolant to prevent 
overheating. This principle could also be 
applied to an automatic control system by 
installing a small bypass line around the 
control valve. 

Measuring Tension in a Tether 
Ten,sion would be measured at points along the 

~~ length instead of at the ends. ,(fi 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
A proposed instrument would measure 

the tension in a tether and transmit data on 
the tension so that the tension could be 
monitored or adjusted as necessary. Many 
such instruments could be positioned along 
the length of the tether (see figure), unlike 
currently available devices, which can 
measure tension only at the ends. 

Measurements of the distribution of ten· 
sion along a tether wiU enable more-re
sponsive and more-adaptive control. Ten· 
sion could be adjusted to change the 
shape of traveling waves on the line, for ex
ample. In addition, peak tension could be 
sensed wherever it occurs. Higher end ten
sion might then be applied, because ten
sion would no longer have to be limited to 
an arbitrary value to avoid exceeding the 
maximum allowable tension at an un-

Strain 
Gauge 

known point on the line. 
The device would include a strain gauge 

to sense the tension. The output of the 
strain gauge could control the modulation 
of a battery- or solar-powered radio trans
mitter. In another version, the transmitter 
could be a "passive nonlinear reflector," 
which would receive a radio signal on one 
frequency and return a signal on another 
frequency with modulation that signifies 
the tension. In yet another version, data on 
the tension could be carried on a beam of 
light. A laser.oiode transmitter could be 
po.vered by a battery, a radio beam, a 
beam of light, or solar energy. 

This work was done by E. M. Hinman of 
Marshall Space' Flight Center. No fur
ther documentation ;s available. 
MFS-28321 

Transmitter 

MODIFICATION OF TYPICAL 
GATE VALVE 

Sample 
Probe 

Coolant·Flow· 
Control Valve 

--

Flow-Limiting 
Orifice 

SCHEMATIC OF BYPASS LINE FOR 
AUTOMATIC-CONTROL INSTALLATION 

Dipole Antenna 

Many Instrument Capsules like this one would be placed along a tether to measure the local tension. Each capsule would contain a strain 
gauge and transmitting electronics. 
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Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is cited; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

~ff / tfcJ{ 53 
Efficient Computation of 
Behavior of Aircraft Tires 
Simplified mathematical 
models approximate 
unsymmetrical responses to 
loads and environments. 

A NASA technical paper discusses the 
challenging application of computational 
structural mechanics to the numerical sim
ulation of the responses of aircraft tires 
during taxiing, takeoff, and landing. Made
quate mathematical model must represent 
the environment to which a tire is subject
ed and the composite structure of the tire, 
which includes rubber and textile consti
tuents that exhibit anisotropic, nonhomo
geneous properties. 

The tires are subjected to inflation pres
sure and to a variety of unsymmetric me
chanical and thermal loads that can result 
in large structural rotations and deforma
tions as well as in variations in the charac
teristics of the constituents. Also, the lami
nated carcass of an aircraft tire is thick 
enough to allow significant transverse 
shear deformations, and it may be neces
sary to use three-dimensional finite ele
ments to model the detailed stress and 
temperature distributions in certain re
gions of the tire. 

These difficulties can make it prohibi
tively expensive to simulate numerically 
the response of a tire. Current tire-model
ing studies at NASA Langley Research 
Center are aimed at developing an accur
ate and cost-effective computational strat
egy for predicting the response. This study 
presents a simple and effective strategy 
for reducing both the size (that is, the com
plexity) of the mathematical model of a tire 
and the cost of analysis of a tire in the pres
ence of symmetry-breaking conditions (un
symmetry in the tire material, shape, or 
loading). The strategy is based on the ap
proximation of the unsymmetric response 
of the tire with a linear combination of sym
metric and antisymmetric global approx
imation vectors or modes. The paper 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
strategy with numerical examples and out
lines the potential of the strategy for solving 
practical tire problems. 

The paper presents details of the three 
main elements of the computational strate
gy: the use of special three-field, mixed-
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finite-element models; the use of operator 
splitting; and the application of a technique 
that reduces substantially the number of 
degrees of freedom. The proposed compu
tational strategy is applied to two quasi
symmetric problems: the linear analysis of 
anisotropic tires through the use of two-di
mensional-shell finite elements and the 
nonlinear analysis of orthotropic tires sub
jected to unsymmetric loading. Three basic 
types of symmetry and combinations 
thereof exhibited by response of the tire 
are identified. 

This work was done by John A. Tanner 

of Langley Research Center, Mmed K. 
Noor of the Joint Institute for Advancement 
of Flight Sciences, and earl M. Andersen of 
the College of William and Mary. Further in
formation may be found in NASA TP-2649 
[N87-176901 "Exploiting Symmetries in the 
Modeling and Analysis of Tires." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (800) 336-4700. 
LAR-13815 
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Machinery 
Books and Reports 
80 Liquid Angular-Momentum 

Compensator 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is cited; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Liquid Angular-
Momentum Compensator 

Flow in a loop supplants 
the rotation of a 
heavy, rigid wheel. 

A brief report discusses the use of a 
fluid-loop reaction ring as part of a system 
that would orient a spacecraft. The pro
posed device would impart angular rota
tion to the spacecraft by reacting against a 
liquid contained in the loop. A pump, or 
pumps, would provide the impetus to both 
the spacecraft and the fluid. Hydraulic ac
cumulators and valves could be added to 
control the flow. 

For maximum effect, the flowing (coun-

terrotating) mass should be at the largest 
feasible diameter, but the operation of the 
loop would not depend critically upon the 
precise maintenance of a specified shape. 
The loop could be made in any of a variety 
of configurations consistent with the re
quired distribution of mass or effect on 
angular momentum. For example, without 
an excessive increase in mass, the loop 
could be deployed as a ring that surrounds 
the body, or it could be laid out along a con
venient path around the periphery of the 
body in the plane perpendicular to the 
angular-momentum axis in question. 

This technique offers better control than 
that of attitude-control thrusters. It also of
fers several advantages in applications 
that would otherwise require a large, rigid 
reaction wheel: 
• The fluid loop need occupy only a periph

eral circulation path, whereas a rigid reac
tion wheel would occupy the entire plane 
of rotation out to its maximum diameter 
and thus interfere with the mounting of 
other equipment. 

• Unlike a reaction wheel, the fluid loop does 
not necessarily require a motor sized for 
maximum torque. 

• The fluid loop does not require a large, 
heavy supporting structure nor a stiff, 
heavy hub. Thus, the overall mass is re
duced, and a greater portion of the overall 
mass is concentrated in the peripheral cir
cuit. 

• The fluid loop does not require difficult-to
make bearings spec~ied to withstand high 
launch-acceleration loads, provide high 
stiffness, operate smoothly, and exert 
minimal frictional torque. 

Learn How Micro-Light™ Optical Fiber Can Solve 
Your Design And Production Problems Off-The-Shelf. 

If the fluid has a sufficiently low vapor 
pressure, it is not necessary to use a 
strong, heavy tube to contain it. Provided 
that the fluid is kept relatively free of bub
bles and that it is relatively incompressible, 
its center of mass should not shift appre
ciably. Thus, unlike a reaction wheel, the 
fluid loop should not have to be balanced 
dynamically. Developed by Polymicro exclusively for 

instrumentation and measurement systems, 
data communication, laser power 
transmission and basic research, 
Micro-Light'" optical fiber gives you high 
optical throughput over a broad spectral 
range. 
• Excellent high/low temperature tolerance. 
• Custom selections in-stock for Quick 

shipment. 
• Low fluorescence, minimal scattering. 
• Transmission range- UV to JR. 
• High repeatability lot/ lot. 
• Complete selection of lengths, core/ clad 

ratios, cladding materials and core sizes. 

For optical fiber samples, detailed literature 
or technical assistance, call today. 
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This work was done by Theodore C. 
Iskenderian of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy 
of the report, "Fluid-Loop Reaction Ring," 
Orcle 68 on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Office.JPL [see 
page 18]. Refer to NPO-17204. 
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Portable Pull Tester 
Control by a computer 
ensures fi eld measurements 
as good as those 
in a laboratory. 

Marshal! Space Flight Center, 

Alabama~ /($J57 
A p:>rtable pJlI tester automatically meas· 

ures the tensile strengths of test plugs of 
such materials as ceramics, adhesives, 
and elastomers at controlled pull rates. 
Previously, portable testers had uncon
trolled pull rates and required manual re
cording of data; they were subject to con· 
siderable error. The new tester produces 
data of laboratory quality, formerly attain
able only with large, immobile equipment. 

In the new tester, a de motor controlled 
by a personal computer drives a lead 
screw. The lead screw is attached to a load 
cell and to a test button bonded to a speci
men of the material under test. The follow
ing data are sampled at a rate of about 1 
kHz and fed to the computer: 
• The load induced in the specimen, as read 

from the load cell; 
• The strain in the specimen, calculated 

from the axial motion of the lead screw as 
inferred from the output of a shaft-angle 
encoder on the motor; and 

• The elapsed time. 
These data can be examined on the com· 
puter screen, printed out, or transmitted to 
a larger computer for analysis. 

The computer monitors the speed of the 
motor to maintain it constant, thereby pro
viding a constant rate of pull. This rate can 
be preset at 0.01 to 0.58 in.lmin (4.23 to 
246 il/Tl/s). A pull force ranging from 0 to 
1,000 Ib (4,448 N) can be applied. A cart 
(see figure) holds the computer, printer, 
and motor.<Jriving circuits so that they can 
be moved easily to the test site. 

This work was done by Harry E. Golden 
and Henry E. Phillips of Martin Marietta 
Corp. for Marshall Space Flight Center. 
For further information, Circle 3 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
MFS-28302 

A Cart Carries the Equipment that 
accompanies the portable pull tester. 
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Programmable Positioner for Spot Welding 
Welds are spaced and performed in sequence automatically. 

Lewis Research Center, 

Cleveland, Ohio 
The present method of manufacture of 

large missile tanks [10 to 14 ft (3 to 4.3 m) in 
diameter] requires resistance welding of 
thousands of spot welds on the tank bulk
heads. For technical and economical 
reasons,large aerospace assembly opera· 
tions are seldom automated, and the con
sequent manual application of the spot 
welds is slow and tedious. In addition, er
rors on the part of operators give rise to 
mislocated and defective welds. 

Tachometer 

Welding 

Gear Reduction 
Unit 

Representative Workpiece: 
Bulkhead 14ft In Diameter 

To improve the fabrication procedure, a 
welding station was mechanized by install
ing a preset indexing system and gear 
drive. The mechanism includes a low-cost, 
versatile, single-axis motion control and 
motor drive (see figure) to provide fully
automatic weld sequencing and spot-to-

This Welding Station relieves the operator of some difficult, tedious tasks and increases 

spot spacing. The commercially available 
controls used in this station were based on 
a microprocessor and included such fea
tures as selectable gain and damping fac
tors, encoder scaling, switch-function 
inputs and outputs, a motor-drive-signal 
output, and accommodations for inputs 
from a tachometer and a position encoder. 
The interface between the control output 
and the resistance welder completed the 

both productivity and the quality of welds. 
system. 

The automated welding station has pro
duced significant improvements in produc
tivity and in the quality of the products. 
Welding operators have been relieved of 
physical strain and can better maintain 
such other process variables as the align
ment and condition of electrodes as well as 
lateral tracking. This results in welds of 
higher quality and greater accuracy, fewer 

weld defects, and faster welding operation. 
Weld-overlap joints can be made in one
fourth the previous time, and patterns con
taining wide spaces are welded at approxi
mately twice the speed of hand positioning. 

This work was done by William A. Roden 
of General Dynamics Corp. for lewis Re
search Center. No further documentation 
is available. 
LEW-14622 

Laser/Plasma/Chemical-Vapor Deposition of Diamond 
~~ The deposition of graphite would be suppressed. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A proposed process for the deposition 

of diamond films would include a combina
tion of plasma induced in a hydrocarbon 
feed gas by microwave radiation and ir
radiation of the plasma and substrate by 
lasers. At present, the operating conditions 
for the deposition of diamond films of high 
quality are unknown, principally because 
the physical and chemical interactions in
volved in the process are understood only 
dimly. Therefore, a program of research 
and development has also been proposed. 

Previous experiments have revealed 
three major problems in the chemical-va
por deposition of high-quality (preferably 
single-crystal) diamond films. The first is to 
avoid the codeposition of other phases -
primarily graphite, in which the carbon 
atoms have the trigonal sp2 configuration. 
Graphite hinders the formation of diamond 
and prematurely terminates the growth of 
single crystals because diamond requires 
the tetrahedral Sp3 configuration. 

The second problem is to maintain the 

82 

structural stability of the sp3 phase during 
the process. A well-accepted way to do this 
is to introduce monatomic hydrogen, which 
binds the metastable Sp3 structure, passiv
ates the dangling bonds on the surface, 
suppresses the deposition of graphite, and 
tends to transform existing graphite-rich 
carbon into diamond like carbon at high 
temperature. However, the exact role of 
monatomic hydrogen in the molecular 
structure and sequence of reactions re
mains to be determined. 

The third problem is to determine and 
obtain the directed kinetic, thermal, and ex
citation energies of the atomic and molec
ular species in the plasma that will result in 
the formation of a hard, stable, adherent 
film. For example, previous experience sug
gests that in conventional chemical-vapor 
deposition, many hydrogen atoms are not 
accelerated into the deposit with sufficient 
energy to form stable chemical bonds. 

In the proposed process, the reaction 
chamber would be irradiated at a wave-

& /$/59 

length that would favor the polymerization 
of CH2 radicals (which have the Sp2 config
uration) into powders that could be filtered 
out of the gas. The CH3 radicals, which 
have the desired sp3 configuration, would 
remain in the gas to serve as precursors 
for deposition. The feed gas would be se
lected to favor the formation of CH3 radi
cals; candidates include CH4' C2H4, C2H2' 
andC~6' 

The plasma would be produced by ap
plying sufficient power at a frequency of 
2.45 GHz and adjusting the density of the 
gas to obtain electron kinetic energies 
around 100 eV in the low-pressure, low
temperature regime. This mode of opera
tion should provide the energy needed for 
dissociation of molecules by the impacts of 
electrons, for the transport of fragmented 
radicals, and for chemical binding in depo
sition. The surface of the deposit would be 
irradiated with an ArF (193-nm) or other 
ultraviolet excimer laser to provide energy 
precisely where it is needed to facilitate 
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condensation and the formation of a single 
crystal. 

Research is required to develop the un
derstanding of the chemical-vapor deposi
tion process so that the growth of diamond 
films can be controlled. A principal issue is 
the minimization of homogeneous nuclea
tion and maximization of heterogeneous 

nucleation to maintain the single crystal
line structure. Another issue that must be 
addressed includes the preparation of the 
substrate and the monatomic-oxygen en
vironment for deposition. It would also be 
desirable to study the adhesion of films and 
the variation of their structures and proper
ties (for example, from brittle to flexible and 

Laser-Assisted Growth of AIGaAs Films 

elastomerlike) for use as various kinds of 
protective and/or lubricating coats. 

This work was done by George C. Hsu of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Circle 86 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17487 

An excimer laser enhances growth by organometallic chemical-vapor deposition. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Films of aluminum gallium arsenide can 

be grown on gallium arsenide by laser-as
sisted organometallic chemical-vapor de
position. The films are single-crystal and 
contain no detectable oxygen or carbon. 

A cleaned substrate of GaAs with (100) 
orientation is placed in a rf-heated reactor 
(see figure). A fused-sil ica window admits 
light from a KrF excimer laser at a wave-
length of 193 nm, which is focused into a 
beam of 6- by 2D-mm cross section and 
impinges on the substrate at a grazing an-
gie of 15°. 

After an initial purge with hydrogen, the 
temperature is raised to 400 °e, a flow of 
arsine gas is introduced, and the laser is 

Deposition 
Gases 

Fused·Slllca 

Cooling 
Water 

turned on. The laser is then turned off while 
flows of trimethyl gallium and trimethyl 
aluminum are introduced. The laser is then 
turned on again, and deposition proceeds 
at a rate of 45 Almin. 

A Laser Beam Impinges on a Substrate in a quartz reaction chamber surrounded by radio
frequency induction coils. 

The film grows much more rapidly at 
500 ce than at 450 ce. Moreover, a slight 
amount of interfacial oxygen is detectable 
in the film deposited at the lower tempera
ture. 

This work was done by Joseph D. Warner, 
David M. Wilt, John J. Pouch, and Paul R. 
Aron of Lewis Research Center. Further 
information may be found in NASA TM-
88937 [N87-23304/NSP). "A/GaAs Growth 
by OMCVD Using An Excimer Laser. " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 

Plasma/Neutral-Beam Etching Apparatus 

required] from the N~tional Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
LEW-14638 

The energies of neutral particles are controllable. d ff/a26'/ 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

An apparatus has been developed to pro
duce intense beams of reactant atoms for 
simulating low-Earth-orbit oxygen erosion, 
for studying beam-gas COllisions, and for 
etching semiconductor substrates. The 
neutral beam is formed by neutralization 
and reflection of an accelerated plasma on 
a metal plate. Initial operation of the device 
has been very successful in producing con
tinuous and intense rv1D-eV atomic oxygen 
beams, which have been used to etch ele
mental carbon and polymer layers similar to 
those used in spacecraft and semiconduc
tor applications. Lattice damage, resulting 
from electrically charged and/or from high
energy particles, is not caused in this de
vice, because its reactant etchants are low
energy neutral atoms. 

The apparatus (see figure) includes a 
water-cooled coaxial plasma gun and a 
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water-cooled neutralizing plate in a vacuum 
chamber. Substrates to be eroded or etched 
can be mounted in either of two erosion 
chambers, which are side extensions of the 
main vacuum chamber. Power of 1 to 2 kW 
at 2.45 GHz is supplied to the inner and 
outer electrodes of the plasma gun. The re
actant gas, typically O2 in the current de
vice, is supplied to the plasma gun through a 
piezoelectric valve. The radio-frequency 
(RF) energy ionizes and heats the gas, pro
ducing a 2-cm diameter beam of plasma, of 
the order of 1 A per kW of RF power. 

Electromagnets surrounding the vacuum 
chamber at both ends produce a magnetic 
field of 3 kG, which collimates the ions and 
guides them towards the neutralizing plate. 
The neutralizing plate is biased to acceler
ate the ions to energies of 3 to 10 eV. On 
striking the neutralizer, the ions pick up an 

electron and reflect from the plate as a neu
tral beam, which can then be used for ero
sion or etching. The neutralizing plate may 
be coated with platinum, gold, or iridium to 
resist splJltering and chemical erosion. 

The constructed device uses 1 kW of 
power and has produced 1 A of atomic oxy
gen ions, with a particle density greater than 
1013, a duty cycle of 25 percent, and ener
gies up to 30 eV. In the initial tests with this 
device, 5-!4l1-thick carbon films and various 
< 4D-¢T1-thick carbon paints have been 
eroded after exposure to a 5-eV beam of ox
ygen with a flux of 1015 to 1016 0 atoms 
(cm) -2 S-1. 

This work was done by William Langer, 
Samuel Cohen, John OJthbertson, Dennis 
Manos, and Robert Motley of Princeton Uni
versity for Marshall Space Aight Center. 
For further information, Circle 143 on the 
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A Plasma Is Ejected from a coaxial plasma gun toward a neutralizing plate, where it is turned into a beam of atoms or molecules and aimed at 
a substrate to be etched_ 

TSP Request Card. 
In accordance with Public Law 9fr517, 

the contractor has elected to retain titfe to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights for 
its commercial use should be addressed to 

William D. Langer 
Princeton University 
Plasma Physics Laboratory 
James Forrestal Campus 
p.o. Box 451 

Apparatus Impregnates Weak Fibers 

Princeton, NJ 08544 
Refer to MFS-20068, volume and number of 
this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the page 
number. 

A metering die forces even highly viscous resins and slurries onto weak fibers. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
~ite materials made from resin ma

trices reinforced by fibers have great poten
tial for solving challenging and often critical 
problems in the design of spacecraft, space 
structures, and terrestrial structures. To 
achieve various design goals, it is desirable 
to have a method of impregnating fibrous 
material that is capable of using virtually 
any impregnating material, including res
ins and slurries of very high viscosity, and 
nearly all fibrous materials, including those 
of very 100 tensile strength. 

Resins of high viscosity have posed par
ticular problems in that it is very difficult to 
fill a fibrous material completely with such 
a resin, and the resulting air bubbles make 
the material susceptible to cracking. The 
use of slurries creates problems because it 
is difficult to maintain a constant concen
tration of slurry on a fibrous material, and 
this leads to inaccurate test data. Similarly, 
it has been impossible in the past to im
pregnate fibrous materials fully that have 
very 100 tensile strengths because con
ventional drum winders tend to tear the fi
bers. 
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Guide 
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This Low-Cost Apparatus, Used With a Conventional Drum Winding Machine, impregnates 
weak fibrous materials without tearing the fibers. 

A loo-cost apparatus has been devel
oped for use in a conventional drum wind
ing machine to impregnate fibrous materi
als that have very low tensile strengths. As 

shown in the figure, a fiber is fitted onto a 
freely-spinning unwinding creel. The fiber 
unwinds from the creel between two ten
sion bars onto guide spools, which align 
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the fiber so that it can properly enter the 
sealed re~ervoir of resin. A stainless-steel 
metering die at the entrance to the reser
voir aligns the fiber and seals the reservoir. 

Very beneficial results have been ob
tained by use of a reservoir made of poly
ethylene. As the fiber enters the reservoir, it 
passes through the impregnating material 
and over polytetrafluoroethylene spreader 
bars. 

The fiber leaves the reservoir through 
another stainless-steel metering die, which 
forces the impregnating material and fiber 
together, meters the amount of impregnat
ing material that goes onto the fiber, and 
sets the diameter of the resulting impreg-

nated fiber. The impregnated fiber is then 
wound onto a drum by a conventional wind
ing machine. 

Particularly advantageous results have 
been obtained by use of impregnating ma
terials with very high Viscosities, inasmuch 
as the exit metering die is capable of forc
ing such impregnating materials into fi
bers - a capability not available with 
other methods. Also, the apparatus is ca
pable of using slurries as impregnating ma
terials because the swirling motion created 
by the movement of fibers over the spread
er bars helps to keep the slurries mixed 
and, consequently, the concentration of 
the slurry constant. In addition, the simplic-

Simplified Rotation in Acoustic Levitation 
Rotation is controlled with simple, cheap equipment 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A simple new technique based on an old 
discovery can be used to control the orien
tation of an object levitated acoustically in 
an axisymmetric (circular cylindrical or 
spherical) chamber. This method does not 
require expensive equipment like addition
al acoustic drivers of precisely adjustable 
amplitude, phase, and frequency. 

Lord Rayleigh demonstrated that a non
spherical object becomes oriented in a 
sound field with the axis along which it ap
pears to have the largest cross-sectional 
area pointing along the direction of propa
gation of the sound. This principle can be 
exploited to control the orientation of an ob
ject levitated in an axisymmetriC sound 
field by placing in the chamber a sound-re
flecting object that is shaped, positioned, 
and/or oriented to break the symmetry of 
the field. 

The reflecting object acts as a second 
source of sound. If the reflecting object is 
large enough, close enough to the levitated 
object, or focuses the reflected sound suf
ficiently, the Rayleigh torque exerted on the 
levitated object by the reflected sound con
trols the orientation of the object. 

The figure shows some of the many pos
sible configurations of orienting reflectors. 
Different reflectors can be moved in turn 
into proximity with the levitated object to 
obtain different orientations. Alternatively, 
a reflector can be rotated about the axis of 
the levitator to orient the levitated object 
along any desired azimuth. The reflector 
can be turned continuously by a motor to 
make the levitated object rotate continu
ously with the reflector about the axis. 

This work was done by M. B. Barmatz, 
M. S. Gaspar; and E. H. Trinh of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, Circle 121 on the TSP 
Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Office.JPL [see 
page 18]. Refer to NPO-17086. 

Reflectors That Break the Axlsymmetry of 
the acoustic levitator produce Rayleigh 
torques that orient the levitated object. 

Roughening Surfaces of Solar Cells 
Bombardment by ions prepares silicon for ro ghening etch. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasade 

Although an antireflection coating also 

ity and the proximity of the components of 
this apparatus make it capable of impreg
nating fibrous materials that have very low 
tensile strengths, without tearing the fibers. 

This work was done by Oarence E. 
Stanfield and Maywood L Wilson of Lang
ley Research Center. For further informa
tion, Circle 164 on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Langley Research Center [see 
page 18]. Refer to LAR-13603. 

Nearly-Rectangular 
Main Reflector 

Levitated ~ Acoustic Driver Obi'" rr,mb" 

A proposed treatment that involves 
bombardment by ions would give silicon 
solar cells rough surfaces and thus in
crease the amount of light absorbed by the 
cells. A smooth cell surface reflects about 
30 percent of the incident light, but a tex
tured surface bounces rays from facet to 
facet, giving them more opportunities to be 
absorbed and increasing the photovoltaic 
energy-conversion efficiency (see figure). 

increases the absorption of light, it is op- .. _____________ _ 
timally matched in only a limited wave
length range unless a graded-refractive
index coating is applied - a difficult and 
costly procedure. A textured surface, in 
contrast, increases absorption over the full 
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spectrum of Sunlight. 
In the first step of the treatment, a wafer 

of single-crystal silicon would be held at a 

temperature of 70°C or higher while it is 
bombarded with argon or hydrogen ions at 
kinetic energies between 100 and 2,000 
eV. The total dose should be at least 
1018 ions/cm2. This high dose would pro
duce a damaged layer on the surface, con
Sisting of an outer polycrystalline sublayer 
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and an underlying sublayer containing ex
tended defects. 

The bombarded wafer would then be 
etched chemically. The etchant would 
readily attack the randomly-oriented poly
crystalline layer, removing silicon at differ
ent speeds depending on the orientations 
of the crystalline grains. Etchant that pene
trates into the extended-defect layer would 
also remove material at different rates 
around the defects. The result should be a 
rough surface. 

If hydrogen ions are used in the bom
bardment, there should be an additional in
crease in efficiency beyond that due to 
roughening alone: Implanted hydrogen 
ions should passivate defects in the bulk 
silicon. More minority carriers would be 
generated and collected as a result, and 
conversion efficiency would increase ac
cordingly. 

This work was done by Ranbir Singh and 
S. J. Fonash of The Pennsylvania State Uni-

Photovoltalc Conversion Efficiency Increases with the number of reflections at the surface 
of a silicon cell because a large part of the light is absorbed at each reflection. A deeply tex
tured surface provides opportun ities for multiple reflections. 

versify for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo
ratory. For further information, Circle 73 

on the TSP Request card. 
NPO-17295 

Orienting Superconductive Crystals for High Current Density 
Uniaxial stress would promote rearrangement of oxygen atoms in a favorable direction. 

NASA' 
A proposed technique for the controlled 

distortion of crystal grains in the newly dis
covered superconductor YBa2Cu30 7_x 
would increase its current-carrying capaci
ty. The technique would help to ensure that 
the grains in this and other anisotropic 
materials are all oriented in the same direc
tion so that charge carriers can be trans
ferred readily from one grain to another. 

One disadvantage of YBafAJs07-x is 
that its superconductivity is limited to the 
chains of copper and oxygen atoms that lie 
along the b dimension of the crystal lattice. 
In a polycrystalline film of the material, 
superconductivity is therefore confined to 
tortuous paths between fortu itously 
oriented adjacent grains, and the current
carrying capacity is therefore low. 

YBa2OJs07-X undergoes a transition in 
crystalline structure at a temperature of 
600 °C. IVxJve this temperature, the a and 
b dimensions are identical. As the temper
ature drops through that value, oxygen 
atoms rearrange themselves to form the 
potentially superconductive copper/oxy
gen chains in the b direction. As part of this 
rearrangement, the a dimension shrinks 
and the b dimension expands because of 
the movement of oxygen atoms from the a 
axis to the b axis. 

According to the proposed technique, a 
specimen of YBa2OJ30 7_x heated in an 
oxygen atmosphere would be compressed 
in one direction as it is slowly cooled below 
the transition temperature (see figure). 
Under these conditions, oxygen atoms 
should tend to rearrange themselves so as 
to relieve the stress created by the com
pression. That is, they would tend to form 
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chains with the copper atoms in a direction 
perpendicular to the direction of compres
sion. Thus, the superconductive b axes 
would all tend to be oriented in the same 
direction perpendicular to the squeezing 
direction and would tend to be continuous 
from one grain to the next. 

One technique for compression in
volves the prior deposition of the YBa2 
OJ30 7 _ x on a substrate material that has 

anisotropic contraction. As the substrate is 
cooled, it contracts more in one direction, 
thus providing the required uniaxial com
pression in the material deposited on it. 
Alternatively, the stress could be induced 
by mechanically compressing the sub
strate or by applying an electrostatic field. 

This work was done by Paul J. Shlichta 
of caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Orcle 
97 on the TSP Request card. 
NPO-17330 

Orthorhombic 

St=+ 

Twinned Untwinned 

Application of Stress to cooled tetragonal YB~Cup7_ prevents formation of twins and 
yields untwinned orthorhombic crystal. x 
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Applying Elastomeric Insulation 
Inside a Round Case ~/4?66 
Elastomer is wound onto the inside surface in a continuous strip. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
A technique is being developed to apply 

elastomeric insulation to the inner sur
faces of axisymmetric cases. Intended for 
coating the insides of rocket-motor cases, 
the technique might also be used to install 
elastomeric linings in pressure vessels, 
containers for chemicals, and environ
mental chambers. 

The technique requires the modification 
of a machine that wraps a strip of elasto-

mer on the outside of a rotating mandrel. 
The machine extrudes a strip of uncured 
nitrile rubber, ethylene propylene diene 
monomer, or other tacky elastomeric resin. 
The strip is transported to an applicator 
head, where a payoff wheel rolls the strip 
onto the surface to be coated. 

The major modification is required in the 
strip<Jelivery system (see Figure 1): The ex
truder and applicator head could be mount-

EXTRUDER AND APPLICATOR HEAD ON MOVING CARRIAGE 

~~_+_Conveyor 
Belt 

APPLICATOR HEAD ON MOVING CARRIAGE 

APPLICATOR HEAD ON BOOM 

Figure 1. An Applicator Head Is moved axially along the inner surface of the rotating case to 
apply a strip of uncured elastomer. 
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low-cost solution 
to precision 

5,OOO-lb testing 
of materials 

Performs high-accuracy tension/ 
compression tests on metals, plastics, 
composites, ceramics, elastomers. etc. 
in a minimum amount of space. 

Several "high-priced" features are 
offered at on affordable COST: 

• Up TO 500(}lb. load capacity. 

• Microprocessor-based load cell 
signal condiTioner and digital 
inpuT speed control. 

• Speeds from 0.002 to 20 in/min. 

• DigiTal display in English. merric, S.I. 

• Extra-large tesTing area to 
accommodate chambers. 

• Twin-screw guided crossheads 
for accurate test results. 

• Designed for economy and 
simple operation. 

• Available accessories for added 
capability, flexibility. 

TESTERS TO 60,OOO-LB CAPACITY 

A~ I=IPPll~D T~6T 
",V411 6V6T~M6.INC. 
348 Hew c.stle Road • P.O. 80, 1529 • Butler. PA 16003 
Ph: 4IV213-1212 . Til(: ~n7 ATS BUTlER. fAX: 412-113-6570 
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ed on a carriage that travels along rails in
side the case. Alternatively, the applicator 
head alone could be moved on a track or at 
the end of a long boom inside the case. In 
the latter two configurations, the extruder 
would remain stationary outside the case, 
and the strip would be transported to the 
applicator head on rollers or on a conveyor 
belt. 

The payoff wheel can run freely or can be 
powered to run at a surface speed slightly 
faster than that of the case, to impart a 
slight compressive stress to the strip to 
suppress air pockets and ensure conformi
ty to the inner surface of the case. The axial 
speed of the applicator head is adjusted so 
that each turn of the strip partly overlaps 
the previous turn, in the manner of shin
gles. 

The unmodified machine includes a mi
croprocessor, which controls the speed of 
extrusion, the rate of rotation of the man
drel (adaptable to control the rate of rota
tion of the case), the axial speed of the 
carriage, and the orientation of the applica
tor head. The microprocessor program is 
changed to apply the strip to the insides of 
cylinders or of spherical, semispherical, or 
conical domed heads (see Figure 2). 

Although it will probably be unnecessary 
in most instances, a tackifier could be ap
plied to the inner surface of the case to 
hold the uncured strip. A typical tackifier 
might be a solution of the elastomer in 
chloroform. The chloroform would evapo
rate before the lining is cured by heating. 

This work was done by Peter G. Russell 
of Morton Thiokol, Inc., for Marshall 
Space Flight Center. For further informa
tion, Circle 145 on the TSP Request Card. 
MFS-28286 

Figure 2. The Inner Surface of a Dome 11 ft (3.4 m) in diameter is wrapped with a strip of elas
tomer. In this configuration, the strip of elastomer is fed on rollers to the applicator head. 

4ff/4ffZ 
Variable-Energy Ion Beams for Modification of Surfaces 

~~ Ions at low energy react chemically with silicon without damag ing it. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A beam of low-€nergy negative oxygen 

ions can be used to grow a layer of silicon 
dioxide on silicon. This beam is unique both 
in its purity, as it contains no molecular oxy
gen or other charged species, and in its low 
energy, which is insufficient to damage the 
silicon by physically displacing atoms. It 
promises to be a useful device to study oxi
dation of semiconductors and, in certain 
applications, to replace conventional oxi
dation processes. 

The standard method for growing oxides 
on silicon requires heating the wafer to 
temperatures of 800 to 1,100"C in a clean 
quartz furnace filled with flowing gas. This 
process can cause thermal stress, which 
can be damaging to high-density integrated 
circuitry, thin-layered structures, and other 
delicate devices. Low-temperature alterna-
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tives, particularly those that can be direct
ed onto a specific part of the wafer, have 
been sought in the form of chemical vapor 
deposition, laser-assisted oxidation, rapid 
thermal oxidation, anodic oxidation, and 
ion implantation of oxygen. All of these 
solutions only partially address the prob
lem of unintentional damage to the device. 

The low-€nergy ion beam is an optimal 
growth tool in that atomic oxygen is chemi
cally far more active than molecular oxy
gen and can be directed onto the surface 
at low energies insufficient to cause dam
age. The beam energy and sample temper
ature can be continuously varied to opti
mize oxide growth. In initial experiments, a 
2O-A thick oxide layer was grown at room 
temperature in a mattter of minutes, com
pared to hours or days using other room-

temperature oxidizing techniques. 
The low-€nergy growth is accomplished 

with the help of the ion-beam apparatus 
shown in the figure. The kinetic energy of 
the ions in the beam is only 5 eV, the ions 
are in the 2p quantum state, and the ion flux 
density is high, approximately 1015 ions! 
(cm)2s. The apparatus can also generate 
pure beams of negative hydrogen ions and 
a variety of negative metal ions. It can 
therefore be used for hydrogen annealing 
of silicon and gallium arsenide surfaces 
and to asist in the growth of diamond films 
for radiation-resistant semiconductor 
devices. It will be useful in the modification 
of the surface oxygen content in supercon
ducting films, in the formation of tunnel 
junctions, and in the passivation of 
photosensitive structures such as charge-
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coupled devices. 
This work was done by Ara Chutjian, 

Michael H. Hecht, and Otto J. Orient of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion La~ 
oratory. For further information, Orcle 140 

on the TSP Request Card. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 

patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 

should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA 's Resident Office.JPL[see 
page 18]. Refer to NPO-17498. 
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The Ion· Beam Apparatus directs electrons into a crosswise stream of gas, thereby generating a stream of negative ions. A pair of charged 
plates separates the ions from the accompanying electrons and diverts the ion beam to its target - a silicon substrate. The diameter of the 
beam at the target is 0.5 to 0.75 cm. 
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Mathematics and Inlormation Sciences 
Hardware Techniques, and 
Processes 

69 Calculating Cumulative 
Binomial·Dlstributlon 
Probabilities 

71 Line·Editor Computer 
Program 

71 Examining the Subroutine 
Structure of a VAX Image 

72 Medical·lnformation· 
Management System 

90 Path·Followlng Solutions 
of Nonlinear Equations 

92 Noiseless Coding of 
Magnetometer Signals 

70 System·Reliability 
Cumulative-Binomial 
Program 

70 Common·Reliability 
Cumulative-Binomial 

72 AutoCAD·to-GIFTS 
Translator Program Computer Programs 

73 Simulation of Failure and 
Repairs 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is cite.p; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Path·Foliowing Solutions of 
Nonlinear Equations 
Path-following methods have 
advantages over parametric 
differentiation. AjlJ I tt--168 
. A report descri~~e path~II~lng 
techniques for the solution of nonlinear 
equations and compares them with other 
methods. The use of multipurpose tech
niques that are aoolicable at more than 
one stage of a path-following corT)putation 
results in a system that is relatively simple 
to understand, program, and use. The 
comparison of path-following techniques 

Program 

with the method of parametriC differentia
tion (MPD) reveals definite advantages for 
the path-following methods. 

Previous path-following methodology 
appears to have focused on the bifurcation 
theory and a restricted class of physical 
problems that have bifurcating solutions. 
On the other hand, the closely related MPD 
has been applied to a much greater variety 
of problems. However, there are deficien
cies inherent in the MPD, both in theory (it 
yields only an approximate solution) and in 
implementation. These deficiencies are 
overcome by using the path-follOWing tech
niques of this study. Consequently, a large 
class of problems becomes subject to es
sentially exact solution. 

fhe emphasis in this investigation has 
been on multiuse techniques that can be 
applied at more than one stage of a path-fol
lowing computation. The use of an extrap
olation predictor, for example, eliminates the 
requirement for soMng an operator equa
tion for the predictor solution and provides 

a means for stepping across singular 
points. The use of perturbation techniques 
for locating bifurcating branches reduces 
the requirement for obtaining the slowly 
converg ing solutions near bifurcation 
points. 

This incorporation of multipurpose tech
niques results in a concise computer code 
that is relatively simple to use. The com
parison of the MPD with the path-following 
method indicates distinct advantages for 
the path-following method both in efficien
cy and accuracy. 

This work was done by Raymond L. 
Barger of Langley Research Center and 
Robert W Walters of Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA TP-2654 
[N87-140541NSP], "Some Path-Following 
Techniques for Solution of Nonlinear Equa
tions and Comparison With Parametric Dif
ferentiation. " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In-
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Macsyma® ... 
the most powerful 
math software 
in the world of 
mainframes, 
nowon 
PC's. 

.. 1989 Symbolics Inc. 

Circle Reader Action No. 524 

Until now, if you wanted to 
combine symbolic and numerical 
analyses into a powerful approach to 
mathematical modeling, there was 
only one way to do it - MACSYMA 
and a big computer. 

Now we've taken all the 
power, performance and productivity 
of MACSYMA and created a PC ver
sion, one that runs on any 386/00S
based PC*. 

So now you can perform 
complex symbolic, numerical , and 
graphical calculations automatically 
- in applications ranging from 
plasma physics to aeronautics, from 
economics to fluid mechanics and 
more - right at your desk. Such as 
differential and integral equations, 
Laplace and Fourier transforms, 
vector and tensor calculus. The same 
calculations that used to require 
mainframe performance. 

There's one thing about 
MACSYMA that isn't complex - using 
it. In fact, using MACSYMA is so easy, 
you can get right to work using our 
On-line Help and Quick Reference 
Card - without even opening a book. 

MACSYMA on a Pc. As easy as 1T. 
CalI1-800-MACSYMA (in 
Massachusetts, 617-221-1250). 

symbolics Inc 

Computer Aided Mathematics Group 
8 New England Executive Park East 
Burlington, MA 01803 U.S.A. 

MACSYMA Is a reg istered trademark of Symbolics, Inc . 

• 100% IBM compatibles. 



formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487·4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (ErX)) 336-4700. 

LAR-13750 ,6fj-/~'1 
Noiseless Coding of 
Magnetometer Signals 

Adaptive coding can 
compress data by factors 
ranging from 2 to 6. 

A report discusses the application of 
noiseless data-compression coding to the 
digitized readings of spaceborne magne
tometers for transmission back to Earth. 
The objective of such coding is to increase 

efficiency by decreasing the rate of trans
mission without sacrificing the integrity of 
the data. 

The magnetometers, to be flown aboard 
the Mars Observer and Comet Rendez
vous Asteroid Flyby missions, will produce 
a sequence of measurement vectors at in
tervals of T (probably ~ 0.05 s). The meas
urement vector Vi at time ti will consist of 
r" Xi' Yi' and z i' where ri is a (Jr-bit number 
that denotes the dynamic range, and Xi' Yi' 

and z i are m-bit representations of the 
three orthogonal components of the mag
netic field put out by a linear quantizer 0p

erating in the range rio The maximum an
ticipated values of (Jrand mare 3 and 12, 
respectively. With these parameters, the 

:. The uni~ue prop~rties exhibited by Nextel Tl
' 480 Ceramic 

F~~ers provl~e you with t~~ one thing every engineer is looking 
or, new deSign opportunities. 

92 

~extel 480's combination of good electrical properties, high 
tensile modulus and heat resistance make it an excellent candi
date for unidirectional filament reinforcement of resins. 

.. It's even simple to find out more. Call 1-800-328-1687 (In Min
nesota 612-733-1558). Or write: 3M Ceramic Materials Depart
ment, 225-4N-07, 3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144-1000. 

Nextel 'M is a trademark of 3M. 

3M 
Clrcl. R •• d.r Action No. 60S 

maximum anticipated rate of transmission 
would be 780 bits/s, but engineering con
cerns require a lower rate. 

Data-compression coding reduces the 
rate by using the previous data to predict 
the subsequent data to the extent possible, 
thus requiring the transmission of only the 
difference between the true and antici
pated values. Coding is said to be "noise
less" when it introduces no noise; i.e., 
when the full input data can be recovered 
from the coded output data. The following 
noiseless-coding scheme was selected to 
compress the magnetometer data: 
1. Rearrange the data from a sequence of J 

input vectors into separate sequences of 
r. X, y, and z values. 

2. Process the sequence of J r values into a 
sequence of variable-length (up to (J r + 1) 
subsequences of bits specified by the 
compression code for r. In a subse
quence, a zero in the first bit signals no 
change, in which case the (Jrsubsequent 
bits are not transmitted. A one in the first 
bit signals a change, in which case the 
next (Jr bits are transmitted to signal the 
new range. 

3. Process the X, y, and z sequences in tum 
according to a compression code in 
which the difference between the pre
dicted and the previouS value of X, y, or z 
is mapped into a set of integers. 

4. Compress the X, y, and z data further ac
cording to a variable-length-code algo
rithm developed previously. 

5. Assemble the data for transmission as 
the sequence of J coded r values fol
lowed by the sequences of X, then y, then 
zvalues. 

6. Repeat the process for the next se
quence of J measurement vectors. 
This scheme was implemented with sev

eral coding algorithms, which were tested 
with data from a previous magnetometer 
experiment of m = 9, (Jr = 3, and T = one
sixth second. While these parameters do 
not match those of the future magnetome
ter data, the tests nevertheless indicate 
trends. Data-transmission rates were re
duced by compression factors ranging from 
slightly less than 2 up to 6. A "breadboard" 
coder built with an 8086 microprocessor re
quired about 1,000 bytes of memory for in
structions and another 1,000 bytes of mem
ory for internal buffers. A breadboard 
decoder was about half the size of the 
coder. Both had throughput rates of 20 
kbls - far higher than the rates of the mag
netometer data to be processed. 

This work was done by Robert F. Rice 
and JunJi Lee of C8Jtech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy 
of the report, "Noiseless Coding for the 
Magnetometer," Orcle 32 on the TSP Re
quest Gard. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 18]. Refer to 
NPO-17320. 
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New literature 
Cell mate CM/2, an integrated hard
ware/software system designed 
specifically for testing, is described in 
a four-color brochure from the 

t=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~::;:;;;;;;;;;;~~G~~~~~;::=~~~~~ Digalog Corp., Ventura, CA. The unit 
The Timing Reference Handbook performs all the tasks of a minicom-

Instrument Specialties Co., Inc. has 
issued a guide to help engineers 
select shielding products that protect 
electronic equipment from elec
tromagnetic and radio-frequency 
interference. The 34-page publication 
features a color-coded metals com
patibility chart to minimize the poten
tial for galvanic corrosion in shielding 
applications. English and metric 
specifications for the Pennsylvania
based company's full product line
shielding, electrostatic discharge and 
grounding products, as well as groun
ding and shielding contacts - are 
presented in both tabular and 
schematic form. 
Circle Reader Action Number 716. 

published by Austron Inc., Austin, TX, puter, programmable logic controller, 
contains a history of time mea· analog to digital front end, frequency 
surement, descriptions of the latest counter, data processor, report 
technological developments in timing generator, and many other system 
systems, and examples of time and elements. It interfaces with hundreds 
frequency instrument applications. of analog and digital inputs and out
Subjects covered in the 162-page puts, strain gauges, thermocouple A com three-vol ume 
guide include: Time Scales of and ROT inputs, frequency and pulse guide to integrated circuit (10 design 
Measurement; Digital Clock Ac- signals, optically isolated AaDC swit- specifications is now available from 
curacy and Synchronization; Serial ching, and intelligent instruments and Hearst Business Communications 
Time Codes; and Time Code controls. The entire system is controll- Inc., Garden City, NY. Volume One 
Applications. ed by a single programming environ- of the IC MASTER describes over 

f-C_ir_c_le_R_e_a_d_e_r_A_ct_i_o_n_N_u_m_b_e_r_72_ 4-;. ment, called TOOLBOX, that allows 80,000 standard circuits, which are 

A new line of epoxy-based adhesives 
designed for fiber optics applications 
is described in a free brochure from 
Tra-Con Inc., Medford, MA. The for
mulations can be used for bonding, 
potting, coating, and terminating ap-

the test developer to create com- grouped by basic category - Digital, 
mands to fit the natural language of Microprocessor, Linear, Interface, 
each industry. and Memory. Volume Two contains 
Circle Reader Action Numbe.r 720. 1200 pages of manufacturers' 

1----- ---------; specifications, and features a di rec-
tory with add resses and phone 
numbers for virtually every manufac
turer in the IC industry. The third 
volume is a guide to custom! 
semicustom ICs and includes gate 
array, cell-based ASIC, and program
mable logic circuits. A Design Auto 
mation section offers an extensive list 
of CAE and CAD design tools. 
Circle Reader Action Number 710. 

1------------ - -; plications found in the design, pro A free booklet distributed by Personal 
CAD Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, 
answers 104 frequently asked ques
tions about printed circuit board 
CAD. Compiled from discussions 
with hundreds of CAD users, the 
36-page publication focuses on areas 
that users have found most confusing 
in planning their CAD resources. 
Topics covered include: Advantages 
of turnkey versus unbundled systems; 
Pros and cons of various hardware 
platform configurations; How training 
requirements affect the CAD invest
ment; Facts about system integration; 
and Emerging trends in PCB CAD. 
Circle Reader Action Number 714. 

The Magnetic M easurement H and
book from Dowty RFL Industries Inc., 
Boonton, J, reviews magnetic 
measurement techniques and termi· 
nology and includes in-depth tutori
als covering gaussmeter and flux
meter applications. Available free of 
charge, the hand book illustrates such 
applications as measuring magnetic 
leakage in transformers, testing fer
rous powders and slurries, and deter
mining the total flux in U-shaped, C
shaped, and bar magnets. 
Circle Reader Action Number 704. 

Design Systems Strategies, Scar
borough, ME, has released its 1989 
Computer-Aided Design and Draft
ing (CAOD) Buyer's Guide, featuring 
more than 80 CADD software pro
ducts for the NE design community. 
Over 400 vendors were surveyed for 
this year's guide, which covers pro
ducts that run on nearly 100 platforms 
and range in price from under $100 
up to $100,000. 
Circle Reader Action Number 708. 

duction, assembly, maintenance, and 
repair of fiber optics products. A 
detailed chart provides data on 
color, specific gravity, operating 
temperature, hardness, spectral 
transmittance, index of refraction, 
and impact resistance. 
Circle Reader Action Number 722. 

A new brochure from Sabritec, Irvine, 
CA, spotlights the company's full 
spectrum of standard and custom in
terconnections, including coax, 
twinax, multi-pin, hybrid and filter 
connectors, as well as EMP protection 
devices, high current bus connectors, 
and missile umbilical systems. The 
connectors are also available in com
plete cable assemblies. 
Circle Reader Action Number 718. 

" Fiber Optic Trends: New Fibers 
Meet Sensing Demands," a recently 
published article from Corning Glass 
Works, Corning, NY, discusses how 
interferometric f iber sensors, used 
by the military for guidance systems, 
may prove useful for commercial 
airlines, automotive navigation 
systems, and robotic guidance. The 
author predicts that volume produc
tion of specialty fibers by the military 
will pave the way for commercial ap
plications by redUCing manufacturing 
costs. Offered free of charge, the ar
ticle describes special requirements 
associated with sensor use, such as 
short operating wavelengths, 
polarization-retaining characteristics, 
low bending loss, and smaller 
diameter for higher packing density. 
Circle Reader Action Number 726. 

- /, 

The newly revised Specifier' s Guide 
for Aerospace Components, publish
ed by Honeywell's Micro Switch 
Division, Freeport, I L, displays a wide 
array of switches and sensors for 
harsh environments and military ap
plications. Featured products include 
solid-state proximity sensors, sealed 
electromechanical switches, and 
manual controls such as toggles, 
rockers, rotary switches, and sealed 
numeric keyboards. The free guide 
contains a glossary, military specifica
tion data, and details on Micro 
SWitch's custom component 
capabilities 
Circle Reader Action Number 706. 

Leybold Vacuum Products Inc., 
Export, PA, has published a 575-page 
product guide and vacuum 
technology reference manual 
featuring vacuum pumps, surface 
analysis systems and components, 
vacuum valves, fittings, and ac
cessories. The manual includes pro
duct descriptions and photographs, 
technical data, specifications, and 
application notes, as well as a list of 
available articles and a schedule of 
seminars on vacuum technology. 
Circle Reader Action Number 702. L _____________________ L-____________________ ~ ______________________ ~ ______________________ ~ 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE, 
HIGH PRECISION 
BALL SCREWS 
Thomson Saginaw 
ball screws give you ' 
• precrsron -lead acctJrilCles to .0002' ft. 

and custom preloads for op mum sbffness 
• smoothness - 90'" plus effiCiency, zero 

backlash for undorm feed 
• repeatability - precise POSltJonlng hme 

after bme 
• dependable servICe - operabng hfe 

measured m millions of cycles 
Send your drClWlngs or sketches for a free 
proposal and esbmate. Or, ask for our new 
lJnear Actuator Technology GUide. Thomson 
Saginaw Ball Screw Company, Inc., P.O. 
Box 9550, Saginaw, MI 48608. (517) 
n6-4123. 

THOMSON SAGINAW 'M 
Flfst m Lmear Actuator Technology 

Circle Reader Action No. 573 

320CI0/15/17 
~ In-Circuit Emulators 

° Emulates 320ClO/15/17 up to 25 MHz. 
° IBM-PC/XT/AT/386 windowing interface 

with EGA 43-line, color, and mouse support 
° Complex Hardware real-time breakpoints 
° Hardware Trace Buffer with filtering control 
° Program performance analysis 
° Slevel hardware sequencer, Pass Counters 
° also: 8051/52, 8051 5/35, Super8, 8048/49 

94 

~n®fNj{YJ[MJ ~~iM[MJ~ 
1820 14th SL, Santa Monica, CA. 90404 

(21 3) 450-6096 telex: 362439 
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PIONEER 
Model DS-312 

Digital 
STROBOSCOPE 

used for 
Accurate Motion 

Analysis 

Study machinery and equipment while in 
motion by "freezing" it as if it were not 
moving . A slight adjustment allows 
viewing slow motion action of interacting 
parts . Also used as a remote digital 
tachometer(RPM) without contact. 
Readollt on 5 digit LED. Flashing rate in 
2 overlapping ranges : 0-4 ,000 and 
4,000-12,000 FPM 

p.. ,r.o.lll rE.' £' D ELECTRIC & RESEARCH 
" I ;.c V • .1:1 ~ CORPORATION 

7333 W. Harrison ° Forest Park. IL 60130 
Phone: 312-771 ·8242 

Pressure, Flow 
" Temp. Switch 

RELI--I 

" you have special requirements, we 
can probably save you time and money by 
them with one of our stan dard models. They I 

lheir accuracy over many thousands of cycles. The 
"snap· action" disk spring eliminates most problems 

of aerospace pressure switches. 
Ask for your copy of the H·E catalog. 

~~-&tutue {?4. 
3151 Kenwood St . Burbank, CA 91505 

(213) 843-6211 891 

HOW TO PROTECT 
YOUR COMPUTER 

And Make It Last Longer 
FREE money-saving Uterature. What you need 
to know about UPS - uninterruptible power 
systems. How to get complete protection from 
power line problems. 350VA through 15KVA 
models from the world's largest manufacturer 
of single-phase UPS. Best Power Technology, 
Inc P. O. Box 280, 1'!2cedah , WI 54646 

(608) 565-7200 ext. 3656 
Toll Free (800) 356-5794 ext. 3656 

Circle Reader Action No. 370 

FREE! 
130 

Page 
Catalog 

"Optics 
for 

Industry" 
Fre~ 130 page product catalog from Rolyn, 
world's largest supplier of "Off-the-Shelf" optics. 
24-hour delivery of simple or compound lenses, 
filters, prisms, mirrors, beamsplitters. reticles, 
objectives, eyepieces plus thousands of other 
stock items. Rolyn also supplies custom prod
ucts and coatings in prototype or production 
quantities. ROL YN OPTICS Co., 706 Arrowgrand 
Circle, Covina, CA 91722-2199, (818)915- 5707, 
FAX (818)915-1379 

Circle Reader Action No. 551 

Tim. sarflfS •• _ HP !IOOIJII'C proftlUiolfBl ••• 
• 8une", HPI8 & RS232 ' HP 200/310 Memory 80ardl 
• HPl8-Centron1Cl ConY1lrte" oIEEJ: .... /PC Interf, ce Cardl ... 
All back'd "Ith, full ONE YEAR WARRANTY 1..3D OAY MONEY 

BACK GUARAIITfEI call 800-842-0888 

WINTELLIGENT 
INTERFACES Inc. 
P.o. Box 1486 ° Stone Mountain, GA 30086 

MIL-STD-45662A 
calibration system requirements 

video training program 

Partial list of topics: 

* System Survey & Audit 
• Calibration System Requirements 
• Revision -A- Changes 
* Significance of Revision -A
• Standard Procedures 
* Traceability 
* Calibration System Description 
* Adequacy of Calibration System 
* Measure ment Standards 
* Measuring and Test Equipment 

TWO HOUR VIDEO TRAINING PROG~~ 
AND REPERENCE MANUAL 

~
_PRO FEDERAL PROCUREMENT SERVICES 

o DIvaCln 01 ~ Matemg Set\IIceI 

alo EAST STATE STI1EET 
ROCKFORD. IL 61104 

(800) 833-3776 
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WHY IS INDIUM CALLED 
THE MIRACLE METAL? 
New uses for this incredibly versatile 

low melting temperalUre, semi-precious 
metal are being discovered every day. 
A sampling of applications indudes: 

Indium-based solder alloys offering unique 
temperalUre and physical flexibility 

° Indium plating baths 
° Pressure and vacuum sealing 

° Indium salts/oxides create a transparent, 
conductive thin film coating on glass, 

ceramic, plastics 
° Superoonductor bonding using indium at 

cryogenic temperalUres 
° Indium-based infrared ray filters 

° Indium oxides for thick film applications 
(displays, EL panels, etc.) 

° High purity indium for III V oompound 
semioonductors 

For technical data 1:;]14-82 
Arconium Specialty Alloys, 
400 Harris Avenue, Providence, In 
RI 02909, 401-456-0800, Telex 49 
262987, Fax 401-421-2419 
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A History : 
of Flight : , 
and Space 

From Kitty Hawk to the Space Shuttle, this 
exciting videotape chronicles the successes 
and innovations, the heroes and inventors, in 

I air and space travel. Includes vintage newsreel 
, footage. (VHS, 40 minutes) $19.95 each plus 
'$3 .00 postage and handling. 
I 
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I F XSIl\R, INC. 
Texstar is a custom manufacturer of 
plastic and composite materials for 
commercial and military applications 
servicing the free world . Processes in 
clude autoclave molding , vacuum for
ming, injection molding, blow mold
ing, water-jet cutting, clean room 
facilities, in-house tooling capability, 
composite lay-up and bagging. 
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of surfaces 
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laser-asslsted growth of 
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SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING 
GRAPHIC TOOLS 

for the IBM PC and compatibles 

FORTRAN/Pascal tools: GRAFMATIC (screen graphics) 
and PlOTMATIC (pen plotter driver) and PRINTMATIC 
(printer). 

These packages provide 2D and 3D plotting capabilities 
for programmers writing in a variety of FORTRAN/Pascal 
environments. We support MS, R-M, LAHEY FORTRAN 
and more. PLOTMATIC supports HP or Houston Instru
ment plotters . Font module available too! 

Don't want to program? Just ask for OMNIPlOT! Menu
driven, fully documented integrated scientific graphics. 
Write or call for complete information and ordering 
instructions. 
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Microcompatibles, 301 Prelude Drive, Silver Spring, MD 20901 
(301) 593-0683 
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Plasma Spray Coatings 
lor a World 01 Products 
PTI serves customers throughout the USA and Europe, and is 
approved by FAA, OEM, and more than 100 maior companies 
PTI has over 300 coating materials available for a wide vartety 
of applications for: 

• Conductivity 
• Corrosion/Oxidation 

Protection 
• Dielectric 
• Thermal Barriers 
• Wear Protecllon 

Processes Include: 

• Plasma Spray· Hyperveloclty 
• Arc Spray Oxy/Fuel Spraying 
• Flame Spray • Machining/ 

Grinding 

Industries served include: 

• Aerospace • Industrial 
c4i~!iiCi""'" • Automotive • Marine 

• Computer • Petrochemical 
• Electronic .•. and of hers 

Call or write for design consullatlon and 
brochure with technical data. 

~PLAA;;~e~;~;~;~~~;n/~~;~;;;ATED 
(jj)..J!f j 1754 Crenshaw B/vd 70 Rye Street, P.O Box 857 

Torrance, CA 90501·3384 South Wmdsor, CT06074·1218 
(213) 320·3373 • 775·8319 (203) 282·0659 • 282·0650 

FAX (213) 533·1677 FAX (203) 528·2631 
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New on the Market 

I MOS Corp.. Colorado Springs, 
CO, is marketing a new color video 
controller (CVC) for fast, high
resolution graphics. The IMS G300 
evc is an integrated chip consisting 
of a color look-u p table, a program- A new stepper motor control board 
mabie video timing generator, a from Haydon Switch and Instrument 
32-bit multiplexed pixel port, a triple Inc., Waterbury, CT, enables users 

" PC Planning Principles," a video- video DAC with 8-bit resolution, and to activate unipolar stepper motors Cambridge Technology Inc., Water
based training course offered by an on-chip phase-locked loop - all with just a power supply, or to con- town, MA, has introduced a porta
Template Techniques Inc., Spring, in a single 84-pin grid array or quad nect external logic in order to vary ble milli-ohmmeter designed to 
TX, teaches how to effectively use cerpac. The device supports all TV motor speed and direction. Further- measure the resistance of switch and 
project management software. Top- timing standards and is capable of more, the board permits testing of an relay contacts, printed circuit board 
ics covered on the 68-minute tape interlaced or non·interlaced video. electromechanical project without tracks and plated through holes, 
include: Critical Path Method; Com- Applications include CAD/CAM, having to develop a dedicated drive transformer and motor windings, 
municating with Planning Graphics; real-time simulation and animation, circuit. The printed circuit card is ground points, connectors, or other 
Project Modeling; Using the Project embedded industrial monitoring, available separately or with a varie- low-resistance devices. The light
Model for Decision Making; and Pit- and add-on graphics boards. ty of rotary steppers, including rotary weight, battery-operated unit offers 
falls to Avoid in the Planning Process. Circle Reader Action Number 784. and lead screw or captive shaft linear three automatically selected ranges 
After watching 10 to 15 minutes of ~----------------1 actuators. from l.999 ohms to 199.9 ohms, 1 
the graphics-filled video, the viewer Circle Reader Action Number 790. milli-ohm resolution, and a basic ac-
performs an exercise in the work- \--------- - - ------1 curacy of 0.1 percent. Measure-
book, then restarts the tape to view ments are made using the four-
the solution and proceed to the next The first 32-bit language micro- terminal Kelvin technique, which 
topic. processor, the SC32™ Language eliminates lead resistance errors. 
Circle Reader Action Number 786. Chip, is now available from Silicon Circle Reader Action Number 798. 

Composers Inc. , Palo Alto, CA. 1---------------1 
Film supertwist (FSn, a new type of Packaged in an 85-pin ceramic pin-
LCD that substantially reduces dis- grid array, the microproces or 
play thickness and weight compared employs a combined stack and 
to current technologies, will soon be register architecture that allows the 
available from Sharp Elect ronics efficient hardware development and 
Corp., Mahwah, NJ. Combining a software implementation of high-
layer of organic redardation film with level programming languages such A contactless, optoelectronic switch 
a single layer of supertwisted liquid as Forth, C, and Fortran. The SC32 introduced by the Cherry Corp., 
crystal, the FST LCD panel offers a 30 A new sil icone adhesive/sealant executes one instruction per clock Waukegan, IL, eliminates the need 
percent improvement in lighttrans- from the Dow Corn i ng Corp. , cycle (10 million instructions per for snap-action internal metal parts. 
missivity over the high-resolution Midland, MI, is tack-free within 40 second), and can combine multiple The solid-state switch employs an in
double supertwist technology. minutes - five times faster than operations into single machine in- frared emitter and phototransistor 
Sharp'S invention will allow for light- similar silicone adhesives, according structions to enable burst-mode sensor combination . An internal 
er, smaller laptop computers, in to the manufacturer. Designated speeds as high as 50 million opera- " flag" moves in response to pressure 
which LCD panels have become the X3-6838, the ready-to-use, non- tions per second at 10 MHz. on the actuator and interrupts the 
display standard. slumping material cures rapidly with Circle Reader Action Number 780. beam of infrared light from emitter 
Circle Reader Action Number 778. unprimed adhesion to most surfaces. 1 ;;;;;;;;;-:;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-:;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-1 to sensor, thereby changing the 
\-----------------1 It features excellent electrical proper- switch's output. Cherry engineers 

Powertec's new MultiMod™-Series 
6 power supplies allow the user to 
choose current/voltage combina
tions from a large selection of stan
dard switching power packages and 
DC output modules. Targeted for tel
ecommunications and computer ap
plications, the units can accept up to 
three auxiliary power supply 
modules with 2 to 48V outputs, 
which plug into a 5' , x 8' , x 11" 
enclosure containing the main out
put supply. Main and auxiliary out
puts can be directly paralleled and 
will automatically load share (in pro
portion to their current ratings). 
Models rated at 600, 800, 1000, and 
1500 watts are now available. 
Circle Reader Action Number 788. 
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ties and is suited for sealing wires and estimate the mechanical and elec-
electrical connections, control troniclifeofthe new switch to be 50 
boxes, relays, switches, and printed million cycles. Current markets for 
circuit boards. The experimental this product include office machines, 
product is now available for computers, and telecommunica-
customer sampling. tions - applications in which dust 
Circle Reader Action Number 796. and vibration threaten the life of 

Shell Chemical Company, Houston, 
TX, has produced a non-sintering 
solid epoxy resin for electronic ap
plications requiring a low stress cure. 
The high-purity, low-chlorine 
material, called Research Resin 
RSS-1407, creates minimal tensile 
and compressive stresses upon cure, 
thereby limiting microcracking of the 
cured thermoset and damage to the 
encapsulated device. In addition, the 
product's extremely low melt visco· 
sity enables its use in applications 
demanding high filler loadings. The 
resin can be applied to develop 
transfer molding compounds, adhe
sives, and fiber-reinforced laminates, 
as well as cured coatings for elec
tronic applications such as inks, 
resists, and lacquers. 
Circle Reader Action Number 782. 

USing the latest thin-film transistor 
technology, IBM scientists have 
developed a prototype color f1at
panel display that is larger and 
clearer than current commercial 
models, according to company of
ficials. The 14 inch diagonal panel 
features a screen density of more 
than 1.5 million dots and can display 
up to 16 colors. Images have high 
contrast and can change on the 
screen fast enough for animation. 
Backlit for legibility in bright light, the 
screen remains visible even from 
acute angles - an important con
sideration for laptop/portable and 
future computer applications in 
which users will write on desktop 
panels instead of using a keyboard 
or mouse. 
Circle Reader Action Number 800. 

traditional snap-action switches. 
Circle Reader Action Number 794. 

Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino, 
CA, has introduced the Macintosh® 
IIcx, a modular PC featuring full 
32-bit 68030 and 68882 micro
processors, three uBus™ expan
sion slots, and Apple's SuperDrive, 
which allows users to access non
Macintosh disks. Designed for flexibil
ity, the IIcx has a small footprint and 
can be mounted from the base, side, 
or with a bracket. Users can disas
semble the computer by removing 
a single screw, making it easy to reach 
components such as RAM, ROM, 
and disk drives. The standard Ilcx 
package includes a mouse, System 
Software 6.0.3, HyperCard<llsoftware, 
documentation, and SuperDrive. 
Circle Reader Action Number 792. 
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New on the Market 

An acoustic-based, real-time weld 
monitoring system that nondestruc
tively identifies defects such as cracks 
and porosity in aluminum, steel, and 
other materials has been introduced 
by the Physical Acoustics Corp., 
Princeton, J. Cracks and other 
flaws form and grow as the weld 
cools. The expanding flaws emit 
sounds that are " heard " by 
piezoelectric sensors mounted along 
the weld path. As the weld pro
gresses, the acoustic signature is fed 
through preamps and into the heart 
of the system - the LOCA AT 
acoustic emission instrument. All 
data is processed through high and 
low frequency spectra and then 
stored onto floppy disks. Process in
formation such as alarms and rate
based filters are displayed on a built
in CRT. 
Circle Reader Action Number 768. 

Toyo Corporation's new TPG-4300 
video printer outputs high-resolution 
(300 x 300 dpi) color images on A- or 
B-size paper or transparency film. A 
built-in intelligent interface eliminates 
the need to write special software to 
drive the printer. It adjusts to any CRT 
monitor, accommodating interlaced 
or noninterlaced scanning, horizon
tal scan rates from 15 to 75 KHz, and 
frame rates from 30 to SO Hz. Eight 1---------------1 
program presets for different video 
timings and specifications permit 
hardcopy sharing among worksta
tions, PCs, and graphic systems. 
Circle Reader Action Number 766_ 

The Model 2040 laser from Spectra
Physics, Mountain View, CA, offers 
the highest power available in a com
mercial argon ion laser. The UV
enhanced laser guarantees up to 7 w 
of mid-UV and 1.5 w deep-UV out
put, along with 25 w visible power, 
according to the manufacturer. I n ad
dition, the 2040 features a compact 
power supply and a handheld remote 
control that provides both analog and 
digital displays for ease of tuning and 
peak power readout. Wide band
width photodetector electronics 
deliver stabilized, low-noise light out
put and accurate power readout from 
the deep-UV to the near IR. 
Circle Reader Action Number 764. 

The ACRO-400E, a high-precision 
data acquisition and control sys
tem from the Acrosystems Corp., 
Beverly, MA, features 16 differen
tial analog inputs, up to two analog 
outputs, and 32 digital I/O in a single 
board-level unit. Suited for 
distributed applications requiring 
remote or stand-alone I/O units, 
the ACRO-4OOE also includes a built
in microprocessor, 32K bytes of 
SRAM, 28K points of DRAM, and 
ACROBASIC, a PROM-resident 
BASIC language interpreter. Poten
tial uses include on-line statistical 

1----:==--------==-1 process contro l, energy manage

The above image showing a rifle 
bullet penetrating polycarbonate 
plastic was captu red by a new CCD 
still video camera developed by 
Hadland Photonics Inc., Cupertino, 
CA. The Model SV-553 camera pro
duces photographic quality still pic
tures that can be instantly displayed 
on monitors or stored on standard 
VHS videotapes or laser disks. Hard 
copy prints can be generated with 
the Polaroid® Model8BOl Printer. 
The SV-553 also operates as a con
ventional real-time, continuous-run 
video camera. 
Circle Reader Action Number 760. 
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ment, pharmaceutical manufactur
ing, and materials testing. The unit is 
priced at $1995. 
Circle Reader Action Number 770. 

Phase Three Logic Inc. , Beaverton, 
OR, has created CapFast CFIPCB, an 
integrated schematic capture and 
printed circuit board layout 
package targeted for PCB design ap
plications. The package includes 
Phase Three Logic 's CF3000 
schematic design software and the 
OEM version of CAD Software's 
PADS-PCB printed circuit board 
layout tool. The CF3000 software 
features schematic and symbol 
editors; plotting, packaging, and 
partlist programs; PCB netlist inter
faces; a simulation grapher; and the 
Programmable etlist Library. Priced 
at $1995, CapFast CF/PCB runs on 
the IBM PC/AT, PS/2, and com
patible , with EGA graphics. 
Circle Reader Action Number 762. 

Tight conformance to sensed surfaces. 
Response: 0.15 seconds possible. 

Rugged: Encapsulated element, laminated construction, 
lead connections. 

SPECS: Platinum, nickel, copper, nickel-iron elements. Kapton, 
silicone rubber insulation: to 220 0 C (428 0 F). 

USER NOTES: Replace immersed or clamp-on sensors; reduce 
weight, simplify installation, improve thermal response. 

When quali'y and performance ore as important as priCE'. coli . 

M I NCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
7300 Commerce L8ne/Mlnneapolls, Minnesota 55432 U.S.A. 
Telephon.:(612)571-3121ITWX: 91Q.576-2848IFAX:(612)571.(}927 

Pressure 
Regulators 
Specializing in: 
• Medium to High 
Pressures 
• High Purity 
Applications 

• Corrosive Media 
and Environments 
Demanding appli
cations call for 
1escompressure 
regulators_ Choose 
from hundreds of 
standard models with 

literally thou-
sands of available modifications 
for special or one-of-a-kind applica
tions. Send for a free 12-page color 
brochure describing our entire line. 
Or, write explaining your applica
tion requirements and we'll send 
you complete specifications on 
recommended models_ 

U~~~~~ 
PRESSURE CONTROLS DIVISION 

12616 Industrial Blvd., Elk River, Minnesota 55330 (612) 44J-6330 
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Cryogenics 
All The Tools 

You'll Ever Need 

Reliable, useful cryogenic 
equipment from APD 
Cryogenics is indispen
sable to the researcher 
working at low 
temperatures. 

HELI-TRAN® open-cycle 
coolers are a simple-to
use source of refrigera
tion from below 2K 
to 300K. 

DISPLEX® closed-cycle 
refrigerators provide 
reliable, continuous-duty 
cooling from 10K to 
450K. 

HELIPLEX'" closed-cycle 
refrigerator is a liquid
cryogen-free source of 
continuous cooling from 
3.6K to 300K. 

DISPLEX® cryopumps 
and LNz-free cold traps 
offer clean, fast vacuum. 

And . . . APD has the 
most complete line of ac
cessories vital to super
conductivity, spectro
scopy, ESR, DLTS, NMR, 
matrix isolation, Hall 
effect, and other low
temperature research. 

Call or write today. 

APD Cryogenics, Inc. 
1919 Vultee Street 
Allentown, PA 18103 
Tel: (215) 791-6700 
Telex: 205528 
FAX: (215) 791-0440 

.APD CRYOGENICS INC 
A Sl.J8SK)l.4t.AY OF INTEAMAONETJCS OEN£~ CORPORAllON 
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Here's all the "tooling up" you need 
to build strong enclosures to your 
own specs: An ordinary mallet and 
a few wrenches. AMCO's 6061-T6 
High Strength Aluminum framing 
system does the rest. You get extra
or~linarily strong enclosures, 
custom-made for your application, 
without long delays. 

We can supply the pieces or 
build the whole enclosure. 

Simple Hand-Mallet-Wrench 
assembly. 
The system consists of extruded 
aluminum tubing, corner castings. 
locking pieces, and accessories. A 
relatively concise selection of stand-

simple solution 
ard pieces covers a very broad 
range of possible applications. 
Among other benefits, this cuts 
your waiting time to a minimum. 

You decide the shapes and sizes_ 
Here is another big feature: You can 
build enclosures from 8" to 20' in 
any 90° plane. You can combine 
big compartments and small ones 
in any com bination you need. You 
can use non-locking clips for pro to
typing or planned disassembly, or 
use locking clips for a tough perma
nent assembly. This enclosure 
framing system never boxes you 
in! Keep some in stock for those 
emergency needs. 

Amazingly strong. 
Our corner locking methods 
actually surpass the strength of 
welding-one of the reasons that 
this system offers you optimum 
weight/structural strength ratios. 
This system has withstood some 
very tough applications-like NASA 
Airborne, shipboard, ground sup
port firing systems enclosures and 
missile launch systems, not to 
mention in house industrial use. 

It's easy to check it out. Just 
phone for Catalog #203. Call 
1-800-833-3156. In Illinois, 
1-312-671-6670. 

I 
AMCO Engineering Co. 1\\\\ 1';'"',,·, 3801 N. Rose Street 

L!. ~~':"!J.I.I ••• III •••• _ ••• ® Schiller Park, IL 60176-2190 

AMCO's Heavy Duty Aluminum Structural System. 
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"It's not easy for an astronaut to build anything up there ... what they really 
needed was a fastener that would help them put those space structures 
together quick and easy. 

My job is solving these puzzles. This time I designed a self-aligning 
bolt for them. But I couldn't help thinking those gloves they wear could be 
tro1:lble. So I went home and did some work on my own. Cut up a cookie 
sheet and found an old gear in the garage -used them to make some 
modifications on a cordless screwdriver. Thrned it into a push-button wrench 
that'll let anybody-astronaut or robot - screw that bolt together in seconds. 

If you keep on thinking, one interesting idea just naturally seems to 
lead right on to the next one." -Earl Cooney, Space Station, Industrial Engineer Advisor 

~CDONNELLDOUGLAS 

A company of leaders. 
Circle Reader Action No. 501 
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